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Chairman’s Comments
      Welcome to our 

51st Annual Airlift/
Tanker Association’s 
Convention and Sym-
posium. I hope you 
are or going to be 
reading this at our 
“Mobility Gathering” 
in the beautiful Or-
lando Marriott World 
Center on Oct. 23-26, 
2019. What an impor-
tant time to get to-
gether and hear from 

our Air Force and Mobility leadership about 
the challenges we are facing, attend outstand-
ing seminars that broaden our perspective, 
share some stories and comradery…and have 
some fun. This is truly one of the highlights of 
my year, and this year will be no exception.
 Our AMC Commander, Gen. Maryanne 
Miller, championed and our Air Force leader-
ship supported increasing the number of our 
best and brightest to attend our Convention/
Symposium and benefit from this world class 
professional development opportunity. With 
our new National Defense Strategy (NDS) 
and its dependence on rapid mobility, this is 
a great time for Mobility Nation to be together 
and share their experiences, their passion, and 
their ideas to meet the challenges we face. For 
our long-term A/TAers, welcome back. For 
our first timers, you are here because of what 
your leadership thinks about your potential…
congratulations and take full advantage of this 
time to think, learn, and participate.
 You will hear firsthand from our Acting Sec-
retary of the Air Force, Matt Donovan, our Vice 
Chief of Staff of the Air Force, Gen. “Seve” Wil-
son, our USTRANSCOM Commanding Gen-
eral, Gen. Steve Lyons, and of course hear the 
latest from our AMC Commander, Gen. Mary-
anne Miller. Additionally, for the first time, we 
will get to hear from our new AMC’s Command 
Chief, Chief Master Sgt. Terrence Greene. We 
will also hear from our Total Force leadership, 
Lt. Gen. Catfish Rice, director of the ANG, and 
Maj. Gen. John Flournoy, Deputy Commander 
of our Air Force Reserve Command and former 
Chief of Staff of USTRANSCOM.
 Our seminars will again be superb and in-
clude Spark Tank, Space X and VOX Space, and 
future innovations from Lockheed and Boeing. 
A very special honor to have our Mobility Hero 
and A/TA Hall of Famer, Col. Gail Halverson, 
the Candy Bomber, with us for the whole con-
vention.  Gail literally changed the world by his 
kindness and compassion. I accompanied Gail 
to Berlin for the 60th Anniversary of the Berlin 
Airlift, and you talk about a Rock Star. Chancel-
lor Merkel met him personally to welcome him. 

Gen. Duncan McNabb,
USAF (retired)

Gail is the kind of true servant leader all of us 
aspire to be. He will once again host a seminar 
and if you have never heard him before, you 
are in for a once in a lifetime treat.
 Industry Interface Day on Wednesday is on 
track and is being fully supported by AMC, 
our Industry Partners and contributors, and 
our Acquisition Program Executive Officers 
(PEOs). With the new NDS, this is a critical 
time to bring this group together. I look for-
ward to hearing the collective wisdom on how 
best to build the capabilities we need for the 
future. Many thanks to our Industry Partners 
and contributors for being part of our Technol-
ogy Exposition Hall where our members and 
attendees can see what you are doing up close 
and personal.
 On Friday night, we will celebrate our new-
est inductee to the Hall of Fame, our Air Trans-
portation Career Field “Port Dawgs”. True 
unsung heroes, they work magic every day 
to deliver anywhere, anytime. They are truly 
awesome and no one is more deserving of this 
very special recognition.
 This year our Heritage Room will be co-lo-
cated with our airdrop/cornhole setup in the 
Marriott Crystal Ballroom. Special thanks to 
our Heritage Room “visionaries” and to this 
year’s Heritage Room sponsors, Lockheed Mar-
tin and the Tampa Bay Defense Alliance. We in-
vite you to join our opening reception Wednes-
day night, Oct. 23, at 2115 when Gen. Miller and 
I will present the 2019 Tampa Bay Trophy to one 
of our outstanding AMC civic leaders.
 Our Heritage room is the coolest place to 
meet current and former mobility leaders, 
share experiences and seek advice and mentor-
ing. At last year’s A/TA convention, you saw 
Gen. Miller everywhere in the Heritage Room 
talking to our Airmen. I remember watching a 
number of wing commanders, sitting together 
around a high-top table, telling stories with 
their airman about the mission and their expe-
rience. It is core to what happens at A/TA, y’all 
come and enjoy.
 We will also spotlight the tremendous 
achievements of the 2019 Hall of Fame In-
ductee, our Air Transportation Port Dawgs. 
We will have our annual Global Reach Trivia 
Challenge on Thursday evening from 2130-
2230 and will award cash prizes to the top 
three teams. By popular acclaim, we will 
bring back live music featuring “Jeff and Ca-
maros”, a very popular Trop-Rock entertainer 
from Florida (think Jimmy Buffett and Parrott 
heads). Check out Jeff’s website, https://www.
jeffandthecamaroscom/.  
 And for our chapters, lots of good things to 
report. First, along with our Secretary Mike 
Cassidy, I want to thank Master Sgt. Alex Car-
rancho, president of the Tommy B. McGuire 
Chapter, and his team at Joint Base-McGuire, 
Dix, Lakehurst for hosting our summer board 

meeting in early August. Alex and his team 
did a great job and not only did we do the fin-
ishing touches on this year’s convention, but 
also did some excellent work on our Bylaws…
led by our President, Chief Master Sgt. (re-
tired) Mike Kerver.  
 Led by our own Lt. Col. Popeye Fafinski, 
we also finalized board approval on three 
new initiatives, the Pilot Network, Mil2ATP, 
and MilKeep. These partnerships will provide 
our members with discounted or free access 
to these company’s products. We continue to 
pursue more of these types of partnerships 
to serve our entire membership base and add 
value for our members.
 Additionally, led by our A/TA Chairman 
of Advisors, Lt. Gen. Rod Bishop, to help our 
A/TA chapters improve their programs and 
serve their membership, four retired mobility 
general officers have stepped forward and vol-
unteered to serve as regional senior mentors 
for our 20 largest chapters.  
 Many thanks to Maj. Gen. (retired) Rich 
Mentemeyer, Maj. Gen. (retired) Chris Bence, 
Maj. Gen. (retired) Scott Gray and Brig. Gen. 
(retired) Mark Stearns for giving of their valu-
able time to help out. First priority in their job 
jar is to assist chapter presidents to identify a 
local retired senior officer and senior NCO who 
can help in meeting chapter priorities, increas-
ing ties with the local community and busi-
nesses, and interfacing with wing, base, and 
squadron leadership. They will also provide a 
valuable conduit for Chapter issues and chal-
lenges to A/TA and AMC leadership. Chapter 
presidents should have already been contacted 
by their “senior regional mentor”, and please 
make the most of this initiative.
 Finally, I’d like to give a major shout out to 
our outgoing A/TA Secretary, Col. (retired) 
Mike Cassidy, who served us as our Secre-
tary for the last six years. Mike did a fantas-
tic job and worked tirelessly to support our 
members and the organization. Well done and 
Godspeed Mike. Luckily Col. (retired) Grace 
Blevins-Holman has volunteered to replace 
Mike and we will nominate her for election at 
the Annual Business Meeting on Wednesday 
at the convention.
 So really looking forward to seeing you in 
Orlando. It should be a true “Happening” that 
you will feel very lucky to be a part of…and, as 
always, will be great, great fun.

Warmest Regards
Gen. (retired) Duncan McNabb, Chairman

Announcements & Stories from,
and/or about Association Business,
Members and Chapters

 A/TA

Up Front
 A/TA

Up Front

Future A/TA Conventions 
2020: Gaylord Opryland Resort, 

Nashville, Tennessee
2021: Orlando World Center 

Marriott, Orlando, Florida 
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President’s Message
  
  Welcome to Or-

lando and the Mar-
riott World Center 
for the 51st edition 
of our Airlift/Tanker 
Association Con-
vention and Sym-
posium. I’m really 
looking forward to 
this year’s conven-
tion and hope if 
you’re reading this 
article, I’ll see you 
on the exhibit floor, 

at a keynote address, or at one of the over 24 
professional development seminars we’ve put 
together for you. In regard to our convention, 
I say this often and then repeat it, “Across the 
entire mobility spectrum, I don’t know of an-
other event that gives our attendees so many 
great opportunities to hear the personal mes-
sages of the most senior Department of De-
fense, Air Force, and Air Mobility leaders all 
in one place!”
 Our annual convention is also one of the 
best ways we can showcase our commitment 
to the mobility community. Whether ac-
tive duty, Reserve, Guard, Industry Partner, 
friend, or family member, we believe we of-
fer something for everyone. Another thing I 
often like to say is that beyond the keynote 
speakers and seminars, the real strength of 
our convention lies within the intangibles 
called comradery, fellowship and the bond 
built from shared sacrifice and service to our 
nation. And the best part is that it’s a good 
old-fashioned reunion giving us a chance 
to rekindle old relationships and make new 
friends. Other convention highlights beyond 
the keynote addresses and seminars include 
an Industry Interface Day, the AMC Spark 
Tank, and more than 80 exhibitors.    
 We also consider our annual convention 
another way to energize mobility Airmen and 
to help keep them on the Air Force Team. On 
the front lines every day is our top enlisted 
leader, AMC Command Chief Terry Greene.
This is Chief Greene’s first convention, and 
his role in developing and utilizing Mobility 
Airmen can never be understated. Please join 
me in welcoming Chief Greene to not only 
AMC, but to our convention as well. Gen, 
Miller and Chief Greene make a formidable 
team, and we’re grateful for their leadership.
 There are way too many people to thank 
than I have space for, but our convention 
would not be possible without our Program 
VP, Patti Cost. Patti leads a talented group of 
volunteers, and works just about every detail 
concerning the convention. 
 The seminars you’ll attend are a direct re-
sult of our seminar coordinator, Master Sgt. 
(retired) Geno Carvotta. Geno makes the 
thankless work of scheduling and coordinat-
ing the locations, speakers, and logistics for 
our seminars look easy and his effort is ap-

preciated. Sadly, this will be the last year for 
our longest tenured board member, Col. (re-
tired) Mike Cassidy. Mike has served as our 
secretary for six years and is the horsepower 
behind every board meeting and service con-
tract executed by the Association.
 Mike has worked countless projects and 
is currently leading the effort to help raise 
$30,000 for the (Gail) Halvorsen Education 
Center’s tribute to Humanitarian Airlift.  
Thanks to Mike, we’re over $10,000 towards 
that goal, and we appreciate his energy and 
dedication. Mike will be missed. I would also 
like to welcome our new Public Affairs coor-
dinator, Trisha Frank and her deputy Maj. Ja-
son Pravitz. Both Trisha and Jayson have hit 
the ground running and started work to en-
hance our social media presence. Another in-
dividual I’d like to welcome is our new Board 
of Advisor Chairman, Lt. Gen. (retired) Rod 
Bishop. Working with his deputy, Chief Mas-
ter Sgt. (retired) Mike Reynolds, our BoA is 
implementing a Chapter mentorship program 
to help bolster recruiting and professional de-
velopment efforts.   
 To all our 2019 annual award winners and 
their family members, we’re excited to have 
you with us, and we look forward to sharing 
the stage as we recognize your stellar accom-
plishments and well-deserved awards. We’re 
very proud of our formal awards program 
and commit a great deal of resources to en-
sure our very best are recognized!  
 The most prestigious award and highest 
honor the Association can bestow on any in-
dividual or mission group is induction into 
the A/TA Hall of Fame. Our 2019 and 31st re-
cipient is the Air Transportation Career Field.  
With an extensive and decorated 70 plus-year 
history beginning with the United States 
Army Air Forces Air Transport Command 
and now with today’s super ports and con-
tingency support wings, Air Transportation 
Specialists…widely known to many as Port 
Dawgs…are the backbone of our nation’s abil-
ity to respond to crisis anywhere in the world. 
The aerial port community has long been the 
silent power behind the thunder of air power 
and is fully deserving of induction. We will 
unveil their bust and fully recognize them at 
Friday night’s banquet.
 I’m also happy to report A/TA has awarded 
its 1,000th Enlisted Education Grant. Since 
program inception, we’ve administered over 
$330,000 in grants to Association members 
pursuing a degree. We strongly encourage you 

to consider this program, and more informa-
tion is available via the A/TA website.  
 Your Board of Officers is actively working 
the many ideas and suggestions we get to help 
increase the value of membership. Among 
those include discounted training and cer-
tification for military pilots seeking an FAA 
Airline Transport commercial pilot certificate 
as well as a similar program for Airframe and 
Powerplant certification discounts. A pro-
gram we’re ready to implement will provide 
discounts for aviators interested in convert-
ing military flight records to FAA standards 
and storing them securely online. We will be 
sending information on this program soon.
 There is also a lot of administrative work 
going on to include our annual bylaw review 
and update to accommodate improved nomi-
nating committee processes and procedures, 
enhanced officer job descriptions, a potential 
new Board position to help with strategic plan-
ning, and added roles and responsibilities to 
the membership committee among others.    
 Over the past year, regular Association 
business continued and I wanted to take this 
opportunity to thank MacDill Air Force Base, 
McConnell Air Force Base, and Joint Base-
McGuire, Dix, Lakehurst for their warm hos-
pitality and for hosting our Board meetings.   
In every case, we were amazed at the energy 
and dedication of our chapter presidents and 
local leadership engaging with both member-
ship and their local communities. Chapters 
remain the lifeblood of our Association.
 To all those with us at this year’s conven-
tion, please enjoy yourselves and the many 
activities offered. I encourage you to take 
full advantage of the keynote addresses, 
professional development seminars, and the 
Heritage Room. Bigger and better than last 
year, the Heritage Room will feature live 
entertainment, trivia, cornhole, and the op-
portunity to meet former, current, and even 
future mobility heroes.  
 I’m convinced our 51st convention offers 
the types of fellowship and networking op-
portunities unequaled across the DOD, and 
hope you leave Orlando with the same feel-
ing. As a membership-based organization, 
our livelihood and success begin and end 
with you. If you like what you see over the 
next few days, tell a friend and bring them to 
next year’s convention.
 
Again, welcome to Orlando!  
Best…Mike

CMSgt. Mike Kerver,
USAF (retired)

A/TA Industry Partnership remains a bargain at the annual rate of $1700. Industry Partner 
benefits include a reduced exhibit rate, opportunity to select your exhibit location (based on estab-
lished criteria), a write-up with your logo in the convention issue of the Airlift/Tanker Quarterly 
(as well as a listing on our website) and five “free” individual memberships. A new and exciting 
benefit for our Industry Partners is our Industry Partner News page on our website. This is a place 
where you can share information about new products/services or company news. Contact Sondra 
Hart at ata@atalink.org or 423-902-2297 to become an A/TA Industry Partner today.
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  Welcome to the 
2019 Convention and 
Symposium and our 
51st convention. Last 
year was such a big 
event, but it’s time to 
start thinking about 
the next 50. 
 I’m certain this 
will be another 
fantastic event and 
an opportunity to 
learn, re-connect and 
make new networks 

among friends and fellow professional Mo-
bility Airmen.
 Thanks to the incredible team led by our 
Vice President of Programs, Patti Cost and our 
Vice President for Industry Col. (retired) Cary 
Walgamott, once again together they created an 
incredible event. 
 This is my last convention as the secretary of 
this great organization. So, this is a chance to 
say thanks. First, thanks to Col. (retired) Grace 
Blevins-Holman for being willing to take over 
as the secretary. During the last several months 
Grace has shadowed me as I put together the 
quarterly board meetings and work on the oth-
er details in my role as secretary. During our 
annual business meeting Grace will be on the 
ballot and be the board’s recommendation for 
members’ approval. 
 I want to thank the board members and all 

Secretary’s Notes

Col. Mike Cassidy,
USAF (retired)

the volunteers I’ve worked with over the last 
six years. This is a great organization largely 
because of our mission to support mobility air-
men, preserve mobility culture and strengthen 
mobility bonds but what makes it really special 
are the people. 
 I want to specifically point out Gary and 
Sondra Hart plus Brou Gautier and Scott 
Young; early in my tenure they transitioned 
our administrative support, membership sys-
tem and web site from a functional but obso-
lete system to the current industry standard 
you see in use today. 
 There have been a lot of behind-the-scenes 
challenges and they have worked together, 
focusing on supporting the association. The 
association is better because of all their hard 
work. I also need to thank a few members of 
our Board of Advisors:  Dave Spector, Jim Wil-
ton and Mike Welch who helped me on several 
projects. Thanks to all these and many others.
 I also need to say thanks again to the local 
chapters who supported our board meetings at 
all the different bases. Over the course of six 
years as secretary, I’ve worked with 18 chapters 
to host 18 meetings for our board of officers and 
key volunteers. One of my main roles has been 
to work closely with chapter officers and local 
leadership on all the details to make our meet-
ings successful. It has been a real privilege and 
a lot of fun to get to know all of you – a huge 
collective thanks. 
 The most recent example of this was our 
summer board meeting at Joint Base-McGuire, 
Dix, Lakehurst in early August. Master Sgt. 

Alex Carrancho led a superstar team of chap-
ter leaders (please read our web site post for 
the details; atalink.org) to host my final board 
meeting. Thanks Alex and well done.
 If you are a member of the association, please 
make sure you join us at the annual business 
meeting. We will be voting on several items in-
cluding approving a new secretary and several 
important by-law changes. For more details on 
the by-law changes please take a look at the ar-
ticle posted on our website or our Facebook site. 
 Additionally, please welcome to the team our 
new Public Affairs Coordinator Trisha Frank. 
Trisha joined the team this spring along with 
Maj. Jason Pravitz from McConnell Air Force 
Base, Kansas. This will be our first convention 
with them leading this important effort, they 
are already making an enormous contribution. 
 Lastly, Col. Gail Halvorsen, the Candy-
Bomber and A/TA Hall of Fame recipient, 
plans to be with us again this year. He’s still go-
ing strong at 99 years young. Let me encourage 
you to meet Gail but also support the associa-
tion’s effort to make an A/TA contribution of 
at least $30,000 to the Gail Halvorsen Aviation 
Education Foundation. It is easy to donate on 
our website and designate your funds to sup-
port this great American Airman and Hero.
 I will close as I always have, remember, in-
vite someone you know (Guard, Reserve, ac-
tive, retired, civic leader, aircrew, maintenance, 
port, support, etc.) to join this great organiza-
tion and get involved with your local chapter.
Thanks for all you do, every day. 
Mike 

Senior Airman Matt Summers, Airman 1st Class Placido Solis and Senior Airman Justin Muniz, 62nd Maintenance Squadron, left to right, work to 
move a cracked engine ring cowl from a Royal Australian Air Force C-17 Globemaster III at Joint Base Lewis-McChord, Washington, Sept. 5, 2019. 
(USAF photo by Airman 1st Class Sara Hoerichs). 
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for our members, improving the role of the Board of Advisors and 
continuing the preparations for our 2019 convention in Orlando. The 
by-law revisions will be presented for review to the members 60 
days prior to the upcoming annual business meeting.
 We used Amazon Chime’s web-based capability for the second 
time to expand the meeting. Lt. Col. Alexander “Popeye” Fafin-
ski and Col. (retired) Brou Gautier successfully joined the board 
meeting remotely to update the board.
 On Friday, August 2, the group met Airmen from around JB-
MDL for lunch at Pudgy’s. It is motivating to hear the stories of 
these great Airmen and tell them a little about A/TA and our 
time on active duty.
 The board members then received mission briefings and met 
with McGuire leadership, hosted by Brig. Gen. Bill Knight at the 
Expeditionary Center. This included a productive ‘office-call’ for 
the chairman, president and senior vice-president with the Expe-
ditionary Center Command Maj. Gen. John Gordy.
 Friday evening the group met at a social event hosted by the 
Orange County Military Support Committee and several Honor-
ary Commanders. Thanks to Barbara Borwiec, Wendy Lang, Re-
gina Neigel, Ben Waldron, Dana Lancellotti and Gino Sciorilli for 
spending their evening with us and for all they do for JB-MDL. We 
were joined by the 305AMW Vice Commander Nick Leonelli and 
his son Christian. It was a great evening of ‘Strengthening Bonds.’
   In summary, we had a productive board meeting and it was a 
wonderful opportunity to “support mobility airmen.” Well done 
and thanks to all the men and women of JB-MDL and Tommy B. 
McGuire chapter.
   The annual business meeting will be held in conjunction with 
the convention in Orlando on Wednesday, Oct. 23, 2019. Please 
come join us at the convention and the business meeting. If you 
have any questions, contact the A/TA secretary at secretary@
atalink.org.

2019 Summer Board Meeting, 
Joint Base McGuire-Dix-Lakehurst 
By USAF Col. (retired) Michael D. Cassidy, A/TA Secretary

 Thanks to the entire leadership team at Joint Base McGuire-Dix-
Lakehurst, New Jersey for hosting our summer board meeting on 
2 and 3 August. A special thanks to Master Sgt. Alex Carrancho, 
Senior Master Sgt. Jonathan Friscia, Maj. Kristina Himmelreich, 
Lt. Melissa Seiber and Master Sgt. William Jackson A/TA’s Tom-
my B. McGuire chapter president, vice president, treasurer, secre-
tary and chapter member for ensuring the success of our visit and 
productivity of our board meeting. Without these professionals 
our meeting would not have happened.
 The 305 AMW Commander, Col. Jackie Breeden along with 
the 514 AMW/CC, Col. Tom Pemberton; 621 CRW/CC, Col. 
Doug Jackson; 108 AW/MXG/CC, Col Stephen Henske; 87 
ABW/CCC, Chief Master Sgt. Bill Fitch and the 621CRW/CCC 
Chief Master Sgt. Tony Jenkins joined the board Friday morn-
ing to help get us started. Col. Breeden is a long time A/TA 
member and convention volunteer, she offered her continued 
support and thanks to A/TA.
 Lt. Col. Rob Lowe, from the AMC Commander’s Action Group 
and A/TA’s point of contact for all convention issues joined the 
seven members of the board, our Board of Advisor Chairman 
and key members of the A/TA support staff. We began the board 
meeting on Friday morning, 2 August 2019. During the meeting 
Lowe presented an update from AMC regarding the Air Force 
and AMC’s commitment to support the upcoming convention.  
Carrancho presented a Tommy B. McGuire chapter update. 
 The board members then got down to business concluding on-
going work on by-law revisions, multiple proposals to increase value 

Clockwise from top left: Ken Arteaga, USAF Expeditionary Operations School Deputy Commander, briefs the members of the A/TA National board 
on the schools mission it provides to the Air Force and Air Mobility Command. ATA National Board Members along with Master Sgt. Alex Carrancho 
(center), President of the Tommy B. McGuire Chapter stand in front of “Pudgy” a P-38 lightening assigned to Maj. Thomas McGuire in the Pacific during 
WWII. Master Sgt. Alex Carrancho, President, Tommy B. McGuire Chapter of the Airlift Tanker Associaiton, provides the National Board with a chapter 
update at the start of the Summer Board Meeting. A member of the 423rd Mobility Training Squadron watches as Col. (Ret) Mike Cassidy tries out the 
squadron’s new virtual reality goggles. (Photo courtesy of A/TA).
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A Message from Air Mobility Command Commander

General Maryanne Miller

 Gen. Maryanne Miller is the Com- 
mander, Air Mobility Command, Scott 
Air Force Base, Illinois. Air Mobility 
Command’s mission is to provide rapid, 
global mobility and sustainment for 
America’s armed forces. The command 
also plays a crucial role in providing 
humanitar- ian support at home and 
around the world. The men and wom-
en of AMC - active duty, Air National 
Guard, Air Force Reserve and civilians - 
pro- vide airlift, aerial refueling, special 
air mission, aeromedical evacuation and 
mobility support.
 Gen. Miller was commissioned in 1981 
as a distinguished graduate of the ROTC 
program at The Ohio State University. 
She is a command pilot with more than 
4,800 flying hours in numerous aircraft.
 The general has commanded two 
wings and held numerous staff leader-
ship positions at the unit, air staff and 
joint staff levels. Prior to her current as-
signment, she was the Chief of Air Force 
Reserve, Head- quarters U.S. Air Force, 
Washington, D.C., and Commander of 
Air Force Reserve Command, Robins 
AFB, Georgia.

 I have been looking forward to sharing 
a few moments with you at this year’s Air-
lift/Tanker Association Symposium. Mo-
bility Airmen founded the Airlift/Tanker 
Association amid a geopolitical climate 
with similarities to what we see in today’s 
operating environment. In 1969, our mili-
tary was responding to the impacts of a 
long-term conflict while trying to balance 
the strategic demands of the Cold War. To-
day, we face a similar picture as we have 
shifted our strategic focus toward great 
power competition. In order to meet and 
exceed evolving security demands, we 
must glean insight from the last period 
of strategic competition and wisely adapt 
those principles to our current context. 
This application includes our skillsets, our 
thinking, and our Airmen. 
 The Mobility Air Forces will continue to 
operate in increasingly contested domains. 
We must be prepared to compete, deter, 
and win in every environment. We no lon-
ger operate in environments where we are 
completely free from threat. Because of the 
changing nature of the threat landscape, 
we must continue to hone our skills in de-
livering mobility airpower. The skills we 
are building today—across the spectrum 
of mobility operations—allow us to deliver 
the strategic mobility that the 2018 National 
Defense Strategy demands. This capability 
is foundational to our nation’s projection of 
combat power and we must have the ability 
to provide this strength for our Joint warf-
ighters in any environment.  
 We are aggressively building upon our 
skills and capabilities that deliver mobil-
ity airpower. As we do this, we must also 
adjust our thinking about the sanctuary 
traditionally offered by basing strategic 

assets at home. We can no longer depend 
on the oceanic Maginot Line that has 
shielded our stateside bases from hostile 
actors. To achieve the strategic effects our 
nation requires, we must adopt a mindset 
aligned with Air Force strategy as it as-
serts that bases are not strongholds from 
which to project power but positions from 
which to engage the fight—even stateside.
 Though our problem set changes, the 
one thing that remains unchanged is the 
quality of the Airmen who have volun-
teered to serve our nation. I am continu-
ally amazed by what they accomplish 
on a daily basis. Through times of fiscal 
hardship and a demanding operational 
tempo, their ability to advance the mis-
sion is without equal. It is our obligation 
to ensure these Airmen have the tools 
and knowledge needed to take the fight 
forward into a new age characterized by 
dynamic technological advancements by 
state actors. We must resource and devel-
op them appropriately. 
 Leveraging the wisdom gained from 
our past and our knowledge about the 
future, we will ensure our Airmen are 
empowered and equipped. Even with the 
challenges we face every day, I know we 
will rise to meet all tests through the agil-
ity and innovation offered by our Mobil-
ity Airmen. As the asymmetric advantage, 
they provide our leaders with a menu of 
options when facing crises. Whether its 
providing hope in the wake of a hurri-
cane, fueling a strike package for a kinetic 
attack, or executing an emergency airdrop 
to troops in need, Air Mobility Command 
has always been there, and we always 
will be—with the right effects, to the right 
place, at the right time.

Mulitple U.S. Air Force, Joint and Coalition C-130Js and KC-130Js prepare to take off during exer-
cise Mobility Guardian 2019 at Fairchild Air Force Base, Washington, Sept. 12, 2019. (USAF photo 
by Airman 1st Class Lawrence Sena).
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A PROVEN ENGINE
THAT’S COMBAT READY.
FUELING THE FIGHT.

Pratt & Whitney is proud to power the United States Air Force’s KC-46 tanker with 

the PW4062 engine. Proven in the commercial sector, this engine comes with a track 

record for safety, reliability and performance. With its low maintenance costs and global 

inventory of spare parts, the PW4062 is dependable in the air and on the ground.
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Hall of Fame Inductee
By Collin Bakse 

“The men and women of the United States Air Force and our mobility forces, are trained and ready to 
deploy anywhere in the world in defense of our country. It is their unselfish sacrifice, untiring efforts and 

outstanding achievements that have contributed immensely to the establishment and to the maintenance of 
peace in the free world. Not only are their efforts and achievements attained during times of conflict, but they 

also occur during acts of natural disaster and humanitarian relief efforts. The balance of power and our 
freedom has been and will continue to be achieved and built on the “Wings of Freedom.” The Airlift/Tanker 
Association wishes to recognize and honor those men and women who have distinguished themselves by 

outstanding performance above and beyond their duties as members of the United States Air Force. 
It is for this purpose that the “Airlift/Tanker Hall of Fame” has been established.”

Chief Master Sgt. William Powell

Air Transportation Career Field “Port Dawgs”
and The Air Transportation Legacy Team

Chief Master Sgt. Walter Decker Chief Master Sgt. David Eisenhuth

The Airlift/Tanker Association 2019 
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 The 2019 Airlift/Tanker Association Hall of Fame Inductee is the Air 
Transportation Career Field, represented by three legacy individuals. 
Throughout its more than 100 year history, beginning with its roots in 
the U.S. Army Air Forces Air Transport Command, through today’s 
super ports and contingency response wings “Port Dawgs” 
have exhibited endless dedication and remarkable in-
novation to produce mobility mission critical effects 
supporting America’s national security interests. 
From humanitarian assistance/disaster re-
sponse to direct support of the warfighter, to 
the dignified return of the fallen, and every 
aspect of moving the military by air, these 
consummate professionals have endlessly 
demonstrated that no challenge is insur-
mountable in providing rapid global mobil-
ity when called upon.
 It is fitting that three legacy members 
spanning generations serving since the1960s 
represent the entire Port Dawg community. 
From Vietnam to the Global War on Terrorism, 
these individuals epitomized integrity, service 
and excellence with more than 100 years of dedica-
tion to air transportation.
  The aerial port community has long been the silent power 
behind the thunder of air power and that community is deserving of the 
prestigious honor of induction into the Airlift/Tanker Association Hall 
of Fame.

U. S. AIR FORCE AIR TRANSPORTATION CAREER 
FIELD “PORT DAWGS” AND THE AIR TRANSPORTATION 
LEGACY TEAM: CHIEF MASTER SGT. WILLIAM POWELL, 

CHIEF MASTER SGT. WALTER DECKER & CHIEF 
MASTER SGT. DAVID EISENHUTH

  “…ports represent a vital…ingredient that turns aircrews and aircraft 
into an airlift system.” 
– Brig. Gen. John H. Herring, Jr. Commander, 834th Air Division – June 1970

  Air mobility starts and ends on the ground, entrusted in the hands 
of an Air Force Air Transportation Specialist. “Port Dawgs” across the 
globe are on point every day making rapid global mobility a reality for 
our nation. From its Army beginnings as Military Occupational Special-
ty (MOS) 967 to today’s 2T2X1, those serving today draw great strength 
from the rich legacy left by a generation of selfless Airmen that set the 
standard for excellence in meeting national security objectives. 
 From combat support operations to humanitarian and disaster re-
lief operations, the unsung heroes of the air transportation community 
safely move personnel and cargo through an expansive global network, 
ensuring that the right effect is delivered to the right place at the right 
time. The amazing total force members of this unique career field repre-
sent a critical component in a responsive and reliable airlift system that 
sustains United States national security.

LEADERSHIP, JOB PERFORMANCE, AND 
NOTEWORTHY ACCOMPLISHMENTS OF THE AIR 

TRANSPORTATION SPECIALIST LEGACY TEAM

 USAF Chief Master Sgt. William Powell (retired): In 1969, Airman 
1st Class Powell was solely responsible for all special handling cargo 
moving through the Hue Phu Bai airport in support of the 101st Air-
borne Division in South Vietnam. During that period, he oversaw the 
movement of munitions, dangerous cargo, as well as the transport of 
all human remains. Powell single-handedly managed the dignified 

transfer of numerous casualties as a result of the prolonged and bloody 
battle that the 101st Airborne Division fought at Hamburger Hill. In 
1984, then Senior Master Sgt. Powell was selected as the Senior Trans-

portation NCO of the Year for Military Airlift Command, served 
as a Malcolm Baldrige Criteria Examiner for the Secretary 

of the Air Force Unit Quality Award competition and 
served as an Illinois State Examiner for the State 

Quality Award for Excellence. Chief Powell, 
operating at the major command-level, man-

aged contract operations at eight commer-
cial airports, overseeing contracts valued 
at more than $10.5 million while working 
with senior leaders to instill a focus on 
continuous improvement in operational 
activities. His unrelenting focus on devel-
oping and executing policies, procedures, 
process improvement, and contingency 

plans for air transportation terminal com-
plexes worldwide proved critical to estab-

lishing the global air mobility support system 
we rely on today.

     USAF Chief Master Sgt. Walter Decker (retired): 
In 1975, Staff Sgt. Decker deployed to assist in the evac-

uation of Vietnamese refugees through Operations Babylift 
and New Life. Working over the course of months without a day off, he 
helped to manifest and load more than 130,000 persons who had been 
displaced by advancing enemy forces. These refugees were safely evacu-
ated and empowered to resettle and begin a new life. During Team Spirit 
‘79, then Tech Sgt. Decker revised and consolidated multiple load plans 
to eliminate one B-747 and two C-5s from the planned redeployment 
airflow, saving the DOD more than $1million in airlift costs. 
 As the Kunsan Operating Location chief, he combined host base com-
bat exercises with actual deployments reducing installation readiness 
training requirements by over 50 percent. In 1986, as the primary Aerial 
Port planner for Team Spirit ‘86, he planned the movement of more than 
18,000 tons of cargo and over 50,000 troops and passengers to reduce the 
originally required number of aircraft needed to support the exercise. 
During Operation Desert Storm, then Chief Decker deployed to aug-
ment Supreme Headquarters Allied Powers Europe, in Mons, Belgium, 
as the chief planner for all air and sealift movements. In this role, he 
managed a variety of NATO-provided military airlift assets, contract-
ed AN-124s, and Roll-On/Roll-Off ships used for safe and expeditious 
movement of cargo and communication systems, including a German I 
HAWK system which helped maintain security and mission support. 
By assisting the American augmentation to the Allied Command and 
Europe Lift Cell (ACE) and its international lift management team, Chief 
Decker directly influenced history and the future of the NATO support 
organization. As a result of the success of the ACE Lift Cell, Supreme 
Allied Commander Europe (SACEUR) successfully designed a Reaction 
Force comprised of air, land, and maritime forces capable of responding 
to future mobility challenges.
 USAF Chief Master Sgt. David Eisenhuth (retired): In 1988, Tech. Sgt. 
Eisenhuth was selected as one of the first-ever enlisted “Cargo Book-
ies” responsible for managing airlift assets in support of USEUCOM 
and USCENTCOM theater requirements. After the tragic bombing of 
Pan American flight 103, he was charged with identifying critical air-
lift resources to support numerous short-notice taskings. This led to the 
movement of emergency response personnel and equipment to help 
conduct search and rescue efforts and facilitate the return of victim’s 
remains from Lockerbie, Scotland to stateside grieving families. 
 During the first Gulf War, Master Sgt. Eisenhuth directed airlift traffic 
as the United States started the massive build-up of cargo and combat 

Cover Story continued on page 14 >>>
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troops. This build-up, in support of Operation Desert Storm, would go 
on to become the largest air deployment in the history of the United 
States Air Force. Master Sgt. Eisenhuth worked directly with the USEU-
COM Crisis Action Team to expeditiously deliver combat power mea-
sured in more than 15,000 tons of cargo and 60,000 soldiers from Ger-
many to Southwest Asia. 
 In 1994, Master Sgt. Eisenhuth was tasked to deploy to Entebbe, 
Uganda for Operation Support Hope to conduct humanitarian support 
operations in an effort to stabilize Rwanda’s refugee crisis. He merged 
members from three different squadrons to ensure the successful airlift 
of 9,200 tons of relief supplies and 6,000 passengers on more than 1,000 
airlift missions supporting non-governmental relief organizations and 
the UN High Commission on Refugees. 
 In 2001, Chief Master Sgt. Eisenhuth led the busiest Aerial Port in 
Air Mobility Command. As Superintendent, 723 Air Mobility Squadron 
(Ramstein), the linchpin for airlift during the height of Operations Endur-
ing and Iraqi Freedom, Chief Eisenhuth led more than 500 active duty, Air 
Reserve Component, and civilian personnel. He directed the airworthi-
ness inspection and rapid upload of 2,000 tons of Harvest Eagle and Force 
Provider bare-base bed-down kits onto 72 C-17s. He also oversaw the State 
Department effort to feed Afghan refugees by air-dropping 2.4 million 
meals to starving civilians. His team downloaded more than 1,000 pallets 
of Humanitarian Daily Rations from 26 B-747 aircraft, delivered them to 
Army riggers, and subsequently re-loaded them on C-17 aircraft for im-
mediate aerial delivery.

SIGNIFICANT CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE 
ADVANCEMENT OF AIR MOBILITY

“Our Air Force must be flexible in its basic structure and capable of suc-
cessfully adapting itself to the vast changes which are bound to come in 
the foreseeable future.”
– Gen. Henry (“Hap”) Arnold Air Power and the Future
 
 With every takeoff and landing of an AMC military or contract mis-
sion, there is a story of an Air Transportation Specialist, more commonly 
referred to as a “Port Dawg,” that ensured mission success. Operating 
from dozens of in-county sites during the Vietnam War, air transport-
ers were organized into Combat Mobility Branches (CMB). These small 
teams enabled a cadre of highly trained and deployable specialists to 
handle off-station requirements on short notice at mostly undeveloped 
airfields or austere locations without adequate infrastructure. The suc-
cess of the CMB model informed the development of Mobile Aerial Port 
Squadrons (MAPS) that are now an essential element of contingency 
response forces and critical to our ability to project power around the 
globe on short notice.
 “Port Dawgs” were also instrumental in developing concepts for the 
En Route Velocity Initiative. Working with agencies from USTRANS-
COM, USEUCOM, USPACOM and HQ AMC they developed processes 
and tested procedures to expedite the movement of material directly 
from the aircraft onto awaiting flatbed trailers. Cargo normally held 
and flown to final destinations in the European and Pacific theaters now 
moves by surface conveyance leading to the elimination of numerous 
airlift channel routes in both regions. This intermodal approach helped 
save the Department of Defense millions of dollars every year, but more 
importantly freed up valuable airlift resources, making them available 
to execute other critical missions.
 “Port Dawgs” also developed the “trans-load” concept in order to 
reduce the number of C-5 aircraft landing at down-line or austere lo-
cations without needed maintenance support. Fully loaded C-5 aircraft 
were terminated at fixed en route locations where cargo and person-
nel were “trans-loaded” from one C-5 onto two C-17 aircraft that moved 

the loads to the final destinations. It was Air Transportation Specialists 
who helped to devise procedures that eventually led to standardized 
policy to ensure cargo that was previously inspected, manifested and 
transported on one airframe could expeditiously be divided and loaded 
onto multiple airframes. “Trans-loading” is now a recognized term and 
regularly practiced within the Defense Transportation System.
 Most recently, the “Port Dawg” community assumed the responsi-
bility for loading C-17 and C-5 aircraft without qualified aircrew being 
present. The old “Phase-II” program has matured into the Aerial Port 
Expeditor (APEX) program, in which highly qualified air transportation 
Airmen conduct up and downloading operations without aircrew sup-
port. This latest initiative enables aircrew to enter into crew rest sooner, 
resulting in their increased availability for follow-on missions while 
also providing commanders a flexible capability to manage airflow both 
at home station and deployed locations. Since inception, these experts 
have completed over 64,000 missions, carrying more than 1.1 million 
tons of cargo without any significant discrepancies or accidents while 
reducing the strain on aircraft loadmasters.
 “Port Dawgs” are also natural instructors. They can be found in 
classrooms on installations around the world instructing augmentees 
from across the Air Force on methods to rapidly deploy organizational 
equipment. They also educate Army, Navy and Marine logisticians, 
providing training to Movement Control Teams on load planning and 
cargo preparation methods so that joint partners can respond rapidly 
when required. Air Transportation Specialists continue to serve in key 
headquarters positions, where they develop policy and procedures for 
the safe movement of passengers and cargo on DOD and commercial 
contracted aircraft. 

SIGNIFICANT CHANGES TO THE AIR MOBILITY 
MISSION, CULTURE AND HISTORY

“Too often the ground personnel are taken for granted or overlooked in 
major air events that are outcome centered…”
– Col. Gail S. Halvorsen, “The Berlin Candy Bomber”

 Since the United States military innovated to move assets by air, there 
have been Airmen involved to do it better, bigger, faster, and safer in both 
peacetime and wartime without pause. Most famously, the Berlin Airlift 
demanded experts develop first-ever processes to help move more than 
2.3 million tons of humanitarian relief supplies on over 300,000 missions 
while averaging an aircraft arrival every 30 to 45 seconds. Their Hercu-
lean effort provided vital supplies to the people of Berlin isolated by the 
blockade established by the Soviet Union and secured the first victory in 
the long Cold War to come.
 Less than a decade later during the Korean Conflict, Gen. William 
H. Tunner insisted he could not completely guarantee airlift capabili-
ties unless he could control the loading and unloading of his air trans-
port planes. This doctrinal shift established several small detachments 
throughout Korea manned with Air Transportation professionals who 
oversaw the handling of 210,000 missions that moved over 390,000 tons 
of materiel, airdropped 18,000 tons of supplies, and transported over 
two million passengers.
 During the Vietnam War, “Port Dawgs” continued to impress and in-
novate to move 33,000 passengers and 140,000 tons of cargo each month 
under the increased pressure of a sorely under-manned career field. 
Furthermore, undaunted by the wartime workload and unsatisfied with 
the status quo, Air Transportation professionals identified requirements 
that led to the development of better material handling methods and 
equipment capable of operating in austere environments. As airlift air-
frames, capabilities and mission needs changed the Air Transportation 
community evolved seamlessly to match, constantly tweaking their pro-
cedures to meet the changing operational environment.

Cover Story continued from page 13
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 In the early 1980s, air transportation leaders established commercial 
gateways at civilian international airports across the United States that 
streamlined the movement of DOD passengers traveling for official 
business. Several of these locations are still in operation today and over-
see the movement of thousands of passengers each month as they de-
ploy around the globe or complete a permanent changes in duty station, 
saving the DOD both time and money. “Port Dawgs” look to improve 
with critical eyes even when their operations are successful.
 As the U.S. airlifted more than 482,000 passengers and 513,000 tons of 
cargo in support of Operation Desert Storm, there was limited visibility 
and clarity on the location of cargo between embarkation and arrival to 
the on scene commander. Once this shortfall was identified, Air Trans-
portation Specialists provided technical insight on the development of 
better manifesting methods and tracking systems to ensure cargo could 
be tracked during movement.
 Air Transportation Specialists were instrumental in the design and 
creation of today’s In-transit Visibility (ITV) systems, such as the Global 
Air Transportation and Execution System (GATES) that provides valu-
able insight to the joint warfighter. Most recently, they contributed to the 
development of material handling equipment, the 60K-Tunner and 25K-
Halvorsen loaders. The pragmatic minds of Air Transportation Airmen 
involved in both loaders’ de-
velopment can be seen every 
day as the loaders move mis-
sions across the globe. Most 
impressively, both vehicles 
are versatile enough to be 
able to reach the cargo deck 
of any civilian or military air-
craft utilized in the Defense 
Transportation System. In 
addition to their versatility, 
they are extremely reliable in 
austere conditions, and are 
able to be quickly reconfig-
ured for transport on a C-130 
aircraft, making them de-
ployable to anywhere a C-130 
can land. 
 The Air Transportation 
Career Field grew in lockstep 
with America’s development 
of its airlift fleet and although 
not as visible as various as-
pects of that development, 
their contributions have al-
ways been that vital ingre-
dient for turning assets and 
resources of airlift into a viable, responsive global capability. Beginning 
with the C-87s and C-54s of the 1940’s USAAF Air Transport Command 
(ATC), “Port Dawgs” started as flight clerks keeping track of and load-
ing high value assets and manifesting personnel. As ATC created channel 
missions in the mid-1940s, transporters were responsible for all ground 
handling aspects. 
 When the Air Force took possession of C-124 Globemasters in 1950, 
cargo handlers were assigned to aircrews. Today’s loadmasters evolved 
from the Air Transportation Career Field to create an unbroken link be-
tween ground and air handling of cargo and passengers. Select Airmen 
were drawn from the Air Transportation community to become part of 
aerial delivery crews that were vital during the Korean War. And to-
day’s Contingency Response Airmen are on the tip of the spear of airlift 
missions throughout the globe bringing hope to those in need.
  The Air Transportation Career Field has cemented this long history of 

accomplishments through formal organizational change and inclusion 
to guarantee its future. Since 1991, a career field manager assigned to 
the HQ Air Force staff provides insight to key leaders on the health 
of the career field. When the 618th Tanker Airlift Control Center 
was established, air transportation experts were immediately as-
signed to the airlift cell to provide their expertise in the mission 
execution process. The Expeditionary Center at Joint Base (JB) Mc-
Guire-Dix-Lakehurst now provides a large number of aerial port 
operations courses prepared and taught by a small cadre of highly 
experienced “Port Dawgs” to hundreds of active duty and Air Re-
serve Component members from bases around the globe every year. 
“Port Dawgs” overcome challenges through innovation. They are a 
special breed of individual, known for “getting it done” no matter 
what adversity arises. Their collective efforts have set the standard 
for all mobility forces. 

WHY NOMINEES ARE DESERVING OF INDUCTION 

 Critical contributions made by the Air Transportation Legacy Team 
on behalf of the career field are numerous and span nearly five decades. 
These Airmen proudly represent a “Port Dawg” tradition that serves as 

the backbone of our nation’s 
ability to respond to a crisis 
anywhere in the world. Not 
only do they conduct steady-
state operations at strategic 
aerial ports across the globe, 
they are also a critical capa-
bility in the contingency re-
sponse forces. Whether it’s a 
three-man team with a forklift 
and laptop performing a Joint 
Inspection in a remote part 
of the world, or a larger team 
handling dozens of missions 
in a day supporting a major 
crisis or humanitarian effort, 
Air Transportation Specialists 
stand ready to ensure every 
passenger and piece of cargo 
is properly prepared, mani-
fested, and loaded. 
  “Port Dawgs” have an-
swered their nation’s call by 
facilitating the loading of 
wounded patients and the 
dignified transfer of human 
remains. They have loaded 

distinguished visitors, emergency leave passengers, and have supplied 
the beans, bullets and bombs in the war on terrorism in addition to sup-
porting rescue operations. These unsung heroes always find a way to 
get the mission done so critical air assets are fully utilized. Their actions 
equip our nation with the speed and flexibility necessary to make rapid 
global mobility a reality every day. 
 The three legacy team members chosen to represent the Air Trans-
portation Career Field hail from various eras in Air Mobility history. 
They are noteworthy representatives of the “Port Dawg” community. 
These Airmen, with vision and dedication, epitomize the thousands of 
Air Transportation professionals who have conducted this noble mis-
sion for America for several decades and will continue to do so for years 
to come. The vision and accomplishments of the Air Transportation Ca-
reer Field make it a fitting choice for the 2019 inductee into the Airlift/
Tanker Association Hall of Fame.

Tech. Sgt. Rebekah Sines, Master Sgt. Zach Dunkin, Tech. Sgt. Kyle Peirson, 
Tech. Sgt. Tae Choe, Staff Sgt. Mike Nipper and Staff Sgt. Ben Rhinehart, 76th 
Aerial Port Squadron Reserve Citizen Airmen, pose with their 2019 Port Dawg 
Challenge first place trophy at the Transportation Proficiency Center at Dobbins 
Air Reserve Base, Georgia, on April 25, 2019. (USAF photo by Senior Airman 
Noah J. Tancer).
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 Most of us in the air mobility realm have heard the Berlin Airlift story 
enough times to have its essential details and mythologies down pat.  Old 
Joe Stalin, like all Russian tsar, premiers, and presidents before or since 
lacked the imagination and sense of fair play to negotiate with the west; 
in this case for a settlement to the four-power—Russia, the U.S., France, 
and Britain—dispute over occupation policy in Berlin.  
 So, in July 1948, he closed off all surface routes into the city to try to 
force out his western partners. Not receptive to intimidation, Gen. Lucius 
D. Clay, military governor of occupied 
Germany, directed his theater air com-
mander, Lt. Gen. Curtis E. LeMay to 
start an airlift.  The airlift began under 
the inexpert direction of the quiet-
mannered Maj. Gen. Joseph Smith.  
Despite LeMay’s reluctance, the Joint 
Chief’s sent in Maj. Gen. William Tun-
ner, “Mr. Airlift,” later in the month 
to get things really going.  Tunner 
charged in, galvanized everyone, in-
fused industrial discipline into all op-
erations, and more-or-less saved the 
world single-handedly. 
 The airlift became a daisy-chain of 
transport aircraft, mostly C-54s, but 
also about a dozen other types, going 
back-and-forth, back-and-forth 278,228 times to deliver some 2,334,374 
tons of coal, fuel, flour, meat, beef fat, seedlings, vehicles, news print, 
machine tools, electric generators, and the myriad impedimenta of a city 
not only surviving but actually thriving and growing economically at the 
end. By May 1949 the humiliated Soviets reopened the roads and rails 
between Berlin and West Germany and the airlift began winding down.  
 Most of this is true, but not all. The statistics are correct; the airlift was 
an amazing accomplishment, producing an average of 1.7 million ton-
miles of lift per day with aircraft that carried at most 10-tons per trip and 
cruised at 140-170 knots. But, some of the drama we “remember” about 
this was a consequence of Tunner’s grandstanding in his autobiography, 
Over the Hump.  
 In the first place, Joseph Smith proved a competent airlift commander.  
Working with C-47s and only one crew per aircraft, he had things run-
ning smoothly and on schedule, albeit on a small scale and with some 
unavoidable underutilization of his planes. Tunner’s achievements, in 
contrast, rested on an expert staff, about 300 C-54s, a crew ratio of 3:1, 
heavy maintenance depots in Texas and England, and thousands of sup-
port personnel.  
 But, never willing to share the airlift limelight (such as it was in those 
days) Tunner did his best over the next decade to rob Smith of any credit 
for the operation, culminating with his sponsorship of the “Hohenberg 
Report” of 1959 that painted the publicity-avoiding and just-retired gen-
eral as a wilting incompetent. Also, (he was) not the sort of man to concern 
himself with the feelings of anyone, LeMay did give Tunner a cold wel-
come and minimal help when he arrived in Germany.  
 But, Tunner was leading a task force assigned to LeMay’s command, 
the U.S. Air Forces Europe (USAFE), and the airlift commander got the 
local support he needed, despite pissing off his USAFE bosses by making 
end runs to the Air Transport Command and Air Force Headquarters to 
complain and ask for assistance.
 One under-appreciated aspect of the Airlift was the reality that it was 
but one link, albeit a photogenic link, in a whole-of-nation supply chain 
running unbroken and precisely choreographed from mills, factories, and 
mines in the homeland to the power plants and kitchens of Berlin.  
 In the U.S., factories prepackaged coal and other supplies for effi-
cient transport through the air corridors. Those packages arrived by 

the millions at German ports and travelled in systematically loaded 
trains to the Zeppelinheim train station in 10-ton increments that con-
veniently fit the trucks carrying them the mile to the flight line and the 
C-54s upon which they were loaded.  
 The Army Transportation Corps had more of its 10-ton trucks waiting 
for the C-54s when they completed the 75-minute flight to Berlin. Each 
truck had a 12-man crew of Germans or war refugees, each specializing 
in handling specific kinds of cargo—coal sacks, bags of grain, boxed 
foodstuffs, and so on.  There followed a 500-yard trip from the planes 
to specialized cargo transfer docks where the loads were transferred 
again to German trucks and rail cars that carried them directly to power 
plants and distribution centers.

   Army transportation expertise and 
experimentation at the Templehof air 
head was a minor miracle of indus-
trial discipline itself.  By the end of 
the airlift, it was supporting the air-
lift flow with just 60 trucks and had 
reduced handling costs from about $4 
to $2 per ton.
   Moreover, the airlift catalyzed the 
political and economic rehabilita-
tion of Germany. American and al-
lied leaders had decided before the 
Berlin crisis that Germany had to be 
restored politically and economical-
ly as a bulwark of Europe’s defense 
against Russia. But, postwar bitter-
ness and distrust on all sides made 

such a revival unpopular and politically risky.  
 Here is where Gail Halvorsen’s simple humanity and the faces of the 
German children receiving his candy-laden parachutes made their contri-
bution to the future of Europe. His actions, contrasted to the brutishness 
of Soviet leaders, broke down the barriers of anger and vengefulness in 
both cultures, a development highlighted in Hollywood’s excellent movie, 
The Big Lift, which is available on YouTube.  
 By the middle of the Airlift, polls showed that 80 percent of all Ameri-
cans supported staying the course in Berlin, even if that led to war.  Seeing 
the contrast and the opportunity to establish West Germany as a unified 
state, German popular opinion shifted from resentment towards the al-
lies and the occupation to enthusiasm for reentering the community of 
nations as a full-fledged democracy.
 It’s also worth noting that the airlift came at just the right time to settle 
uncertainties over the future of the U.S. airline industry. The recent ap-
pearances of a new generation of airliners and all-weather navigation aids, 
and the market successes of the postwar non-scheduled airline industry, 
suggested that mainstream airlines were poised for explosive growth. 
In its early days, the industry had served a tiny market of elite travelers, 
whose ticket fares were heavily subsidized by airmail contracts awarded 
to scheduled carriers. Now, conditions seemed ripe to draw in ordinary 
travelers on a mass basis—Ma and Pa Kettle vacationing to Hawai-ya.  
 The question was whether or not an air traffic system based on radio-
position reporting and pilots freely choosing their flight paths and air-
speeds could handle the increased traffic. The answer was “no,” of course, 
not without a lot of people dying from midair collisions.  But Gen. Tunner, 
“Willie the Whip,” showed the way—industrial discipline.  
 Pilots in a mass airline market would fly as disciplined employees 
in a complex industrial process, not as barnstorming knights of the air.  
This cultural change involved precise radio navigation, radar control at 
major airfields, prescribed flight procedures, and precision instrument 
approaches.  When fully implemented, this new culture enabled traffic 
controllers to deliver an aircraft every three minutes to a runway in poor 
weather, rather than at the 15-minute intervals required previously.
 So, as air mobility professionals, we can take a lot of lessons from the 
Berlin Airlift, beyond the obvious moving of a lot of stuff and throw-
ing candy bars out the window. The airlift was a strategic military and 

Berlin Airlift Retrospective 
By Dr. Robert C. Owen

“Diagram to Airhead Tempelhof,” in Donald C. Foote, US Army 
Transportation Corps, “Operation Vittles”—Tempelhof: A Transpor-
tation Corps Milestone,” c. 1951. (Archive diagram).
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political victory, one that retained allied presence in Berlin and shamed 
the Soviets in the eyes of the world and sent a clear message that the U.S. 
was serious about defending Europe. 
 In a way not obvious during the big lifts of WWII—the Hump and 
Operation 75, for examples—the Berlin Airlift also showed that military 
airlift was a strategic treasure for the United States, one that required 
whole-of-nation support and operational integration to succeed.  In sum, 
the Berlin Airlift was a revolutionary event that catalyzed profound stra-
tegic, economic, and flight-culture changes that resonate in our lives and 
operations today.  

Dawgs haven’t experienced and aren’t prepared to tackle. 
 Port Dawgs are Air Mobility’s quintessential innovators. They 
adapt and overcome in the most difficult of situations. Crisis and con-
tingency are the Port Dawg’s sand box. They shun mediocrity and 
train and exercise with determination every day. Flight line safety is 
a their number one priority.  Port Dawgs know their responsibility 
to the team is to call “time-out” whenever the situation demands to 
prevent injury to our people or damage to equipment.
 Port Dawgs are problem solvers who learn lessons of war and 
conflict better than any career field I have ever been associated 
with. They grow leaders from within their ranks as well as or bet-
ter than most AFSCs. They possess an indomitable and positive 
character, and diligently work as teams like a colony of ants with 
a mission. They take extreme pride in a job well done, and then 
quickly move on to the next task or challenge.
 Port Dawgs always strive to make things better, as they stream-
line processes and procedures, adapt to changing conditions, and 
design and implement better ways of doing what others may con-
sider the routine tasks of moving cargo, equipment, and person-
nel in support of DoD priorities.
 Organizationally, they are agile and ready to deploy on a mo-
ment’s notice. They are, by design, the “first in and the last out” 
in almost every crisis or contingency.  Commanders have learned 
to trust their Port Dawgs when they say “We got this.”
They epitomize the principle of “Leadership by walking around.”  
When it comes to leadership, our 2T2 Port Dawgs are some of the best 
led, most motivated, can-do problem solvers in the U.S. Air Force.
 Our joint partners and allies depend on the air transportation 
training, support, inspections, documentation, and expertise 
they provide. 2T2s are vital to a unit’s successful deployment, 
sustainment and redeployment. 
 Deployed commanders know Port Dawgs are an essential ele-
ment to mission and operational success. Ask a battalion or bri-
gade G-4 and they’ll tell you Port Dawgs are mission critical to a 
unit’s deployment, sustainment and redeployment.
 Chiefs’ Powell, Decker, and Eisenhuth’s significant contribu-
tions are well documented in this year’s winning Hall of Fame 
submission. They made huge contributions to our high-perfor-
mance Air Mobility system.
 But there are also many others who have and are contributing to 
the Port Dawg legacy. They also deserve a shout-out for shaping the 
21st century Air Mobility system.  Their efforts increased system ve-
locity and enhanced its efficiency and effectiveness. Please allow me 
to name a few: Colonels Joe Berardino, Craig McPherson, Brad Bel-
lacicco, Chuck Horan, Chris Doran, Jeff Ackerson, Tracy Hardwick, 
Ed King, Tom Alston, Goose Moncrief,  Mike Day, Bob Buente, Chief 
Master Sergeants Ike, Maria Vinup, Buck Buchanan, Rob Bolton, 
Mike Courtney, Ryan Dudgeon, Bobby Dalton, Mo Bedard, Ricky 
Irby, and just recently Master Sgt. Josh Spierer.  I know each of you 
could name 100 more. They are testament to the high-performance 
impact players that dominate our Port Dawg community.
 I’d like to conclude by putting to bed the “perception/myth” that 
A/TA is an Ops Only Club, and challenge all mobility airmen, re-
gardless of your AFSC, to join us and take time to tell your story of 
selfless sacrifice and commitment to the mission.
 My expectation is that in near future, our Engineers, Security 
Forces/Ravens, Logistics Readiness Airmen, Intel and others are rec-
ognized for their significant contributions to our air mobility legacy.  
I want to live in the mobility world that understands and respects 
the individual and collective contributions of each mobility airmen, 
regardless of AFSC. Because together our Mobility Team rocks!

A/TA Hall of Fame Air 
Transportation Legacy Team 
Port Dawgs perform mission-critical role every day
By Maj. Gen. (retired) Tom Kane

 Congratulations to this year’s A/TA Hall of Fame Air Trans-
portation Legacy Team and to the thousands of Air Transporta-
tion (2T2s) Mobility Total Force Port Dawgs they represent. Thank 
you all for the mission-critical role you play every day.  Because of 
you, Air Mobility rocks!  
 There is a myth that the A/TA is an aviator-/operator-centric orga-
nization. Nothing could be further from the truth. Air Mobility and 
A/TA are a formidable team of skilled professionals made up of ev-
ery AFSC…a total force of talented service men and women, govern-
ment civilians, contractors and communities focused on one thing: 
the security of our nation and the American people. 
 A/TA’s priorities are to support all mobility airmen, preserve our 
mobility culture, and strengthen our mobility bonds. We welcome 
all mobility airmen to join in and celebrate the Air Transportation 
Legacy Team and dispel the myth now and forever.
We all know without teamwork, Air Mobility doesn’t deliver. Like 
our tanker teammates, who know NKAWTG, our Port Dawgs per-
form incredible magic when it comes to moving cargo and passen-
gers to support America’s vital interests around the globe. 
 Our Port Dawgs are literally the heavy lifters of our mobility 
mission. They are Air Mobility’s offensive and defensive lines…
slugging it out in the trenches each and every day creating the con-
ditions for success of our Air Mobility Team. They operate in con-
cert with the other critical parts of our Total Force team: mainte-
nance, security, force support, engineers, communications, cyber, 
medical, family readiness, operations et al., focused on the com-
mon goal—the mobility mission.  
 For all the same reasons humans love dogs, the same goes for our 
love of our Port Dawgs. Port Dawgs are everywhere and always there 
to provide knowledge and expertise in the preparation, inspection, 
packaging, safe loading, securing and unloading cargo and passen-
gers. In all conditions and sometimes against all odds, Port Dawgs 
work tirelessly and selflessly to make sure the details of cargo and 
passenger movement are completed in sequence and on time. They 
are diligent and knowledgeable of the intricacies of cargo and pas-
senger movement in support of crises, contingencies, natural disas-
ters, humanitarian causes, etc.…and do this with little fanfare. 
 Since the Berlin Airlift and the birth of the U.S. Air Force, 
Port Dawgs have innovated and improved the way air cargo is 
moved. Port Dawgs have adapted doctrinally and organization-
ally to meet the demands of their changing environment. They 
have compiled a playbook with lessons learned from countless 
deployments, redeployments, exercises, contingencies, humani-
tarian crisis, natural disasters, genocide, wars OEF/OIF, hurri-
canes, floods, earthquakes, tsunamis—there is not much our Port 

Editor’s note: The opinions in this article are the author’s and do not 
necessarily represent the views of the Airlift/Tanker Association, Air 
Mobility Command, the U.S. Air Force, or the Department of Defense.
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“The men and women of the United States Air Force and our mobility forces, are trained and ready to 
deploy anywhere in the world in defense of our country. It is their unselfish sacrifice, untiring efforts and 

outstanding achievements that have contributed immensely to the establishment and to the maintenance 
of peace in the free world. Not only are their efforts and achievements attained during times of conflict, but 
they also occur during acts of natural disaster and humanitarian relief efforts. The balance of power and our 
freedom has been and will continue to be achieved and built on the “Wings of Freedom.” The Airlift/Tanker 

Association wishes to recognize and honor those men and women who have distinguished themselves 
by outstanding performance above and beyond their duties as members of the United States Air Force. 

It is for this purpose that the “Airlift/Tanker Hall of Fame” has been established.”

Lt. Gen.
William H. Tunner 

(1906-1983)

His vision for airlift’s role in national defense 
earned him recognition as “The Father of Mili-
tary Airlift Command.” During World War II, 
he commanded the India-China division of the 
Air Transport Command, which was responsible 
for supplying China by air across the Himala-
yas. He also commanded the Combined U.S. Air 
Force/Royal Air Force Berlin Airlift Operation 
and during the Korean War, the Combat Cargo 
Command, Far East Air Forces. From July 1958 to 
May 1960, he served as Commander, Military Air 
Transport Service. Later assignments included 
Commander in Chief, United States Air Forces in 
Europe and Deputy Chief of Staff for Operations, 
Headquarters U.S. Air Force. Inducted 1989

Donald W. Douglas

(1892-1981)

Engineer, visionary, and entrepreneur, his air-
craft designs revolutionized commercial and 
military air transport. While the Douglas DC-3 
and DC-4 passenger carriers became the C-47 
and C-54, the workhorse transports of World 
War II, it was his C-124 that provided Military 
Air Transport Service, and later Military Airlift 
Command, with the first aircraft designed spe-
cifically for strategic military airlift. With its 
ease of loading, heavy lift capacity, and trans-
ocean delivery capability, the C-124 made its 
mark during the Korean War. The Douglas 
Aircraft military legacy lives on in the Mc-
Donnell Douglas-designed, Boeing-built C-17 
Globemaster III. Inducted 1990

Gen.
Laurence S. Kuter

(1905-1979)

Commanding the Atlantic Division of the 
Army Air Force’s Air Transport Command 
(ATC) in 1945, he oversaw the consolida-
tion of resources from several of ATC’s 
wartime divisions into a new Atlantic Di-
vision responsible for the airlift service 
between the United States and Europe, 
Africa, and the Middle East. As the first 
Commander, Military Air Transport Ser-
vice (MATS), June 1948 to November 1951, 
he consolidated under MATS assets from 
ATC and the Naval Air Transport Service 
and he defined and interpreted the future 
airlift role for the Department of Defense. 
Inducted 1990
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Maj. Gen.
Cyrus R. “C.R.” Smith

(1899-1990)

In April 1942, he resigned as President and Di-
rector of American Airlines to enter the Army 
with a commission as colonel in the Air Corps 
Ferrying Command, which two months later 
become the Air Transport Command (ATC). As 
ATC’s Chief of Staff and Deputy Commander, 
he applied his commercial air transport experi-
ences to the wartime, worldwide expansion of 
military airlift operations. He was principally 
responsible for convincing the War Depart-
ment to make ATC the agent for strategic air-
lift. As a result, by the end of 1943 the Com-
mand was operating over air routes in the 
United States and overseas totaling more than 
130,000 miles. Inducted 1992

Lt. Gen.
Harold L. George

(1917-1986)

Recognized as the “First Leader of Airlift,” 
he commanded the Air Corps Ferrying Com-
mand from April 1942 to June 1942 and its 
successor organization, the Air Transport 
Command, from June 1942 to September 1946. 
In those positions, he directed the wartime 
movement of planes, passengers, and supplies 
from the United States to combat units around 
the world. Air Force Chief of Staff Gen. Carl 
A. “Tooey” Spaatz remarked in 1947 that Gen. 
George’s “masterful, diplomatic and success-
ful operation of the Air Transport Command 
gained (for) the Army Air Forces an interna-
tional reputation for the ability to accomplish 
the seemingly impossible.” Inducted 1991

“There is no 
question what 

the roll of 
honor in 

America is. 
The roll of 

honor consists 
of the names 
of those who 
have squared 
their conduct 

by ideals 
of duty.”

- Woodrow Wilson

Lt. Gen.
Ira E. Eaker

(1896-1997)

Airpower visionary and pioneer, he secured 
approval of the Chief of the Air Corps, refined 
air refueling procedures, and selected planes 
and crews for the “Question Mark” record-set-
ting endurance flight of 150 hours, 40 minutes 
in January 1929. Serving as the mission’s chief 
pilot, he took air refueling to the next step by 
conceiving, organizing, and conducting, from 
August to September 1929, the “Boeing Hor-
net Shuttle,” the first nonstop transcontinen-
tal flight sustained solely by air refuelings. 
Through those two flights, he significantly 
advanced the development of air refueling and 
greatly expanded the possibilities of airpower. 
Inducted 1993

Gen.
Robert E. “Dutch” Huyser

(1924-1997)

Although a bomber pilot most of his career, he 
became - as Commander in Chief, Military Air-
lift Command from July 1979 to June 1981 – the 
Air Force’s primary advocate for airlift mod-
ernization and a visionary for mobility forces. 
He pushed forward the C-5 wing modification, 
C-141 stretch, air refueling modernization, 
and Civil Reserve Air Fleet enhancement pro-
grams. He also championed and helped define 
the Future Airlift Aircraft Program that would 
eventually become the C-17. In retirement he 
continued to support the mobility community 
through the Airlift Association serving as its 
chairman from November 1985 to November 
1992. Inducted 1994

Lt. Gen.
Joseph Smith 

(1901-1993)

Although he served in the U.S. military for 35 
years, from 1923 to 1958, it was not until 1948 
that he began to make his mark as an Airlift-
er. As commander of the Berlin Airlift Task 
Force, he established the airlift flow into and 
out of the city. In November 1951, he took com-
mand of the Military Airlift Transport Service 
(MATS) where, over the next six and one-half 
years, he oversaw establishment of MATS as 
the single manager operating agency for air-
lift service, the Civil Reserve Air Fleet, and 
the Airlift Service Industrial Fund. Under his 
command, MATS supported the Korean War, 
the Suez Crisis, and the Hungarian Refugee 
Evacuation. Inducted 1995
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Nancy Harkness Love 

(1914-1976)

An aviation pioneer, she earned her pilot’s license 
in 1930 at the age of 16 and her air transport rating 
in 1933. In 1942 she was instrumental in establish-
ing, under Air Transport Command (ATC), the 
Women’s Auxiliary Ferrying Squadron, a prede-
cessor unit to the Women’s Airforce Service Pilots, 
the WASP, serving with the ATC Ferrying Divi-
sion, she oversaw the training, planning and oper-
ations of six WASP ferrying squadrons. Under her 
leadership the WASP moved during, World War 
II, thousands of aircraft between factories and op-
erational units, thus freeing their male comrades 
for combat duty. She received the Air Medal for 
her wartime service. Inducted 1996

Gen. 
William G. Moore, Jr.

(1920-2012)

A veteran of three wars - World War II, Korean, 
and Southwest Asia - with nearly 40 years of mili-
tary service, he conceived, planned and directed 
a wide variety of combat aerial delivery method-
ologies. While commanding the 314th Troop Car-
rier Wing and the 839th Air Division (AD) from 
1962 to 1963, he conducted project “Close Look,” 
which set the foundation for many of today’s air-
lift tactics and procedures. As commander of the 
834th AD, he was responsible for tactical airlift 
in Vietnam, and from April 1977 to June 1979, he 
commanded the Military Airlift Command. He is 
the Airlift/Tanker Association’s senior founding 
member. Inducted 1997

Col.
Joe M. Jackson

(1923-2019)

Mobility warrior and national hero, he was award-
ed the Medal of Honor for his actions on 12 May 
1968 at Kham Duc, South Vietnam, a U.S. Special 
Forces camp near the Laotian border. Piloting his 
C-123 at 9,000 feet over the camp, he descended 
at 4,000 feet per minute to rescue three combat 
controllers who had been in charge of evacuating 
the camp earlier in the day. Encountering intense 
enemy fire at 4,000 feet that followed the aircraft 
down the runway, and narrowly avoiding a hit 
from a 122-mm rocket, he turned for take-off as 
the three-man team jumped aboard through the 
open rear cargo door. Again, on ascent, his aircraft 
encountered heavy enemy fire. Inducted 1997

Col. 
Gail S. Halvorsen

(1920)

During the Berlin Airlift, also called Operation 
VITTLES, he instituted Operation LITTLE VIT-
TLES by dropping small parachutes laden with 
candy from his C-54 aircraft to the children of 
Berlin. While motivating Berliners to never give 
up hope, his self-initiated act of kindness - which 
earned him the nickname “Candy Bomber” – also 
became a symbol of U.S. resolve during the Cold 
War. Receiving in 1949 the prestigious Cheney 
Award for his actions during the Berlin Airlift, he 
has continued to serve as a national ambassador 
of goodwill. For airlifters he epitomizes their hu-
manitarian spirit and continues to inspire us all 
to serve others. Inducted 1999

Sgt.
John L. Levitow

(1945-2000)

He received the Medal of Honor for his selfless 
heroism on the night of 24 February 1969 while 
serving as loadmaster on an AC-47 gunship 
over Long Binh, South Vietnam. An enemy 82-
mm mortar shell landed on top of the gunship’s 
right wing. Exploding inside the wing frame, the 
blast raked the fuselage with shrapnel severely 
wounding him and three other crew members in 
the rear of the aircraft. Weak from loss of blood 
and with only partial use of his legs, he pulled an 
unconscious crew member away from the open 
cargo door and then grabbed a loose, burning 
flare and threw it overboard seconds before it ex-
ploded. Inducted 1998

Maj. Gen. 
Winston P. “Wimpy” Wilson 

(1911-1996)

He rose from an aircraft mechanic in the 
Arkansas National Guard in 1929 to lead 
the Air National Guard (ANG) from 1953 
to 1963 and the National Guard Bureau 
from 1963 to 1971. By insist ing on real-
ist ic training for the ANG, according 
to active duty Air Force standards, and 
equipping it with modern-day trans-
ports, tankers, and fighters, he trans-
formed the Air Guard from a f lying club 
into a prized, combat-ready component 
of the Air Force. His init iat ives led di-
rectly to the Defense Department ’s Total 
Force policy. Inducted 2000

“Lead me, follow me, or get out of the way” - General George Patton
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Master Sgt. 
Roy W. Hooe

(1892-1973)

An aviation pioneer of huge historical stature, 
he served as aircraft mechanic for Billy Mitch-
ell during aerial gunnery and bombing tests 
in 1921; Charles Lindbergh for the “Spirit of 
Saint Louis” goodwill mission to Mexico City 
in 1927; and Carl Spaatz and Ira Eaker on the 
“Question Mark” record-setting endurance 
flight in 1929, for which he was awarded the 
Distinguished Service Cross. During his 30-
year aviation career, he also served as crew 
chief for other aviation heroes, including Les-
ter Maitland, Albert Hagenberger, and Amelia 
Earhart. Inducted 2001

John F. Shea 

(1919-1996)

Serving as Assistant Deputy Chief of Staff for 
Plans, Headquarters Military Airlift Command 
(1960-1983), he helped conceive, develop, and bring 
to fruition numerous airlift enhancement and 
modernization programs including the C-5 wing 
modification, the C-141 stretch, and the addition 
of emergency cargo conversion features to wide-
bodied commercial passenger aircraft in the Civil 
Reserve Air Fleet, additionally, his vision and ex-
pertise in air mobility helped shape the National 
Airlift Expansion Act, which provided the legisla-
tive foundations for joint - military and commer-
cial - aircraft development. Inducted 2003

Maj. Gen. 
James I. “Bagger” Baginski

(1932-2013)

In his 30 years in the Air Force (1954-1984), he 
served in a variety of leadership roles, from com-
mander, 374th Tactical Airlift Wing to HQ Mili-
tary Airlift Command Deputy Chief of Staff for 
Operations and Personnel. He had a direct, per-
vasive, and long-lasting influence on air mobility, 
from the C-5 modernization and C-141 stretch 
programs to enhanced aircraft and aircrew air re-
fueling capabilities. As Director of Mobility, Joint 
Deployment Agency, he advanced the services’ 
joint transportation planning policy, systems, 
and procedures. An Airlift/Tanker Association 
(A/TA) founding member and Board of Advisors 
Chairman, he helped lead the A/TA in transition-
ing from a reunion type airlift organization to a 
professional air mobility association. At his in-
duction into the A/TA Hall of Fame, he had dedi-
cated 50 years service to the air mobility mission. 
Inducted 2005

Gen.
Carl A. “Tooey” Spaatz

(1891-1974)

World War I fighter pilot, World War II Com-
mander of Air Forces in Europe and the Pacific, 
first Chief of Staff of the U.S. Air Force in 1947, 
and air refueling pioneer, he commanded the 
“Question Mark” - a U.S. Army C-2A Fokker 
transport aircraft - in its record-setting endur-
ance flight of 150 hours, 40 minutes in January 
1929. This mission proved that aerial refueling 
was safe and practical and earned him the Dis-
tinguished Flying Cross. The flight also helped 
prove that airpower was no longer a barn-
storming sideshow but a serious component of 
national defense. Inducted 2002

Aeromedical Evacuation 
Legacy Team 

 

Aeromedical Evacuation is a core mission of the 
Air Mobility Command and a major compo-
nent of its proud heritage. Evacuating injured 
personnel using fixed and rotary wing aircraft 
revolutionized the rapid transport of casualties 
from areas with inadequate or no medical care. 
The Aeromedical Evacuation Legacy Team ex-
emplifies this vital mission and the total force 
concept transparent in today’s mobility air 
forces. Lt. Gen. Paul Carlton, Col. Dennis “Bud” 
Traynor, Col. Regina Aune, Col. Robert “Bob” 
Brannon, Col. Jay Johannigman, Lt. Reba Whit-
tle, Chief Master Sgt. Rodney Christa and Mas-
ter Sgt. Mark McElroy epitomize the thousands 
of AE professionals who continue to give hope 
to all in harm’s way. The vision and dedication 
exhibited by these individuals advanced per-
formance to a level where “No One Else Comes 
Close.” Inducted 2007

Gen.
Duane H. Cassidy 

(1933-2016)

Instrumental in establishing the United States 
Transportation Command, he was Commander-
in-Chief (1987-1989) of the new joint command, 
while serving as Commander-in-Chief of Mili-
tary Airlift Command (1985-1989). The first “du-
al-hatted” Commander-in-Chief for these two 
commands, transforming the transportation and 
air mobility mission, culture, and history. Re-
sponsible for military airlift and global land, sea, 
and air transportation for all US fighting forces 
and also commanded special operations, rescue, 
weather, and aeromedical evacuation in his role 
as the executive director of the Single Manager 
Operating Agency for Department of Defense 
Airlift. During his 35 years of honorable service, 
he lent support to a broad spectrum of initiatives 
that included improved quality of life, aircrew re-
tention, and spearheading the acquisition of the 
C-17 Globemaster III aircraft. Inducted 2006
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“Great men, unknown to their generation, have 
their fame among the great who have preceded them, 

and all true worldly fame subsides from their 
high estimate beyond the stars.”

- Henry David Thoreau

Maj. Gen. 
Robert B. Patterson

(1933)

A champion for special operations and 
realistic combat training, General Pat-
terson played an integral role in shaping 
Air Force Special Operations. As the first 
commander of MAC’s 23rd Air Force, he 
transformed the Air Rescue and Recov-
ery Service into a highly skilled special 
operations force. Through a number of 
groundbreaking events, he integrated night 

vision capabilities into combat rescue, 
took the first C-130s and C-141s to Exercise 
RED FLAG, and included the first inter-
national teams in VOLANT RODEO, the 
command’s airdrop competition. As 21st 
Air Force commander, he played a key role 
in Operation URGENT FURY, the rescue of 
U.S. medical students from Grenada. A vi-
sionary leader and aviator, General Patter-
son made impressive contributions to the 
advancement of air mobility and special 
operations. Inducted 2008

Pioneers of 
Aerial Refueling

 

Two aviation events during the 1920s had a 
significant Impact on air mobility. During 
June 1923, U.S. Army Air Service aviators 
flew two Dehavilland DH-4 aircraft on four 
missions designed to prove the viability of 
air-to-air refueling. The first mission lasted 
6 hours and 38 minutes and transferred 75 
gallons of fuel. The third mission involved 
14 air refuelings, with the Receiver aircraft 

staying aloft for 37 hours and 20 minutes. 
The final flight on October 25 involved an 
operational mission covering 1,280 miles 
from Suma, WA to San Diego, CA. The Air-
lift/Tanker Association proudly honors 
these aviators for their efforts proving the 
feasibility of air refueling: Tanker Crew #1: 1 
Lt. Virgil Hine and 1 Lt. (Col.) Frank W. Seif-
ert; Tanker Crew #2: Capt. Robert G. Erwin 
and 1 Lt. Oliver R. McNeel; Receiver Crew: 
Capt. (Col.) Lowell H. Smith and 1 Lt. John 
Paul Richter. Inducted 2009

Pioneers of 
Aerial Refueling

 

The second significant air refueling event 
occurred January 1-7, 1929, with the flight 
of the Question Mark. The Question Mark, 
a U.S. Army Air Corps Fokker C-2A aircraft 
and two Douglas C-1 Aircraft took to the 
skies to prove that aircraft range and endur-
ance was only limited by aircrew endurance. 
Utilizing both tanker aircraft, the Question 
Mark completed 43 refueling contacts, onloaded 

5,660+ gallons of fuel and stayed aloft 150 
hours and 40 minutes. The Airlift/Tanker 
Association proudly honors these aviators 
for their efforts proving the feasibility of 
air refueling: Tanker Crew #1: Capt. Ross 
G. Hoyt, 1 Lt. Auby C. Strickland, and 2 Lt. 
Irwin A. Woodring. Tanker Crew #2: 1 Lt. 
Odas Moon, 2 Lt. Joseph G. Hopkins, and 2 
Lt. Andrew F. Salter. Question Mark Crew: 
Maj. Carl A. Spaatz, Capt. Ira C. Eaker, 1 Lt. 
Harry A. Halverson, 2 Lt. Elwood R. Que-
sada and Sgt. Roy Hooe. Inducted 2009
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“The talent of success is nothing more than doing 
what you can do well, and doing well whatever you do 
without thought of fame. If it comes at all it will come 
because it is deserved, not because it is sought after.”

- Henry Wadsworth Longfellow

Gen.
Thomas M. Ryan, Jr.

(1928)

Gen. Tom Ryan was a natural leader known for his 
integrity, selfless commitment to the mobility mis-
sion and his people and their families. During his 

leadership tours as Vice Commander (1977-81) and 
then Commander (1983-85) of the Military Airlift 
Command, Gen. Ryan presided over mobility op-
erations in support of many significant national 
and international crises and humanitarian and di-
saster relief efforts. He oversaw the codification of 
Airlift Doctrine in support of the combatant com-
mands. Gen. Ryan drove the development and 
publication of the first U.S. Air Force Airlift Mas-
ter Plan. He was a huge proponent of increasing 
the role the Air Reserve Component and worked 
to transfer C-5 and C-141 aircraft to Air Reserve 
units. A selfless leader and mentor, he was always 
the first to highlight the accomplishments of his 
commanders and airmen. His behind-the-scenes 
leadership and advocacy helped bring about mo-
bility cultural changes that we take for granted 
today. Inducted 2011

Sgt. 
William H. Pitsenbarger

(1944-1966)

Sgt. Pitsenbarger exemplified the highest 
professional standards and tradition of mili-
tary service. In 1965, he was assigned as a 

pararescue crew member to Det 6, 39th Air 
Rescue and Recovery Squadron, Bien Hoa 
Air Base, Vietnam. He participated in almost 
300 rescue missions. On April 11, 1966, then 
Airman First Class Pitsenbarger took part in 
a rescue mission to extract Army casualties 
pinned down by intense enemy fire. Arriv-
ing on scene, he volunteered to be hoisted 
down from the rescue helicopter to the 
ground in order to organize and coordinate 
rescue efforts, care for the wound, and evac-
uate casualties. During an enemy assault, he 
repeatedly exposed himself to enemy fire to 
care for the wounded. While resisting the 
enemy attack he was fatally wounded. For 
his conspicuous gallantry, Airman Pitsen-
barger was awarded the Medal of Honor. 
Inducted 2012

Gen.
Ronald R. Fogleman

(1899-1990)

As commander, United States Transporta-
tion Command and Air Mobility Command, 
Gen. Ronald R. Fogleman inspired and drove 

unprecedented organizational transforma-
tion that made a lasting impact on global 
mobility. Recognizing the importance of a 
strong commercial air and sealift industry, 
he revitalized and strengthened both of 
these critical programs. Under his leader-
ship, AMCs Airlift and Air Refueling Forces 
proved unprecedented support for high vis-
ibility contingency and humanitarian ac-
tions around the globe. As the 16th Chief 
of Staff of the Air Force, he was the driving 
force behind developing the service’s core 
values of integrity first, service before self, 
and excellence in all we do. Gen. Fogleman’s 
selfless devotion, patriotism and visionary 
leadership transformed the U.S. Air Force 
into the premier air and space force of the 
21st century. Inducted 2013
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C-17 Pathfinder 
Loadmasters

 

The C-17 Pathfinder Loadmasters – CMSgt (Ret) 
William M. Cannon, CMSgt Marion D. Fincher, 
CMSgt James Lis, CMSgt Mark A. Smith, MSgt 
(Ret) Theodore R. Venturini, And CMSgt Mi-
chael M. Welch – provided unparalleled lead-
ership and expertise to produce the first cargo 
transport aircraft specifically designed for 
one loadmaster operation. Their unique back-
grounds were critical to ensuring the one load-
master aircrew concept became a reality. These 
loadmasters authored the mission systems 
volume, supported major C-17 design reviews, 
participated in the C-X source selection, worked 
as requirements managers at HQ Military Air-
lift Command and the system program office, 
and participated in the flight test program. The 
efforts of this key group of loadmasters led to 
revolutionary design improvements on the C-17 
Globemaster III and the advancement of Ameri-
ca’s airlift capability. Inducted 2015

Sir 
Alan Cobham, KBE, AFC

(1894-1973)

Sir Alan was an aviation pioneer and a significant 
contributor to air mobility through his historic 
aerial refueling experiments. He earned his pilot 
wings with the RAF during WWI. Following the 
war, he became the first aviator to successfully 
conduct a round-trip flight to India. This experi-
ence convinced him of the value of air-to-air re-
fueling. In 1934, Cobham founded Flight Refuel-
ing Ltd to develop aerial refueling equipment. By 
1939, FRL had perfected the looped hose system 
that was used to support 16 non-stop transatlantic 
mail missions. In March 1949, four KC-29M tank-
ers using FRL air refueling equipment supported 
the first non-stop around the world flight of a 
B-50 bomber. In May 1952, KB-29 tankers refu-
eled 12 F-84E fighters on the first USAF combat 
mission to use aerial refueling. Sir Alan’s innova-
tive spirit resulted in operational aerial refueling 
products that fundamentally changed how air 
power is employed. Inducted 2016

Col. 
Earl B. Young

(1913-2015)

Col. Young’s Air Force career spanned the for-
mative years of air mobility. His insight and 
dedication proved instrumental in establishing 
the early organization charged with providing 
airlift support to the nation. As the Air Trans-
port Command (ATC) Chief of Plans, he was di-
rectly involved at the end of WWII in the debate 
over where airlift resources should be managed 
and maintained. With the establishment of the 
Department of Defense in 1947, Col. Young was 
responsible for consolidating airlift resources 
under one organization that he named the 
Military Air Transport Service. On March 28, 
1951, 18th Air Force was established with Col. 
Young as the first commander. Nine medium 
Troop Carrier Wings and later 2 Heavy Troop 
Carrier Wings were assigned to 18th Air Force. 
Col. Young’s exceptional leadership and vision 
at a pivotal time for the Air Force made a lasting 
impact on air mobility. Inducted 2014

Maj. Gen. 
Paul L. Williams

(1894-1968)

Maj. Gen. Williams was one of the Air Force’s most experienced airborne 
tacticians. He was awarded his pilot wings in Feb 1918 and served in pursuit, 
bomber and training squadrons. During WWII, he planned the employment 
of Air Transport Squadrons supporting the invasion of North Africa. He 
commanded the 51st Troop Carrier Wing and planned the airborne portion 
of the invasion of Sicily. In Feb 1944, he was named commanding general, 
IX Troop Carrier Command. On D-Day, he directed an air armada of more 
than 1,000 C-47s and 900 gliders. His theater transport forces became a reli-
able mainstay as the Allies advanced from Normandy into Germany. He di-
rected Operation Varsity that included the largest single day airborne drop 
in history. Following the war, Williams commanded 3rd and 9th Air Force. 
General Williams’ innovation developing tactics for airborne operations set 
the foundation for AMC’s airdrop capability. Inducted 2017

Gen. 
Walter Kross

(1942)

His visionary leadership molded America’s global reach for the 21st 
century. Yet he always credited the team. As USTRANSCOM’s direc-
tor of operations, he managed the deployment of U.S. combat power 
to the middle east during the Persian Gulf War. In 1992, he stood up 
Air Mobility Command, then served as its first Vice Commander. As 
Commander United States Transportation Command and Air Mobil-
ity Command, he kept the C-17 Program on track. He modernized the 
C-5 and KC-135 fleets to meet Global Air Space demands. He advanced 
cargo operations by fielding the 60K Tunner and 45K Halvorsen load-
ers. He was relentless in recognizing the impact of both the total force 
and, even more, the enlisted force in global mobility operations. Gen-
eral Kross’ noteworthy accomplishments were instrumental to today’s 
mobility enterprise. Inducted 2018
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The Airlift/Tanker Association Young Leadership Award is presented annually to 
twelve individuals who have displayed performance excellence, outstanding professional skill, 

knowledge and leadership in fulfillment of their duties.

Staff Sgt. Jonathan J. Altamirano
 Staff Sgt. Jonathan J. Altamirano is a 
Wing staff executive assistant assigned 
to the 501st Combat Support Wing, Royal 
Air Force Base, United Kingdom. Ser-
geant Altamirano is 23 years old and was 
born in Los Angeles, California. He at-
tended Arkansas City High School where 
he was a member of the high school hon-
or choir and qualified for state choir.
 After graduating from High School in 
May 2013, he began his Air Force career 
in November. His first duty station was 
Hurlburt Field, Florida, where he worked 

at Logistics Readiness Squadron (LRS), Force Support Squadron (FSS), and 
at the Contracting Squadron (CONS) as administration, knowledge opera-
tions, and as a Computer Systems Support technician.
 While at Hurlburt, Altamirano became the president of a newly devel-
oped private organization, the Airman’s Voice. He gave back to the com-
munity during his time in Airman’s voice by holding fundraiser events, 
professional development meetings and being an active member of Airmen 
Against Drunk Driving.
 During his time at Hurlburt Field, Altamirano earned 2015 FSS Airman 
of the Year and won 2016 AFSOC Information Dominance Administration 
Airman of the Year.
 Altamirano was transferred to his current position in August 2017, where 
he provides administrative guidance for three groups, sixteen squadrons, 
and fourteen-thousand personnel throughout the United Kingdom and 
Norway. During his time in RAF Alconbury, he has completed his CCAF 
degree and is currently working towards his bachelor’s degree in Business 
Administration.
 In the Royal Air Force Base Alconbury community Altamirano lead 
the 2018 Joint Service 5/6 council as sergeant in arms where he held volun-
teer events and mentored airman in regards to time management. He also 
served as the Group project officer for the 2018 Air Force Assistance Fund 
contributing to the 501st Combat Support Wing emerging as the number one 
wing in the Air Force by being two hundred and thirty percent above their 
donation goal. 
 Altamirano’s military awards earned at RAF Alconbury are the 2018 
Wing Staff Assistant Airman of the Quarter and 2018 501 CSW FSS NCO of 
the Year. His decorations include the Air Force Achievement Medal with one 
oak leaf cluster.

Capt. Michael J. Black
 Capt. Michael Black currently serves 
as the Special Operations Forces/Person-
nel Recovery-Fixed Wing Branch, deputy 
chief, Robins Air Force Base, Georgia. 
 Black was born in Florence, South 
Carolina. He attended The Citadel in 
Charleston, South Carolina, where he 
lettered in football and track during in 
both his sophomore and junior years. 
Black began a pattern of excellence by 
being named Top Graduate from Field 
Training which subsequently led to him 
being recognized by the Military Of-

ficers Association of America with the Exceptional Military Leadership 
Potential Award during his senior year at The Citadel.
 In 2012, upon graduating and commissioning from The Citadel, Black 
took on his first assignment at Maxwell-Gunter Annex Air Force Base, 
Montgomery, Alabama, serving as the deputy program manager for a 
$10.4 million Air Force Logistics Feasibility Analysis Capability program. 
Black was recognized as a high performer and was immediately selected 
as the executive officer for the chief of Logistics. He was selected for the 
prestigious Acquisitions Intelligence Experience Exchange Tour.
 After graduating the USAF Intelligence schoolhouse at Goodfellow 
Air Force Base, Texas, Black moved to the 25th Intelligence Squadron at 
Hurlburt Field, Florida. He quickly mastered leadership as Direct Support 
Operations flight commander, thus allowing him to deploy as a mission 
commander in support of Operation Inherent Resolve. While deployed, he 
satisfied a POTUS-level mission by expertly crafting tactics, techniques, 

“If your actions inspire
others to dream more, learn 
more, do more and become 

more, you are a leader.”
- John Quincy Adams
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Capt. Robert J. Bligh 
 Capt. Robert Bligh is an aircraft 
maintenance officer assigned to the 
435th Contingency Response Squadron, 
Ramstein Air Base, Germany as the air-
craft maintenance flight commander. 
He is 28 years old, married to his high 
school sweetheart Kaylynn and has a 
2-year-old daughter Blake.
 Bligh was born in Jacksonville, North 
Carolina. He earned his commission 
through the Reserve Officer Training 
Corps at Detachment 250, Iowa State 
University where he graduated with an 

In-dustrial Technology Bachelor of Science degree. His first assignment 
was to the 69th Maintenance Squadron, Grand Forks Air Force Base, North 
Dakota. While stationed at Grand Forks, Bligh led 120 Air Force person-
nel through the Initial Operation Test and Evaluation of the RQ-4B Glob-
alhawk as the Assistance Aircraft Maintenance Unit Officer-in-Charge.
 Bligh then deployed to Anderson Air Force Base, Guam for seven 
months where he guided his deployed team through 70 Air Tasking Or-
ders as the Aircraft Maintenance Unit officer-in-charge. He then transi-
tioned to Ramstein Air Base, Germany, as part of the 86th Maintenance 
Group head-ed his team’s effort to generate the first “Black Letter” aircraft 
in the command in three years, and led the C-130J Isochronal inspection 
sections with the highest pass rate across all C-130J units.
 Bligh has steered and organized multiple events across the community 
such as the Combined Fed-eral Campaign for Ramstein, the Red Nose 
Herc event for children and has begun a reading pro-gram with the local 
elementary school. He has been recognized at the squadron, group, and 
wing level for his military accomplishments. 

Senior Airman Benjamin C. Bower 
 Senior Airman Benjamin “Colt” 
Bower is a MC-130J loadmaster, assigned 
to the 9th Special Operations Squadron 
(9 SOS), Cannon Air Force Base, New 
Mexico, where he lives with his wife and 
son.  He is 23 years old. Bower enlisted 
in November 2015 and pinned on his 
current rank of Senior Airman in May 
2018. He attended MC-130J Initial and 
Mission qualifications at Kirtland Air 
Force Base, New Mexico, before his PCS 
to the 9th Special Operations Squadron 
at Cannon Air Force Base, New Mexico.

 While at the 9 SOS, Bower served as Squadron Standardization/Evalu-
ation liaison before becoming a squadron planner and instructor load-
master. He has amassed over 500 flight hours in the MC-130J, of which 150 
are combat hours he accrued while deployed to Afghanistan in support of 
Operations Freedom Sentinel and Resolute Support.
 Bower’s military awards include Group Airmen of the Quarter, Squad-
ron Airmen of the Year, Squadron Airmen of the Quarter, and Combined 
Joint Special Operations Air Component-Afghanistan Junior Enlisted of 
the Month. Senior Airman Bower completed his Community College of 
the Air Force degree in Aviation Operations in December of 2018 and is 
currently working towards his bachelor’s degree.

Young Leadership Awards continues >>>

and procedures for Special Operations Forces Close Air Support with Na-
val Assets to reduce fratricide and increase combat communications.
 Furthermore, Black was selected as director of Operations for a data 
masked unit in support of Operation Enduring Freedom. In this capac-
ity, he coordinated an Afghanistan-wide data collection modification 
which ultimately unearthed more than 78,000 additional data points for 
the intelligence community at large. Black then moved to the Special Op-
erations Forces/Personnel Recovery Fixed Wing Branch managing rapid 
Special Operations Force acquisition MC-130, AC-130, EC-130 and HC-130 
programs and is serving as the Branch Deputy overseeing 200 personnel 
and programs valuing $780 million.
 Black’s military awards include being named the: Squadron Officer 
School Distinguished Graduate; ISRW Company Grade Officer of the 
Year; Tuskegee Airmen Incorporated National Military Award winner; 
National Image, Inc. 2018 Military/Uniformed Services & Civilian Meri-
torious Service Award winner; and the ACC nomination for the General 
John P. Jumper Award for Excellence in Warfighting Integration. His deco-
rations include the Air Force Achievement Medal and the Air Force Com-
mendation Medal.

“So nigh is Grandeur
to our dust,

so near is God to man,
when Duty whispers low,

‘thou must,’ the youth
replies, ‘I can.’”

- Ralph Waldo Emerson
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Capt. Shawn D. Cameron
 Capt. Shawn D. Cameron is the 
Operations officer for the 628th Logis-
tics Readiness Squadron  at Joint Base 
Charleston, South Carolina. A native 
of Corpus Christi, TX, he graduated 
with a Bachelor of Arts degree in Eng-
lish and Government from the Univer-
sity of Texas at Austin and received his 
commission through the Air Force Re-
serve Officer Training Corps program 
in May 2010.
 A career logistician, Cameron has 
served in a variety of logistics and 

maintenance positions. In 2015, he deployed to Ali Al Salem Air Base, 
Kuwait as the executive officer for the 386th Expeditionary Mission Sup-
port Group.  In 2017, he deployed to Incirlik Air Base, Turkey in support 
of Operation Inherent Resolve as the Munitions Flight commander for 
the 447th Expeditionary Aircraft Maintenance Squadron. In 2018 he de-
ployed to Kandahar Airfield, Afghanistan in support of Operations Free-
doms’s Sentinel and Resolute Support as the Maintenance Operations 
officer for the 451st Expeditionary Aircraft Maintenance Squadron.
 In his current capacity, as the Operations officer for the 628th LRS, 
Captain Cameron directs the day-to-day operations for the wing’s third 
largest and most diverse squadron, which consists of five flights and 
300 plus military and civilian personnel. Along with overseeing deploy-
ment planning for the 628th Air Base Wing, 437th Airlift Wing, and ten-
ant units; he manages $125M in line items, a $1.6M weapons account, 
C-17 spare kits and 9.8M gallons of bulk fuel storage.
 Additionally, the LRS manages the resupply/retrograde of C-17 parts 
for all of South West Asia and Europe. The 628th LRS supports unique 
installation functions, such as locomotive movements and crane opera-
tions which enable Naval Munitions Command, 841st Transportation 
Battalion, Army Field Support Battalion-Charleston, Department of En-
ergy and other tenant units operations. Finally, the LRS is responsible for 
Naval Port Operations and the maintenance of Harbor Security boats.
 Cameron’s significant awards include the 2013 11th Air Force Com-
bined Headquarters Company Grade Officer of the Year and the 2018 Air 
Combat Command Lieutenant General Leo Marquez Company Grade 
Officer of the Year.

Capt. Patrick K. Doyle
 Capt. Patrick K. Doyle is an MC-130J 
Commando II aircraft commander as-
signed to the 17th Special Operations 
Squadron, 353d Special Operations 
Group, Kadena Air Base, Japan. He 
is 29 years old and was born in Long 
Beach, California. He attended Easton 
High School and excelled across the en-
tire spectrum of school activities. As a 
varsity swimmer all four years of high 
school, he competed at multiple differ-
ent levels. After graduating from high 
school in 2007, Doyle attended the U.S. 

Air Force Academy in Colorado Springs, Colorado, and graduated with 
a Bachelor of Science Degree in Operations Research.
 Following graduation from the U.S. Air Force Academy, Doyle at-
tended Specialized Undergraduate Pilot Training (SUPT) at Columbus 
Air Force Base, Mississippi, in 2011, where he flew the T-6A Texan II 
and the T-1A Jayhawk. He was a Distinguished Graduate and was 
awarded the Order of Daedalions Air Education and Training Com-
mand Commander’s Trophy.
 After graduating from SUPT, Doyle was selected as a First Assign-
ment instructor pilot in the T-6A at Columbus from 2013 to 2016. When 
he completed his FAIP tour, Doyle was selected for the MC-130J, attend-
ing both Initial and Mission Qualification Courses at Kirtland Air Force 
Base, New Mexico. Following training, he moved to Kadena Air Base, 
Japan, for his first operational assignment in the fall of 2017.
 Doyle has completed the Masters Degree program in Industrial En-
gineering at Mississippi State University. He was selected as the squad-
ron’s Company Grade Officer of the Year for 2018 and is the recipient of 
the Air Force Commendation Medal.
 Doyle is married to the former Captain Erin Green, a C-17 Evaluator 
Pilot currently stationed at Elmendorf Air Force Base, Alaska. 

“A leader is one 
who knows the way, goes

the way and shows
the way.”

- John C. Maxwell

“A genuine leader is
not a searcher for 

consensus but a molder
of consensus.”

- Martin Luther King, Jr.
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Staff Sgt. Dominic M. Kagenski
 Staff Sgt. Dominic Kagenski is a 
Command and Control Operations 
specialist, assigned to the 321st Air Mo-
bility Operations Squadron, 621st Air 
Mobility Advisory Group, 621st Contin-
gency Response Wing, Travis Air Force 
Base, California. 
 The 321st Air Mobility Operations 
Squadron provides a rapidly deploy-
able team of command and control 
experts that plan and execute ex-
peditionary air mobility operations 
around the world. As a mission man-

ager, Kagenski oversees the execution of airlift, airdrop and aero-
medical evacuation missions while providing real time command 
and control for crisis response, contingency operations and Joint 
Chiefs of Staff directed exercises.
 Kagenski is a native of Kansas City, Missouri, and enlisted in the Air 
Force in February 2013. He completed Basic Military Training at Lack-
land Air Force Base, Texas, in April of 2013. He then completed the Com-
mand Post Fundamentals Technical Training School at Keesler Air Force 
Base, Mississippi, in June of 2013. He was then assigned the 618th Tanker 
Airlift and Control Center, Scott Air Force Base, Illinois, as a mission 
manager. In November 2013 he was reassigned to the Headquarters Air 
Mobility Command Center where he served in Emergency Actions.
 Kagenski completed his degree from the Community College of the 
Air Force and is currently working on his bachelor’s degree in Orga-
nizational Leadership. Kagenski was named the 2017 621st Air Mobil-
ity Advisory Group Airman of the Year, the 2018 621st Air Mobility 
Advisory Group Non-Commissioned Officer of the Year, and was the 
recipient of the John L. Levitow award after graduating from Airman 
Leadership School. 

Maj. Anthony E. Hertach
 Maj. Anthony E. Hertach is a Main-
tenance officer assigned to the 62d 
Aircraft Maintenance Squadron as the 
Operations officer, Joint Base Lewis 
McChord, Washington. He was born 
in Great Bend, Kansas, and attended 
Claflin High School in Claflin, Kansas, 
where he lettered in football and track 
and was named to the Central Prairie 
All-League team at Linebacker and 
Guard his junior and senior year.
 After graduating from high school 
in 2004, Hertach attended Wentworth 

Military Academy in Lexington, Missouri, for one year. He received a 
nomination to attend the United States Air Force Academy, from which 
he graduated in 2009 with a Bachelor of Science in Military History.
 Hertach has served as the 37th Aircraft Maintenance Unit officer in 
charge at Ellsworth Air Force Base, South Dakota; the Chief of Logis-
tics Readiness Division in the 618th Air Operations Center, Scott Air 
Force Base, Illinois; and the Tanker Weapon System Manager for Air 
Mobility Command.  
 In his current position as the Operations officer for the 62d Aircraft 
Maintenance Squadron, Joint Base Lewis McChord, Washington, he di-
rects 580 people generating and maintaining 44 C-17A aircraft valued at 
$9.2 Billion supporting global operations and sole Prime Nuclear Airlift 
Force. Hertach was the 62d Airlift Wing’s maintenance lead project of-
ficer for Air Mobility Command’s inaugural Exercise Mobility Guardian 
in August of 2017.
 Hertach is a recent graduate of the USAF Advanced Maintenance and 
Munitions Operations School at Nellis Air Force Base, Nevada.
 Hertach married Capt. Abigail Wolfe on August 17, 2017, she is cur-
rently assigned to Ramstein Air Base, Germany.

Young Leadership Awards continues >>>

“It is essential to employ,
trust and reward those

whose perspective, ability
and judgement are radically

different from yours.
It is also rare, for it

requires uncommon humility,
tolerance and wisdom”

- Dee Ward Hock

“Leadership and 
learning

are indispensable to
each other.”

- John F. Kennedy
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Capt. Andrew S. Kim 
 Capt. Andrew Kim is an HC-130J 
Combat Search and Rescue instruc-
tor pilot assigned to the 79th Rescue 
Squadron at Davis-Monthan Air Force 
Base, Arizona. He was born in Mount 
Holly, New Jersey, on April 7, 1988. He 
attended Upper Dublin High School 
where he was the section leader in the 
marching band and participated in var-
sity wrestling and lacrosse. Kim con-
tinued his education at the Air Force 
Academy in 2006, majoring in Foreign 
Area Studies in East Asia.

  Upon his graduation at from the Academy in 2010, Kim was selected 
for Specialized Undergraduate Pilot Training at Vance Air Force Base, 
Oklahoma. After earning his wings, he completed the HC-130P ini-
tial mission qualification training with the 415th Special Operations 
Squadron at Kirtland Air Force Base, New Mexico, graduating at the 
top of his class. 
 He was then assigned to the 71st Rescue Squadron at Moody Air 
Force Base, Georgia, where he served as the officer-in-charge of the 
Awards and Decorations office. During this assignment, he was de-
ployed in support of Operation Enduring Freedom. After his deploy-
ment, he returned to the 415th Special Operations Squadron to attend 
HC-130J qualification training.
 Kim was selected as the 563rd Rescue Group Company Grade Officer 
of the Year for 2018. His military awards include the Air Medal, Aerial 
Achievement Medal, National Defense Service Medal, Global War on 
Terrorism Service Medal, and Air Force Longevity Service Medal.

Tech. Sgt. Sarah F. Oh 
 Tech. Sgt. Sarah F. Oh is the section 
chief for the C-130 Weapon System Man-
agement Flight assigned to the 436th 
Supply Chain Operations Squadron, 
Scott Air Force Base, Illinois. Oh was 
born in Santa Clara, California, on Feb-
ruary 22, 1988. She attended Carlsbad 
High School and had two jobs during 
her last two years of high school.
 After graduating from high school 
in 2006, Oh enlisted in the United States 
Air Force. Upon completion of Basic 
Military Training at Lackland Air Force 

Base, Texas in 2006, she began technical training as an airman in the Ma-
terial Management career field. After graduating from technical train-
ing, she was assigned to Kadena Air Base, Japan. 
 Oh’s background includes various duties in the Material Management 
career field. Her assignments include Kadena Air Base, Japan, Langley 
Air Force base, Virginia, and Patrick Air Force Base, Florida. She served 
in support of Operations Iraqi Freedom and Enduring Freedom.
 Oh earned Senior Airman Below the Zone in 2008, and completed 
Airman Leadership School in 2011. In 2015, she received Noncommis-
sioned Officer of the Quarter for the Air Force Technical Application 
Center. That same year, she went on to receive Volunteer of the Year for 
the Wing and for the installation. 
 In 2016, Oh completed her Community College of Air Force degree 
in Logistics Management and received the AFSA Pitsenbarger Award. 
That year she was also awarded the Military Outstanding Volunteer 
Service Medal. 
 In 2018, Oh earned the Lance P. Sijan Award for 635th Supply Chain 
Operations Group. She was also named the Noncommissioned Officer 
of the Year for 436th Supply Chain Operations Squadron.
 Oh’s decoration include three Air Force Commendation Medals and 
three Air Force Achievement Medals.
 Oh is married to Senior Airman Janiyah Robinson, an active duty fire-
fighter for the United States Air Force.

“Some leaders
are born women.”
- Geraldine Ferraro

“Men make history and not
the other way around.

In periods where there is no
leadership, society stands
still. Progress occurs when
courageous, skillful leaders

seize the opportunity to
change things for the better.”

- Harry S. Truman
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Staff Sgt. Tyler Sheley
 Staff Sgt. Tyler Sheley is an HC-130J 
instructor loadmaster assigned to the 
79th Rescue Squadron, Davis-Monthan 
Air Force Base, Arizona. He is 27 years 
old. Born in Clarinda, Iowa, he attended 
Bedford High School. After graduating 
high school in 2010, Sheley attended 
Northwest Missouri State University for 
three years before deciding to join the 
United States Air Force.
 Upon completion of basic training 
at Lackland Air Force Base, Texas, in 
2013, Sheley began technical training as 

a loadmaster at a variety of bases, including Lackland Air Force Base, 
Texas; Fairchild Air Force Base, Washington; Pensacola Naval Air Sta-
tion, Florida; and Little Rock Air Force Base, Arkansas. He was then 
assigned to the 36th Airlift Squadron, Yokota Air Base, Japan.
 During his time at Yokota Air Base, Sheley was nominated and se-
lected for numerous awards, including being named 36 AS Amn of the 
Quarter (2X, 2015), SrA Below the Zone (2015), 36 AS Loadmaster of the 
Year (2016), as well as winning a PACAF Aviation Safety Well Done 
Award (2016).
 Sheley’s next assignment was Kirtland Air Force Base, New Mexico in 
2017, where he began technical training to become a rescue loadmaster 
on the HC-130J. He completed the program as a Distinguished Graduate.
 Sheley’s following assignment was to the 79th Rescue Squadron, at 
Davis-Monthan Air Force Base, Arizona. Since his PCS to the 79th Res-
cue Squadron he has received various personal awards, including 79 
RQS NCO of the Quarter (4Q, 2018), 79 RQS Ops Enlisted Member of the 
Year (2018), ALS Leadership Award (2018) and ALS Distinguished Grad-
uate (2018). He has also been heavily involved in several team awards, 
such as the 355 FW Combat Operations Team of the Year (NCOIC of 
Team, 2018) and the “That Others May Live” Organization’s Rescue 
Squadron of the Year Award (2018).
 Sheley has completed an associate degree in Aviation Operations (CCAF, 
2015), a bachelor’s degree in Finance (UMUC, 2017), and is currently pursu-
ing his master’s degree in Healthcare Informatics (UMUC).
 

Tech. Sgt. Miguel A. Rodriguez
 Tech. Sgt. Miguel A. Rodriguez is 
an Independent Duty medical techni-
cian and non-commissioned officer 
in charge assigned to the 62d Medical 
Squadron, Joint Base Lewis McChord, 
Washington. He is 29 years old. Rodri-
guez was born in Bitburg, Germany on 
April 2, 1990. He attended Columbus 
High School in Georgia and excelled in 
academics. After graduation in 2008, he 
was awarded an academic scholarship 
to attend Columbus State University. 
He spent two years at the university, 

until pursuing a higher calling in the United States Air Force.
 Rodriguez’s assignments include Joint Base McGuire Dix Lakehurst, 
New Jersey, Luke Air Force Base, Arizona, and serving as 18th Aero-
medical Evacuation Squadron Simulation Learning Center non-commis-
sioned officer in charge at Kadena Air Base, Japan, in which he managed 
PACAF’s $600K sole Aeromedical Evacuation (AE) mission simulator 
program that enabled INDO-PACOM medical providers to sustain their 
medical readiness skills. He executed in-flight medical treatment and 
configuration management for AE missions on KC-135, C-130, C-17, C-12 
and opportune aircraft.
 As an AE Aircrew Member, Rodriguez has logged 613 flight hours, 
98.4 instructor hours, and 85.8 combat hours on the C-17, C-12J, C-130 
J/H and KC-135 R/T. Rodriguez has deployed in support of Operations 
Freedom Sentinel and Resolute Support and has flown combat missions 
over Afghanistan and Iraq.
 Rodriguez holds certification as an Aircrew Crew Resource Manage-
ment Facilitator, AE Flight Instructor, International Health Specialist, 
and was selected for AE Flight Evaluator certification. 
 More recently, Rodriguez completed the Air Force Independent Duty 
Medical Technician course and currently serves as the sole Independent 
Duty Medical Technician for the 62d Medical Squadron, providing care 
to 3.3K active duty service members. He is dual-hatted as the NCOIC of 
the Airman’s Clinic, in which he oversees and manages the daily opera-
tions for ten personnel, including two family medicine physicians, three 
nurses, and five medical technicians.
 Rodriguez was recently selected as 2018 Air Mobility Command Aero-
space Medicine Non-Commissioned Officer of the Year and 62d Wing 
Staff Agency Outstanding Non-Commissioned Officer of the Quarter. 
Prior awards include the IDMT Association Wingmanship Award, the 
Erwin Airman Leadership School Distinguished Graduate Award, and 
being named the 18th Operations Group NCO of the Quarter, the 18th 
Aeromedical Evacuation Squadron NCO of the Year and the Mobility 
Air Forces Outstanding Aeromedical Evacuation Crew Member NCO of 
the Year. His decorations include the Aerial Achievement Medal, the Air 
Force Commendation Medal, the Air Force Achievement Medal, the Air 
Force Recognition Ribbon and the Combat Readiness Medal.
 Rodriguez married Staff Sgt. Mariela Rodriguez on June 15, 2015. 
She is also a medical technician currently assigned to Joint Base Lewis 
McChord, Washington.

“Leadership to me
means duty, honor, country.

It means character
and it means listening 

from time to time.”
- George W. Bush
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The Airlift/Tanker Association Gen. Robert E. “Dutch” Huyser Awards are presented annually 
to a Wing/Group level or below Pilot, Navigator, Flight Engineer, Loadmaster, Boom Operator, 

Flight Attendant and Airborne Mission Specialist for sustained excellence in airmanship.

PILOT
Capt. Cody P. Settle 

 Capt. Cody P. Settle is a MC-130J 
instructor pilot and flight commander 
assigned to the 9th Special Operations 
Squadron, Cannon Air Force Base, 
New Mexico. He graduated from the 
Air Force Academy with a degree in 
Foreign Area Studies in Latin America 
with a minor in Spanish in 2012.
 After graduating, he completed pilot 
training at Vance Air Force Base, Okla-
homa, with follow-on C-130J training 
at Little Rock Air Force Base, Arkansas 
and was assigned as a pilot on the MC-

130J. Upon completion of training Settle was assigned to the 9th Special 
Operations Squadron, Cannon Air Force Base, New Mexico. While with 
the 9th SOS he has served as a Standardization Evaluation liaison offi-
cer, resource advisor, training assistant flight commander, group execu-
tive officer, and is now a flight commander.
 Settle has accrued a total of 1502 hours, 568 of which have been flown 
in combat. He pinned on his current rank of captain on May 23, 2016. 
 Settle’s military awards include the Assistant Flight Commander of 
the Quarter in 2017, Squadron Pilot of the Year for 2018, and 27 SOW 
nominee for 2018. His decorations include four Air Medals and one Joint 
Service Commendation Medal.

NAVIGATOR
Capt. Christopher K. Akui

 Capt. Christopher K. Akui is a KC-
135R/T instructor weapons officer as-
signed to the 509th Weapons Squadron 
(WPS) as the Mission Support Flight 
Commander at Fairchild Air Force 
Base, Washington. He is responsible for 
the execution of a 415-hour syllabus for 
WIC students.
 Akui arrived at Fairchild Air Force 
Base in the spring of 2018 where he 
served as Global Strike phase manager. 
He has served as a readiness officer, 

executive officer, Special Operations Air Refueling planner, officer in 
charge of Special Operations Air Refueling Logistics, and deputy chief 
of Wing Tactics.
  Akui is a navigator with more than 1400 total flying hours, includ-
ing 500 combat hours in support of operations Enduring Freedom, Free-
doms’ Sentinel and Inherent Resolve. He has earned a Bachelor of Arts, 
Political Science, at the University of Texas at San Antonio. 
 In addition to teaching at the Weapons School, Akui performs numer-
ous outreaches for the 509th Weapons Squadron and the tanker commu-
nity as a whole. He is consistently invited to an Air Reserve Component 
Weapons and Tactics conference to advise how to align Air National 
Guard and Reserve Equipment Appropriation funds towards lethality 
in the tanker fleet. He has also created a STEM experience to introduce 
youth in New Mexico to flight and aviation science. Most recently, Akui 
has paved the way to return celestial navigation as a potential capability 
in the KC-135 crew force.
 Akui’s military awards include the 2015 22 ARW James H. Doolittle 
Award; 2016 22nd Operations Group Instructor Navigator of the Year; 
2016 Top Paper Award KC-135 WIC; 2016 Academic Award KC-135 WIC; 
2016 AMC Navigator of the Year; 2016 AF Brig Gen Ross G. Hoyt Award; 
2017 509th WPS CGO of the Year; 2017 USAFWS MAF/SOF CGO of the 
Year; 2018 509th WPS 18A Top Academic Instructor; 2018 509th WPS 18B 
Top Flying Instructor; 2018 509th WPS Flight Commander – 2nd Quar-
ter; 2018 509th WPS CGO of the Year; 2018 USAFWS Nuclear Deterrence 
Operations Company Grade Officer of the Year; and, 2019 509th Weap-
ons Squadron Flight Commander – 1st Quarter.
nominee for 2018. His decorations include four Air Medals and one Joint 
Service Commendation Medal.

“Perfection is not attainable,
but if we chase perfection we 

can catch excellence.”
- Vince Lombardi
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FLIGHT ENGINEER
Tech. Sgt. Bretahn N. Jones 

 Tech. Sgt. Bretahn N. Jones is a C-
37A flight engineer flight chief as-
signed to the 310th Airlift Squadron, 
MacDill Air Force Base, Florida. Jones 
provides excellence, safe, comfortable, 
and reliable worldwide airlift for our 
nation’s combatant commanders. He is 
responsible for ground/in-flight sys-
tems operations and repairs.
 Jones entered the Air Force in July of 
2006 and graduated Maintenance Data 
Systems Analysis course at Sheppard 
Air Force Base, Texas in November. 

During his time as a maintenance data systems analyst he was awarded 
the Maintenance Group Airman of the Quarter, the Leadership of the 
Year award, the Analyst of the Year award, and achieved Senior Airman 
Below the Zone and the rank of staff sergeant. These accomplishments 
were instrumental to his success.
 After three years as a maintenance analyst he retrained into the Flight 
Engineer career field. After a year of training, he graduated Basic Flight 
Engineer Course in May 2010, and completed his C-130 Initial Qualifica-
tion Training/Mission Qualification Training March 2011 with an as-
signment to Pope Air Force Base, North Carolina. While stationed at 
Pope Air Force Base he deployed twice and facilitated training for all 
Department of Defense agencies. 
 Jones was a key member at community events and earned his CCAF 
degrees while at Pope Air Force Base. Further, his efforts were recognized 
with the Safety NCO of the Quarter award while deployed, the Squadron 
NCO of the Quarter award, and Squadron NCO of the Year award.
 Jones upgraded to Instructor Flight Engineer ahead of his peers and 
started a new endeavor as a VIP/SAM flight engineer on the C-37A at 
Ramstein Air Base, Germany, in May 2014. While stationed at Ramstein 
Ai Base, he quickly upgraded to evaluator flight engineer, was promoted 
to technical sergeant, and held a position at the 86th Operations Group. 
He then was selected to continue his VIP/SAM career at MacDill Air 
Force Base, Florida, and is continuing his personal improvement by pur-
suing a Bachelor’s Degree in Professional Aeronautics.
 Jones has continued educational endeavors his career. In 2010 he 
attended Airman Leadership School, Langley Air Force Base, Vir-
gina; in 2013 he earned both an Associates Degree in Maintenance 
Production Management, and an Associates Degree in Aviation Op-
erations, from the Community College of the Air Force; and, in 2016, 
Sergeant Jones attended the Noncommissioned Officer Academy, 
Kapaun Air Station, Germany.
 Jones’ military decorations include the Air Force Commendation 
Medal with one oak leaf cluster, the Aerial Achievement Medal and 
Air Medal.

“...the battle, sir, is not to the
strong alone, it is to the

vigilant, the active and brave.”
- Patrick Henry

FLIGHT ATTENDANT
Tech. Sgt. Shawna Rivas 

 Tech. Sgt. Shawna Rivas, the NCOIC, 
Presidential Flight Attendant Mis-
sion Operations Training, Presidential 
Airlift Squadron, Joint Base Andrews, 
Maryland, is responsible for the safe, 
comforta-ble, and reliable transporta-
tion of the President, First Lady, cabi-
net members and other senior mili-tary 
and elected officials as tasked by the 
White House. She currently manages 
presidential flight attendant training 
for 30 members, administering and 
maintaining the highest level of flight 

safety, business etiquette, international protocol and dining skills on-
board Air Force One.
 Rivas enlisted into the Air Force in July 2006 as airborne battle man-
agement. Upon completion of various technical and specialty schools 
she was assigned to the 963rd Airborne Air Control Squad-ron, Tin-
ker Air Force Base, Oklahoma where she operated onboard E-3 Sentry 
Airborne Warning and Control System (AWACS) aircraft. While there, 
Rivas obtained her instructor qualification providing key training dur-
ing her second deployment conducting surveillance operations over Af-
ghanistan. She was selected as a formal training instructor at the 966th 
Airborne Air Control Squadron where she taught newly assigned stu-
dents in classroom, simulator, and operational flight settings. During 
this assignment, she was accepted for cross training as a special mis-
sions flight attendant.
 Reassigned to the 1st Airlift Squadron, Joint Base Andrews, Mary-
land, Rivas flew on the C-32A, C-40B, and C-17. Following a three-year 
assignment, Rivas was accepted to the Presidential Airlift Group where 
she currently leads flying operations for First Lady Melania Trump and 
operates as a presidential flight attendant instructor. 
  Active in her community, Rivas led 19 members during a 24-hour fun-
draiser, she ran 86 miles and raised $145K for the Tactical Air Control 
Association and 15 Gold Star families.
 Rivas garnered the Distinguished Graduate and Commandant 
Awards at NCO Academy in 2018 and was recently selected as the 89 
Airlift Wing’s Noncommissioned Officer of the Year. Her mili-tary dec-
orations include the Air Medal, Aerial Achievement Medal, Air Force 
Achievement Medal and Air Force Commendation Medal. 

Huyser Awards continues >>>

“For to win one hundred 
victories in one hundred 

battles is not the acme of skill. 
To subdue the enemy wihtout 

fighting is the acme.”
- Sun Tzu
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BOOM OPERATOR
Senior Master Sgt. Lindsay S. Moon 

 Senior Master Sgt. Lindsay S. Moon 
is a KC-46A/KC-135R boom operator 
and superintendent, 344th Air Refuel-
ing Squadron McConnell AFB, KS. In 
this capacity, he leads a group of 16 
Initial Operational Test and Evalua-
tion (IOT&E) Boom Operators through 
operational flight-testing of the KC-46, 
America’s Next Generation Tanker. He 
also manages unit manpower, training, 
standardization & evaluations, flying 
operations, and professional develop-
ment of 20 enlisted personnel.

 Moon entered the Air Force in 2002, and has served in a variety of 
positions at the squadron, group and international level. He is an evalu-
ator boom operator with over 3,800 hours on three tanker platforms. 
 During his current duty assignment Moon has achieved Profession-
al Manager Certification; enhanced his leadership skills and improved 
squadron mission execution despite a 66 percent manpower loss. He also 
completed two half marathons, streamlining run-time, set an example for 
85 squadron personnel and raised $120,000 for veteran cancer research.
 Moon’s military decorations include the Air Medal with two Oak Leaf 
Clusters; Air Force Commendation Medal with one Oak Leaf Cluster; 
Air Force Achievement Medal; and, the Nuclear Deterrence Operations 
Medal with “N” Device.

LOADMASTER
Tech. Sgt. Colleen C. McGahuey-Ramsey

 Tech. Sgt. Colleen C. McGahuey-
Ramsey is a flight chief and HC-130J 
instructor loadmaster at the 71st Res-
cue Squadron, Moody Air Force Base 
Georgia. She was born in Easton, Penn-
sylvania and  graduated from Chestnut 
Ridge Senior High School with high 
honors in 2004. Committed to enlist 
in the Air Force upon graduation, she 
began basic training at Lackland Air 
Force Base, Texas in March 2005 with a 
guaranteed fire protection job. 
 After graduating basic training, Mc-

Gahuey-Ramsey attended the Louis F. Garland Fire Academy at Good-
fellow Air Force Base, Texas, and received her first duty assignment 
to Andersen Air Force Base, Guam where she worked as a firefighter. 
After her short tour on Guam, she was as-signed to RAF Lakenheath, 
England, United Kingdom, and worked as a crash fire rescue driver 
and emergency dispatch operator. After completing her assignment in 
England, Sergeant she was assigned to Mountain Home Air Force Base, 
Idaho. She worked as a crash fire rescue crew chief, NCOIC of Training, 
and the NCOIC of the emergency communication center.
 After seven years in the Fire Protection career field, her career path 
changed as she retrained to an aircraft loadmaster. Upon completion of 
her basic loadmaster course, she was assigned to HC-130Ps at Moody 
Air Force Base, Georgia. She has been assigned to Moody Air Force 
base since July 2013 and has been qualified on both the HC-130P and 
the HC-130J aircraft. During this time, she graduated from the Flight 
Safety NCO course and worked as the squadron Safety NCOIC. She was 
then selected to work as the enlisted Rescue Group executive, the acting 
First Sergeant of the 71st Rescue Squadron, and the Operations Flight 

Chief. She has also deployed in support of Operation Enduring Freedom 
and Operation Inherent Resolve. Sergeant McGahuey-Ramsey has 1000+ 
HC130P/HC130J flight hours.
 McGahuey-Ramsey was a key member of the 23rd Wing planning 
committee for the 2018 Moody Mud Run. She managed the advertising 
and public affairs. The event raised $6 thousand dollars for Moody Air 
Force Base. McGahuey-Ramsey helped strengthen military and civilian 
community relationships with a family fun event and was recognized 
by the 23d Wing commander for her hard work. Additionally, McGa-
huey-Ramsey volunteered at a local non-profit organization that gives 
temporary shelter to victims of domestic violence. Also, as the 71st RQS 
was preparing for their new inbound commander, she coordinated with 
multiple agencies to prepare for the squadron change of command. She 
worked with Protocol and additional base organizations to ensure the 
ex-ecution of the event was seamless and both squadron commanders 
were honored.
 McGahuey-Ramsey’s military awards include being name the 2018 
71st RQS NCO of the 1st Quarter; 2018 71st RQS Instructor Loadmaster 
of the 2nd Quarter; 2018 26th ERQS NCO of the Month, July; 2018 1st  
ERQG NCO of the Month, July; 2018 1st ERQG Team of the Month, Au-
gust; 2018 71st RQS NCO of the Year; 2018 347th Rescue Group NCO of 
the Year; 2018 23d Wing NCO of the Year; and she was a 2018 23d Wing 
Henry “Red” Erwin Nominee. Her military decorations include an Air 
Medal; Air Force Commendation Medal with “C” device and two oak 
leaf clusters; and the Air Force Achievement Medal with two oak leaf 
clusters. 

COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS OPERATOR
Tech. Sgt. Kate E. Ruehl 

 Tech. Sgt. Kate E. Ruehl is the non-
commissioned officer in charge of Stan-
dardization and Evaluation, communi-
cations system operator evaluator on 
the C-37A with the 310th Airlift Squad-
ron at MacDill Air Force Base, Florida. 
She is responsible for supporting the 
squadron mission of providing safe, 
comfortable, and reliable airlift for our 
nation’s combatant commanders while 
instructing and evaluating other mem-
bers to do the same. As noncommis-
sioned officer in charge of Stan/Eval 

she manages six different programs. She is also the squadron COMSEC 
manager in charge of 85 devices costing over $1.2 million.
 Ruehl entered the Air Force in August 2002. She graduated from the 
Airborne Communications Systems Apprentice course at Keesler Air 
Force Base, Mississippi, in March of 2003. During her time assigned to 
the E-4B, she held various positions and extra duties. Throughout her 
tenure at Offutt, she maintained five individual qualifications as well as 
instructor and evaluator where she was able to train over 100 students. 
She has performed presidential support, secretary of Defense travel and 
nuclear deterrence mission duties. Prior to her current position, She was 
the NCOIC of Initial Qualification training at the 1st Airborne Com-
mand and Control Squadron, Offutt Air Force Base, Nebraska.
 Ruehl attended Airman Leadership School, Offutt Air Force Base, Ne-
braska, in 2007; the Noncommissioned Officer Academy, Sheppard Air 
Force Base, Texas in 2015; and, completed Senior Enlisted Joint Profes-
sional Military Education I, Non-Residence in 2018.
 Ruehl’s military decorations include the Air Force Achievement Med-
al, Air Force Commendation Medal, and the Aerial Achievement Medal 
with two oak leaf clusters.
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The Airlift/Tanker Association Col. Gail S. Halvorsen Award is presented annually to an 
outstanding Air Transportation (2T2XX) specialist for sustained excellence in aerial port operations.

 Tech. Sgt. Joseph Rutledge Jr. is the NCOIC, Airlift Re-
quirements Planner, 613th Air Operations Center, Joint 
Base Pearl Harbor-Hickam, Hawaii. Currently, he advis-
es PACAF A-Staff, 5 AOC Divisions, and the director of 
Mobility Forces on logistics and airlift issues. He is also 
the executive agent for JCS exercise, operational-level 
peacetime, and contingency airlift requirements.
 Rutledge entered the Air Force in October 2007. He 
graduated from the Air Transportation Apprentice course 
at Lackland Air Force Base, Texas in 2008. His background 
includes managing transportation services for joint and 
multi-national operations during war and peacetime op-
erations. Throughout his career, he has processed passen-
gers, general cargo and hazardous materials shipments 
securing Rapid Global Mobility for the warfighter. Additionally, he for-
tified AMC’s Velocity Initiative as a C-17 Aerial Port Expeditor. Sergeant 
Rutledge is also the Wing Master Resilience Trainer mentor.
 At his first duty station Rutledge was an Air Terminal Operations Cen-
ter information controller with the 721st Aerial Port Squadron, Ramstein 
Air Base, Germany. During this assignment he deployed, as a passenger 
service agent in the 376th Expeditionary Logistics Readiness Squadron at 
Manas Air Base, Kyrgyzstan, and then a year later he deployed again as 
a passenger service agent in the 8th Expeditionary Air Mobility Squad-
ron at Al Udeid Air Base, Qatar. He then was assigned, in March 2012, as 
a capability forecaster in the 731st Aerial Port Squadron, Osan Air Base, 
Republic of Korea.
 In March 2013 Sergeant Rutledge became the NCOIC, Training in the 
735th Air Mobility Squadron, Joint Base Pearl Harbor-Hickam, Hawaii. 
During this assignment he deployed again serving as the Air Terminal 
Operations Center senior controller from April 2014 through September 
2014, in the 386th Expeditionary Logistics Readiness Squadron, Ali Al 
Salem Air Base, Kuwait. Upon returning from deployment Sergeant Rut-
ledge was the NCOIC, Aerial Port Operations for the 515th Air Mobility 

Tech. Sgt. Joseph Rutledge Jr.

Operations Wing, Joint Base Pearl Harbor-Hickam, Hawaii. 
From there he was assigned as the NCOIC, Logistics Plans 
and Programs, also with the 515th Air Mobility Operations 
Wing. Starting in January 2018 Rutledge has served as the 
airlift requirements planner for the 613th Air Operations 
Center, also at Joint Base Pearl Harbor-Hickam, Hawaii.
 Throughout his Air Force career Rutledge has stayed 
focused on his continuing education. In 2011 he graduated 
from Airman Leadership School, Kapaun Air Station, Ger-
many. In 2013 he earned an Associate Degree in Applied 
Science, Transportation, from the Community College of 
the Air Force, Maxwell Air Force Base, Alabama. 
 In 2014 he competed the Aerial Port Expeditor 
Course at Charleston Air Force Base, South Carolina. Rut-

ledge completed the Master Resilience Trainer Course in 2015 at Joint Base 
McGuire-Dix-Lakehurt, New Jersey. In 2016 he attended the Non-Com-
misioned Officer Academy through Distance Learning with Air Univer-
sity, Maxwell Air Force Base, Alabama. 
 In 2016 Rutledge completed the Contingency Wartime Planning Course 
at Air University, Maxwell Air Force Base, Alabama. And in 2017 he re-
ceived a Bachelor of Arts Degree in Organizational Management through 
Ashford University, San Diego, California.
 Rutledge was named a Senior Airman Below-the-Zone, and in 2015 he 
was honored as the 515th Air Mobility Operations Wing NCO of the Year. 
His decorations include; the Air Force Commendation Medal with three oak 
leaf clusters; the Joint Service Achievement Medal; the Air Force Achieve-
ment Medal with one oak leaf cluster; a Meritorious Unit Award with one 
oak leaf cluster; an Air Force Outstanding Unit Award with one oak leaf 
cluster; an Air Force Good Conduct Medal with one oak leaf cluster; the 
National Defense Service Medal; the Global War on Terrorism Expedition-
ary & Service Medals; the Korean Defense Service Medal; the Air and Space 
Campaign Medal with one bronze star; and the Air Force Expeditionary 
Service Ribbon with Gold Border and two oak leaf clusters.

In order to provide our bases with the resources they need, we must control a lot of moving parts. Responsible for securely managing cargo and passengers, Air 
Transportation specialists ensure that everything and everyone on a military aircraft is transported safely and quickly. From food and medical supplies to helicopters 
and	ground	vehicles,	these	professionals	are	responsible	for	coordinating	the	valuable	people	and	supplies	we	ship	around	the	world.	Qualifications	for	the	job	include	
having a thorough understanding of passenger and cargo movement functions, completion of a basic air transportation course, and experience in functions such as 
processing cargo and loading and unloading an aircraft. Air Transportation specialists must possess a valid state driver’s license to operate government motor vehicles 
and must have completed 7.5 weeks of Basic Military Training as well as Airmen’s Week, and they must be between the ages of 17 and 39.

“Too often the ground personnel are taken for granted or overlooked in major air events that are outcome centered...”
- Col. Gail S. Halvorsen, “The Berlin Candy Bomber”
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essential for Global Power’s Agile Combat Employment. 
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The Airlift/Tanker Association Specialized Mission Award is presented annually to an 
outstanding individual whose performance of duties in support of an aerial air mobility mission 

is exceptionally noteworthy during crises, contingencies, or humanitarian airlift. This 
award is presented to career fields not covered by the Huyser Award categories.

 Staff Sgt. Derek Mindziak is from Bellefonte, Penn-
sylvania. He joined the Air Force in December 2014 as 
an aerospace maintenance apprentice. Since reaching 
the skill level of craftsman, he has been handpicked 
to become one of the select few flying crew chiefs 
in the 736th Aircraft Maintenance Squadron. His 
dedication and job knowledge surpassed his peers. 
He has flown over 450 hours in multiple theaters de-
livering over 4.1 million pounds of cargo and 1,300 
troops. has supported operations Enduring Freedom, 
Inherent Resolve and Freedom’s Sentinel.
 Currently, Mindziak is two courses away from 
completing his CCAF Associates Degree in Aviation 
Maintenance Technology, and is actively pursuing 
a bachelor’s degree in aeronautics. He has sought cross utilization 
training in six other career fields, setting him apart from his peers 
and contributing to his professionalism and excellence. Mindziak 
graduated from Airman Leadership School in 2017 at Dover AFB, 
DE, where he received the Distinguished Graduate Award.

Staff Sgt. Derek T. Mindziak

    Mindziak has dedicated over 50 hours to train and 
ensure the success of the Dover Area High School 
JROTC drill team. He has also worked hand-in-hand 
with Habitat for Humanity building two houses for 
the city of Dover. Additionally, Mindziak played a 
valuable role in the renovation of the Dover Air Force 
Base Child Development Center playground, saving 
the 436th Airlift Wing over $3.7 thousand dollars in 
funds.
    Mindziak’s awards include; Team of the Quarter 
3AS – 2nd Quarter 19 award;  NCO of the Quarter 436 
MXG – 3rd Quarter 18; 816 EAS FCC of the Month – Oct 
18 award;  Team of the Quarter 736 AMXS – 3rd Quar-
ter 2017 award; Distinguished Graduate ALS – Novem-

ber 2017; and, he was a Leo Marquez 736 AMXS Nominee – 2017. 
His decorations include:Air Force Achievement Medal with one oak 
leave cluster; an AF Outstanding Unit Award; an AF Good Conduct 
Medal, the National Defense Service Medal; and, the Global War on 
Terrorism Service Medal.

Flying crew chiefs are specially trained maintenance personnel who attend a six-week maintenance special operations course in addition to the hundreds of hours 
of	training	it	takes	to	become	7-level	maintainer.	From	fueling	the	aircraft	and	checking	the	oil,	to	troubleshooting	a	major	system	malfunction,	flying	crew	chiefs	earn	
their stripes every day.

“Wars may be fought with weapons, 
but they are won by men.”

- Gen. George S. Patton
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The Airlift/Tanker Association Gen. Ronald R. Fogleman ASAM Award recognizes the top graduate of the Advanced 
Studies of Air Mobility (ASAM) program, an Air Force-sponsored intermediate developmental education program taught at 

the USAF Expeditionary Center. The award recognizes excellence across a broad range of criteria, including peer review, 
leadership, written and oral presentation of research, academic performance and physical fitness.

 Maj. Mark M. Walkusky, a Cyberspace Operations Offi-
cer, is currently serving as deputy, Cyberspace Operations 
and Plans Division at Headquarters Air Mobility Com-
mand, Scott Air Force Base, Illinois.  Reaching his ninth base 
in fourteen years of active commissioned service in 2019, 
Walkusky excelled at every opportunity, to include squad-
ron command, director of Operations, flight command, 
instructor, and action officer. These duties encompass mis-
sions at home and abroad, to include the Indo-Pacific, Eu-
rope, Africa, and Middle East. 
  After commissioning from Reserve Officer Training 
Corps Detachment 075 at San Diego State University in 2005, 
Walkusky was assigned to the 552d Computer Systems 
Squadron, Tinker Air Force Base, Oklahoma.  Here, he cut his 
teeth as a young officer, leading 30 Airmen immediately upon arrival, culmi-
nating three years later as a flight commander for over 50 total-force Airmen. 
 After Tinker Air Force Base, Walkusky spent two years as an Officer 
Training School (OTS) instructor at Maxwell Air Force Base, Alabama. He 
followed OTS with a 10-month stint as a student of the Expeditionary War-
fare School at Marine Corps Base Quantico, Virginia. Here, Walkusky honed 
his talents as a contingency planner, refining skills in combined arms war-
fare. After graduation, he thrived as a director of Operations for the 644th 
Combat Communications Squadron at Andersen Air Force Base, Guam, 
training and deploying 134 tactical communicators supporting operations 
across four Geographic Combatant Commands. 
 Walkusky then deployed to the Air Force Central Command (AFCENT) 
Combined Air and Space Operations Center as a Communications Planner 
for one year. Here, he planned initial operations against the Islamic State 
in Iraq and Syria (ISIS) while fighting violent extremists in Afghanistan. 
Walkusky then excelled as a North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) ac-
tion officer, benchmarking Command and Control Communications deliv-
ery across northern Europe in support of the alliance’s Air Policing mission. 
Additionally, as NATO Air Command’s only qualified and experienced 
wartime planner on staff, he wrote manuals for, and trained, the next gen-
eration of communications planners in the alliance.
    Walkusky was selected to command the 17th Communications Squad-
ron at Goodfellow Air Force Base, Texas, in 2017. He was honored to lead 

Maj. Mark M. Walkusky

147 outstanding communications professionals providing 
support for 17,000 intelligence and firefighting students 
annually.  While in command, Walkusky stood up the 
base Mission Defense Team, just the second in Air Educa-
tion and Training Command.  
    Walkusky began his studies at the Advanced Study of 
Air Mobility (ASAM) program in June 2018.  ASAM is a 
13-month Intermediate Developmental Education pro-
gram located in the USAF Expeditionary Center at Joint 
Base McGuire-Dix-Lakehurst. Students earn a Master of 
Science degree in Operations Management from the Air 
Force Institute of Technology (AFIT), write a 50-page 
Graduate Research Paper, and conduct site visits to U.S. 
Indo-Pacific Command, US European Command, U.S. 

Africa Command, NATO Headquarters, Defense Logistics Agency, U.S. 
Transportation Command, Amazon, Boeing, other military organiza-
tions, and private industry.
 Graduating first out of 16 selectively chosen officers, Walkusky thrived 
in this rigorous program with a 4.0 grade point average while displaying 
exceptional professional qualities, communication skills, and overall fit-
ness.  With the support of department heads, he garnered Distinguished 
Graduate honors and received the 2019 Asset Positioning and Distribution 
Field Award for an exceptional Graduate Research Paper.
 Walkusky is the third generation in his family to serve in the United States 
military. His late grandfather, Sylvester “Silver” Walkusky, is a retired Se-
nior Master Sergeant in the United States Air Force who first enlisted into the 
Army Air Corps.  Senior Master Sgt. Walkusky, a Korean and Vietnam War 
veteran, served 22 years as an aircraft maintainer. Maj. Walkusky’s father, 
Chief Warrant Officer 4 Michael Walkusky, served 28 years in the United 
States Navy as a radio operator.  A Desert Storm veteran, CWO4 Walkusky’s 
distinguished career encompasses all seven continents capped by three six-
month stints in Antarctica in support of Operation Deep Freeze.
 He would not be here today without the mentors, family, and friends 
who challenged him to grow every day as a leader, friend, and father. 
  Walkusky has been awarded the Defense Meritorious Service Medal, 
Meritorious Service Medal (1 OLC), Air Force Commendation Medal (1 
OLC), and Joint Service Commendation Medal.

The ASAM program is a 13-month course of study in Global Reach concepts, and graduates earn an Air Force Institute of Technology accredited Master of Science in Logistics degree. Pro-
spective candidates for the course go through a highly competitive Central Designation Board process before being selected as students in the program, and the curriculum is comprised of 
four additional components including Expeditionary Center courses, Air Command and Staff College courses, a Graduate Research Project, and site visits. Upon graduation, students take 
on	assignments	serving	the	Department	of	Defense,	war-fi	ghting	commanders,	Joint	Staff,	Headquarters	Air	Force,	Air	Mobility	Command,	Strategic	Command,	Doctrine	Centers,	the	North	
Atlantic Treaty Organization, Supreme Headquarters Allied Powers Europe, and the United Nations.
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The Airlift/Tanker Association Major General James I. (Bagger) Baginski Award is presented annually for significant 
performance and achievement including specific individual accomplishments, mission impacts and results in 

support of joint, allied, coalition, partner operations and the global mobility enterprise as an Air Mobility 
Liaison Officers (AMLO) during the previous calendar year.

 Maj. Erik M. Evans is an Air Mobility Liaison Officer 
(AMLO) assigned to the 621st Mobility Support Opera-
tions Squadron, Fort Campbell, Kentucky. He is the Air 
Mobility Command Commander’s direct representative 
to all joint users at Fort Campbell, including the 101st 
Airborne Division, 5th Special Forces Group, and the 
160th Special Operations Aviation Regiment (SOAR). 
 Major Evans received his Bachelor of Science degree in 
Biology from the University of Alabama and was com-
missioned as a distinguished graduate through the Re-
serve Officer Training Corps in 2007. He also completed 
the Air and Space Basic Course, Air University, Maxwell 
AFB, AL in 2007. In 2014 he received a Masters of Arts 
in Administrative Leadership, University of Oklahoma, 
Norman, OK, and completed Squadron Officer School, Air University, 
Maxwell AFB, AL.
 Major Evans has served in a variety of key staff and flying positions 
both within home and deployed units. He has served as the Commander, 
385th Air Expeditionary Group, Detachment 2 as well as the CENTCOM 
Chief Air Mobility Liaison Officer. He has deployed multiple times in sup-
port of Operations ENDURING FREEDOM, IRAQI FREEDOM, UNIFIED 

Maj. Erik M. Evans

PROTECTOR, NEW DAWN, ODYSSEY DAWN, FREE-
DOM’S SENTINEL and most recently embedded with 
sister service units in support of Operation INHERENT 
RESOLVE. Major Evans is a senior pilot with over 2,400 
hours flying time with over 750 of those hours in combat. 
  Major Evans’ decorations include: Defense Meritori-
ous Service Medal; Meritorious Service Medal; Air 
Medal with three oak leaf clusters; Aerial Achievement 
Medal with five oak leaf clusters; Air Force Commenda-
tion Medal; Meritorious Unit Award with three oak leaf 
clusters; AF Outstanding Unit Award with five oak leaf 
clusters; Combat Readiness Medal;  National Defense 
Service Medal; Afghanistan Campaign Medal with two 
devices; Iraq Campaign Medal with two devices; Global 

War on Terrorism Expeditionary Medal with one device;  Global War 
on Terrorism Service Medal; Air and Space Campaign Medal;  Nuclear 
Deterrence Operations Service Medal with one device; Air Force Expe-
ditionary Service Ribbon with Gold Border with 6 devices; Air Force 
Longevity Service with one oak leaf cluster; Small Arms Expert Marks-
manship Ribbon (Pistol); Air Force Training Ribbon; NATO Medal; and, 
Inherent Campaign Resolve Medal with one device.

Maj. Gen. James I. “Bagger” Baginski served in a variety of leadership roles during his 30 years in the Air Force (1954-1984), he served in a variety of leadership roles, 
from commander, 374th Tactical Airlift Wing to HQ Military Airlift Command Deputy Chief of Staff for Operations and Personnel. He had a direct, pervasive, and long-lasting 
influence	on	air	mobility,	from	the	C-5	modernization	and	C-141	stretch	programs	to	enhanced	aircraft	and	aircrew	air	refueling	capabilities.	As	Director	of	Mobility,	Joint	
Deployment Agency, he advanced the services’ joint transportation planning policy, systems, and procedures. An Airlift/Tanker Association (A/TA) founding member and 
Board of Advisors Chairman, he helped lead the A/TA in transitioning from a reunion type airlift organization to a professional air mobility association. 

“Competition has been shown to be useful up to a certain point and no further, but cooperation, 
which is the thing we must strive for today, begins where competition leaves off.”

- Franklin D. Roosevelt
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The Airlift/Tanker Association Lieutenant General James E. Sherrard III Award is presented annually to the most outstanding Air Force 
Reserve wing or group that distinguished itself in the performance and support of the Mobility Air Forces mission. The unit embodies 
the spirit and essence of the Citizen Airman, balancing the operational demands of today’s global mobility operations, maintaining a 

viable strategic reserve for tomorrow while embracing responsibilities to their civilian employer, community and family.

 The 934th Airlift Wing, Minneapolis-Saint Paul Air Reserve Station, 
Minnesota, under the leadership of Col. Anthony G. Polashek and Chief 
Master Sgt. Anthony L. Mack, distinguished itself 
by exceptionally meritorious service from July 1, 
2018 to June 30, 2019.  During this period, the Global 
Vikings were indeed global Ambassadors by repre-
senting the Air Force during the 75th Anniversary 
of the Normandy D-Day invasion, with its C-130s 
leading the flying formation.
 Always safety focused, the 934th Airlift Wing’s 
complement of eight C-130Hs accomplished 823 lo-
cal sorties accounting for 2,101 flying hours with 
zero Class A/B mishaps. Continuously ready and 
able for worldwide contingencies, the 934th Airlift 
Wing deployed 661 personnel, roughly a third of the 
Wing manpower, in support of nine named Operations on four conti-
nents around the world. Furthermore, the 934th Airlift Wing sprang 
into action for a short-notice Northern Command tasking in support 
of Hurricane Michael humanitarian relief, delivering vital aid for Hur-
ricane Michael-ravaged Tyndall Air Force Base, Florida.
 With a security posture that is second-to-none, the 934th Airlift Wing 
has hosted multiple presidential and vice-presidential visits, working 
with Secret Service personnel in order to screen over 700 guests.
 On the home-front, the 934th Airlift Wing initiated a pilot program 
with the Minnesota Sheriff’s Association, partnering with over 100 
county sheriff’s offices to ensure the safety of families who have de-
ployed Wing personnel. The Wing’s development of its Airmen has 

934th Airlift Wing

been nothing short of incredible, exceeding the Department of De-
fense’s Green Belt trained personnel benchmark by 19 percent and pos-

turing for Lean initiatives for years to come. The dis-
tinctive accomplishments of the 934th Airlift Wing 
reflect great credit upon itself and the United States 
Air Force.

The 934th Airlift Wing, also known as the “Global 
Vikings,” is Minnesota’s only Air Force Reserve 
unit. It is a combat-ready Air Force Reserve Com-
mand flying unit, which serves as the Department 
of Defense’s host for Army, Navy, Marine and Air 
National Guard units at the Minneapolis-St. Paul 
International Airport Air Reserve. The Air Force 
Reserve’s airport presence dates back to 1948, and 

the unit has flown the F-51, F-80, C-110, and C-130. The Wing’s flying 
squadron dates back to 1943; constituted at Baier Army Air Field, In-
diana. In the last 20 years, the wing’s mission has taken its members 
around the world.
 The 934th Airlift Wing is comprised of the 934th Operations Group 
- 96th Airlift Squadron, 934th Maintenance Group, 934th Mission Sup-
port Group and the 934th Aeromedical Staging Squadron. The wing’s 
current mission is to fly C-130H3 cargo aircraft, both air-dropping and 
air-landing cargo and people. Aeromedical evacuation of patients with-
in the theater of operations is another facet of the mission. The 934th 
Airlift Wing supports the Air Force mission on a daily basis, providing 
airlift both in the United States and around the world.

Lt. Gen. James E. Sherrard III had a most distinguished career – from his early days as a C-130 airlift pilot to his tenure at the highest levels of Air Force Reserve leader-
ship. General Sherrard twice served as vice commander as well as the tenth and longest-serving Chief of the Air Force Reserve and Commander, Air Force Reserve 
Command.	General	Sherrard	with	his	leadership	and	influence	has	spanned	the	depth	and	breadth	of	the	Air	Force	Reserve	Command,	including	the	command	of	three	
tactical airlift wings and both air mobility-focused numbered air forces. A true champion of air mobility, among his awards are the Distinguished Service Medal, Legion 
of Merit, Meritorious Service Medal (3 OLC) and the Armed Forces Reserve Medal with hourglass.
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The Airlift/Tanker Association’s Major General Stanley F. H. Newman Air National Guard Award recognizes the most outstanding 
Air National Guard Wing or Group contributing to overall success of the Mobility Air Force mission. The unit embodies the spirit and 
essence of the Citizen Airman – balancing the operational demands of today’s global mobility operations and maintaining a viable 

strategic reserve for tomorrow, while embracing responsibilities to their State, civilian employer, community and family.

 The 161st Air Refueling Wing, Arizona Air National Guard, distin-
guished itself by exceptionally meritorious service from 1 July 2018 
to 30 June 2019. During this period, the 161st Air 
Refueling Wing realized a high level of mission ac-
complishment, flying 3,453 hours while delivering 
4.1 million gallons of fuel to over 1,850 receiver air-
craft in every theater of operations. The unit’s pro-
duction of mission-ready Airmen culminated in 
one of the Air Force’s most engaged eight-aircraft 
tanker wings, aggressively supporting a diverse 
worldwide mission set to include combat, theater 
security, exercises, humanitarian aid, Defense 
Support to Civil Authorities, foreign state partner-
ship and civic outreach programs.
 The Wing supported contingency missions for 
Strategic Command, Air Mobility Command, Central Command, Pa-
cific Command, European Command, Africa Command and multi-
national training missions. In garrison, the Wing demonstrated 
excellence in its Alert, Tanker Airlift Control Center and National 
Guard Bureau missions, all while maintaining readiness to support 
State and Federal short notice taskings.
 From selfless volunteerism for Air Mobility Command alert and con-
tingency missions above and beyond normal deployment taskings, to 
hosting as primary tanker bed-down base for RED FLAG and NEP-
TUNE FALCON exercises, to guiding Arizona’s state security part-
nership with the Republic of Kazakhstan, to Central Command A-10 

161st Air Refueling Wing

support resulting in saving the lives of twenty U.S. Army personnel, 
the Wing’s span of influence and pivotal contributions had worldwide 

impact. The singularly distinctive accomplishments 
of the members of the 161st Air Refueling Wing re-
flect great credit upon themselves, the Air National 
Guard and the United States Air Force.

Located at the Goldwater Air National Guard Base, 
Phoenix Sky Harbor International Airport, AZ, the 
primary mission of the 161st Air Refueling Wing is 
providing core aerial refueling capability for the 
U.S. Air Force and the Air Guard. The 161st has 
positioned itself to meet the challenges of the 21st 
Century. With the constant threat from around the 
world, the unit is prepared to go wherever needed, 

whenever called upon. Meeting the challenges of today with the tech-
nology of tomorrow, the 161st ARW will continue to operate with the 
high standards set in its rich history.
 The unit was first established as the 197th Fighter Squadron on Dec. 
12, 1946. It’s members were, and are still, known as the “Copperheads.” 
Their mission transitioned to air refueling in 1972 and the unit eventu-
ally grew to be the wing it is today. The 161st evolved into a powerhouse 
for mobility operations and a primary source of air refueling support in 
the Southwest. It is organized to transition smoothly between state and 
federal missions. The crews and equipment are seamlessly interchange-
able with any active duty unit. 

Maj. Gen. Stanley F. H. Newman was born in Chicago, Illinois, and moved to Oklahoma in 1948 following World War II. He enlisted into the U.S. Army Air Corps in 1942, 
and	become	a	pilot.	He	fl	ew	57	missions	in	P-51s	while	in	the	Ninth	U.S.	Army	Air	Forces,	in	Europe.	After	World	War	II,	he	joined	the	Oklahoma	Air	National	Guard,	
becoming its commander before retirement. His career includes service in Korea and Vietnam. Among his awards are the Distinguished Service Medal, Legion of Merit, 
two Distinguished Flying Crosses, Meritorious Service Medal and 14 Air Medals.

“When we assumed the Soldier, we did not lay aside the Citizen.” 
- President George Washington
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 If you can help find any of these Lost Members, please drop a note to the Association at ata@atalink.org
                     

Where in the World are They?
2019 A/TA Lost Member List

Tech. Sgt. Mohammed S. Abouhashem
Master Sgt. Alvaro Abraldes (Ret) 
Tech. Sgt. Shaderack Aigbekaen
Capt. Jacob Akins 
Hamdi Al-Otaibi
Capt. Mychol C. Alexander 
Capt. Angela Allardice 
Staff Sgt. Moises B. Andino
Christian Badia 
Lt. Col. Michael T. Baker 
Staff Sgt. Derek J. Barrett 
Maj. Ara Bartemes
Master Sgt. Daniel Beecher
Senior Airman Christopher M. Betters
Master Sgt. Alicia Bowens
Leah Brosius
Col. Charles E. Brown Jr.
Master Sgt. Christopher K. Buckius
Brig. Gen.  Steven P. Bullard
Maj. Kevin P. Burns
Staff Sgt. Jacob M. Burton
Master Sgt. Maila Butler
Maj. Jesse P. Caldwell
Lt. Col. James Campion
Master Sgt. Jesse F. Cantu Jr.
Chief Master Sgt. Matthew M. Caruso
Capt. Candra R. Case
Capt. Carolyn Cessna
Joseph K. Clark
Col. James Coates (Ret)
Kenneth M. Coe
Capt. Eric Coleman
Staff Sgt. Victoria Contreras
Staff Sgt. Joseph Cristino
Lt. Col. Gregory Cyrus
Staff Sgt. Bruce Daniels II
Maj. Joseph DeDonato
Capt. Peter DellAccio
Master Sgt. Charles D. Douglas
Capt. Eric Dueno
Chief Master Sgt. Philip E. Eckenrod Jr.
Maj. Michael Edging
Maj. Gen. Trent H. Edwards
Staff Sgt. Joseph E. Elizondo
Heather Elliott

James Embry
Victor Farah
Master Sgt. Dana M. Fernkas
Staff  Sgt. Derwin Finley
2nd Lt. Benjamin  Fischl 
Capt. Todd Fisk
Tech. Sgt. Michael J. Funes
Senior Airman Anthony D. Gay
Col. Don Glover (Ret)
Tech. Sgt. Edward R. Gonzalez
Staff  Sgt. Andrew L. Goven
Tech. Sgt. Kenton Gray 
Master Sgt. Michelle  Griffin
Lt. Col. Dede Halfhill 
Staff Sgt. Jason Hamilton
Maj. Carina Harrison
Allison B. Hart 
Master Sgt. Derek C. Hartman
Senior Airman Matthew M. Hauser
Master Sgt. Guillermo G. Hernandez
Chief Master Sgt. Christopher Higgs 
Julie  Hill
Chris Hodges
Tech. Sgt. Steven Hodgson 
Col. Patrick J. Hover
Capt. Timothy Hubler
Maj. Jeanae  Jackson
Capt. Timothy Jastrab 
Master Sgt. Albert M. Jolley
Col. Frank  Jones (Ret)
Staff Sgt. Kara Kauffman
A1C Tae Kim
Col. Jennifer A. Kimmet
Chief Master Sgt. John D. Koehl 
Col. Ken W. Kopp
Capt. Shaw Kreiger
Maj. Gen. Keith Kries
Master Sgt. Matthew B. Kuffer
Lt. Col. Peter Kulis
Capt. Ki Kwak
1st Lt. Kyle Lanthier
Staff Sgt. Michael W. Lawrence Sr.
Senior Master Sgt. Kevin S. Letz 
Master Sgt. Timothy J. Leung
Lt. Commander Christopher Lewis

Capt. Ashley Lincoln 
Lt. Col. Cheryl Lockhart
Col. Joel J. Luker
Col. Kenneth Lute
Maj. Shannon MacLean
Col. Carl Magnell
2nd Lt. Alec S. Maloy
Tech. Sgt. James Martin
Tech. Sgt. Charles R. Mattingly
Chief Master Sgt. Zaki Mazid 
Maj. Matthew M. McClurg 
A1C Jonathan A. McGregor
1st Lt. Raun Merritt
Capt. Kyle Mings
Col. Richard Mink
1st Lt. Katherine L. Monnin
Capt. Daniel Moore (Ret)
Lt. Col. Daniel  Moore
Lt. Col. Maria Moore-Mclendon 
A1C  Allen J. Morrow
Lt. Col. Matthew T. Muha
Tech. Sgt. Jeffery M. Murphy (Ret)
 Staff Sgt. Christopher J. Murray
Senior Master Sgt. Margaret L. Neal
Lt. Col. Brian Neese
Staff Sgt. Charles E. Neil  Jr.
Master Sgt. Elisa C. Nikolic
Tech. Sgt. Benjamin O’Bryan
Capt. Patrick O’Neil
Maj. Christopher R. Owens
Master Sgt. Raymond Owens
Capt. Nathan E. Padgett
Abe Padilla 
Capt. Jacob R. Papp
Lt. Col. Clinton W. Pate (Ret)
Col. Thomas C. Pauly
Tech. Sgt. Cliff  Pinckney Jr.
Tech. Sgt. Jamie J. Powell
Shala  Pulgar
Lt. Col. James Putman 
Dana-Rene Randolph 
Tech. Sgt. Jordan J. Rayman 
Master Sgt. Robert E. Reasor 
A1C  Jose A. Renteria 
Lt. Col. Donald W. Richey

2nd Lt. Sophia M. Rizzo
Senior Airman Steven M. Rogers
Maj. Metodi V. Roulev
Lt. Col. Scott L. Rummage 
Tech. Sgt. Avery Ryans 
Master Sgt. David Santell
Christina M. Sauer 
Staff Sgt. Taylor Savage 
Master Sgt. Matthew Scarbriel (Ret) 
Maj. Amanda Schaefer 
Maj. Ladonna K. Schreffler 
John Schueler
Patrick Schutterop 
Capt. Jarrod Scoggin 
Capt. Melissa J. Seacat
Dr. Donna C. Senft 
Chad Senior 
Capt. Elizabeth Shaw 
Staff Sgt. Brandon C. Shirley
Capt. Chris  Snaer
Tech. Sgt. Eric Sonnenberg
Col. James S. Sparrow
Master Sgt.  James C. Spinner 
Maj. James C. Sprys
Tech. Sgt. Christopher Sterling 
Capt. Robert Stone 
Chief Master Sgt. Virginia M. Storm 
Tyler  Sullivan 
Pam  Swan
Richard P. Thompson 
Stephen Thompson
2nd Lt. Victor Traven
Chief Master Sgt. Robert W. Valenca
Col. Jonathan R. VanNoord
Sam Vasser
1st Lt. Geoffrey Viray
Capt. John Visneski
Capt. Timothy Vojak
Master Sgt. Joshua B. Ward
Master Sgt. Bryan Watson
Jeana Wiggins
Staff Sgt. Jazmyne Williams
Col. Bobby C. Woods Jr.
Jason Yaley
Col. Brian A. Yates (Ret)
Col. Michael J. Zuber (Ret)
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The primary purpose of the AMC Key Spouse of the Year Award is to recognize an AMC Key Spouse who has 
diligently worked with unit leadership to plan, coordinate and execute the unit’s Key Spouse Program. The program 

impacts mission readiness and retention by ensuring families have appropriate information and resources to 
meet their needs. The AMC Key Spouse of the Year is selected by AMC leadership.

 Katelyn Madison is the Key Spouse assigned to the 62d 
Aerial Port Squadron at Joint Base Lewis-McChord, Wash-
ington. Katelyn was born in Suffield, Connecticut, on 
April 20,1995, and attended Suffield High School, graduat-
ing third in her class in June 2013. She served as student 
body president and was secretary for the World Language 
Honor Society, as well as a member of the National Honor 
Society. She was the dance team captain for three years. 
 After graduating from high school, Katelyn enrolled 
in Florida State University, where she graduated Magna 
Cum Laude in three years with a Bachelor of Arts in 
Latin American and Caribbean Studies with a Minor in 
Hospitality. During her time at Florida State University, 
Katelyn was inducted into the Phi Beta Kappa Honor 
Society, worked as a University Ambassador, and served as President 
and Social Media Marketing Director for the Collegiate Entrepreneurs 
Organization. Katelyn also studied abroad in Europe as a member of the 
Florida State University International Program.
  After graduation, Katelyn was employed as a long-term substitute 
teacher for New Hope Elementary School in Columbus, Mississippi, 
providing personalized education to thirty struggling students and 
identifying high needs areas to local administration to best cater to stu-
dents. After moving to Washington, Katelyn married her husband, a 
lieutenant in the Air Force, and immediately dedicated herself as a Key 
Spouse for the 62d Aerial Port Squadron.
 As a Key Spouse, Katelyn has been a driving force for spouse empow-
erment and family support on the Joint Base. She organizes Squadron 

Katelyn Madison

morale activities, monthly spouse events, meal trains and 
total unit support for families experiencing a myriad of 
extenuating circumstances. While Katelyn spearheads 
unit-wide events, her passion is creating personal rela-
tionships with spouses to learn and provide for specific 
family needs.
 Outside of her Key Spouse duties, Katelyn also vol-
unteers for a variety of services on base and in the local 
community, while advocating for autoimmune diseases. 
On base, she has been a by-name selection to provide 
critical feedback in order to improve spouse/family 
resiliency with Distinguished Visitors, such as Dawn 
Goldfein and Wendy Bence. 
   Katelyn also manages her own video production com-

pany, offering video services for a broad spectrum of special events 
and is serving as the team-lead for production of the 62d Airlift Wing’s 
Operational Video. Within the local community, Katelyn has served as 
a cheerleading coach within a local youth sports league and currently 
serves as an appointed board member for a youth sports organization 
specializing in empowering high-risk children.
   Finally, Katelyn utilizes her autoimmune diseases as a platform to 
increase awareness and support for those also suffering, and to pro-
mote research for autoimmune disease cures via a health empower-
ment blog and public speeches. Her dedication to building a commu-
nity and support network for people suffering from under-researched 
ailments has resulted in her raising over $1000 for research for cures 
for debilitating diseases. 

Key spouses are specially trained volunteers who promote individual, family and unit readiness. They are a support system that encourages peer-to-peer support year-
round. They meet the vital needs of spouses and provide an informal sounding board through an informal network. They are a part of the leadership team in each unit. 
The AMC Key Spouse program evolved from an idea to develop an organized program where military spouses help other spouses. Key Spouses work closely with the 
commander, commander’s spouse, First Sergeant, and the Airman and Family Readiness Center.

“Be of service...there is nothing that harvests more of a feeling of 
empowerment than being of service to someone in need.”

- Gillian Anderson
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The Lillian Keil Award recognizes excellence by a team (two or more persons) making the most significant 
contributions to the Mobility Air Forces’ aeromedical evacuation mission during contingency operations.

 The 621st Air Mobility Operations Squadron AE Con-
trol Team were Hurricanes Florence and Michael first 
responders. They integrated with the Florida Guard in 
support of hurricane operations enabling the delivery 
of a $7.9 billion aid package. Their expertise led the 601st 
Air Mobility Division to execute the unit’s Continuity of 
Operations Plan in less than six hours from notification, 
enabling flawless NORTHCOM support during hurricane 
Michael. As Aeromedical Evacuation operations trailblaz-
ers, they tripled AFNORTH’s C2 capacity for hurricane 
support. They acted as the 601st Air Operations Center/
Air Mobility Division for 2 months, providing time for 
Tyndall personnel recovery. These actions as well as providing support 
for NATO, SOUTHCOM, EUCOM, PACOM and AFRICOM, while the sole 
aeromedical evacuation instruction support for the Expeditionary Center, 
has earned the 621st Air Mobility Operations Squadron AE Control Team 
the Lillian Keil Award for 2018.

TEAM MEMBERS:
Lt. Col. Lynn Hay, Maj. Jerry Earl, Maj. Steven Shea, Capt. Christopher 
Metro, Master Sgt. Rigoberto Ruiz, Tech. Sgt. Kamesha Lewis, Tech. 
Sgt. Victor Lopez

 An Aeromedical Evacuation Control Team is a cell within the air opera-
tions center and one of the core teams in the air mobility division. It pro-
vides command and control for theater aeromedical evacuation elements. 
It is responsible to the director of mobility forces for current aeromedical 
evacuation operational planning and mission execution. The aeromedi-
cal evacuation control team analyzes patient movement requirements; 
coordinates airlift to meet aeromedical evacuation requirements; tasks 
the appropriate aeromedical evacuation elements including special medi-
cal requirements, when necessary; and passes mission information to the 
patient movement requirement center. Also called AECT. (JP 3-17)

The 621st Air Mobility Operations Squadron AE Control Team

621ST AIR MOBILITY OPERATIONS SQUADRON

   The 621st Air Mobility Operations Squadron (AMOS) 
deploys worldwide to manage air mobility operations 
within a theater as a forward extension of USTRASN-
COM’s tanker/airlift command and control system. The 
squadron’s mission is to deploy a highly trained and 
equipped core of air mobility experts to rapidly establish 
and sustain multi-functional teams to direct theatre wide 
air mobility operations.
    Basically, the 621st AMOS is AMC deployed, providing 
a direct link to the AMC commander and the Army cus-

tomer with the assistance of Air Mobility Liaison Officers (AMLOs) who 
are often forward deployed in a contingency. 621st AMOS provides two 
unique capabilities to AMC’s global reach laydown: a forward extension 
of the Tanker Airlift Control Center in the form of the Air Mobility Ele-
ment; and, being able to provide communications packages to support the 
Expeditionary Air Force.
 The 621 AMOS provides versatile mobility Airmen to execute theater 
operational command & control in support of the global mobility mission, 
contributing to operational level-of-war planning and execution of theater 
airlift, air refueling, and aeromedical evacuation missions. The squadron 
accomplishes this role by augmenting existing Air Mobility Divisions or 
Air and Space Operations Centers within the theater. While performing 
Air Mobility Division duties, AMOS personnel synchronize scheduling of 
all theater-owned aircraft and aircrew to meet the theater commanders’ 
mobility objectives. The services provided out in the field give the theater 
commander – the war fighter – the seamless air mobility needed between 
strategic and theater airlift. The 621 AMOS ensures rapid and timely in-
formation on the movement of passengers and cargo required for sup-
porting a humanitarian, strike or war effort. The AMLOs assigned to the 
AMOS provide a bridge between the Army and the Air Force so they can 
communicate better.

Capt.	Lillian	Kinkella	Keil,	was	a	nurse	who	flew	on	425	combat	evacuation	missions	in	World	War	II	and	Korea	and	was	one	of	the	most	decorated	women	in	U.S.	military	
history.  Captain Keil took part in 11 major campaigns, including the Battle of the Bulge in World War II and the Battle of Chosin Reservoir in Korea, where Air Force pilots 
and	nurses	flew	almost	4,700	wounded	Marines	to	safety	in	nine	days.
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The Reba Zitella Whittle Award recognizes a person who puts patient care above self and 
volunteers to care and help the ill and/or injured during aeromedical evacuation missions while 

demonstrating the highest military and professional standards.

 Capt. Timothy Jerald Vojak is a 375th Air Mobility 
Wing Executive Officer and Flight Nurse at the 375th 
Aeromedical Evacuation Training Squadron, Wright-
Patterson AFB, OH. He was born in Elmhurst, IL, and 
graduated from Fort Zumwalt South High School in 
2003. Displaying excellence early on, he lettered in high 
school football, wrestling, baseball, and tennis. Follow-
ing graduation, Captain Vojak attended Johnson County 
Community College and Kansas State University where 
he began his undergraduate studies.
 In the fall of 2005, Captain Vojak enlisted into the 
United States Air Force as an Aerospace Medical Tech-
nician in order to serve his country during the War on 
Terrorism. While he served as a medic at his first duty 
assignment, McConnell AFB, KS, he was awarded 2006 and 2007 22d 
Medical Operations Squadron Airman of the Year, the 2008 Pitsenbarg-
er Award, and accepted into the Airman Education Commission Pro-
gram where he transferred to the University of Maryland-Baltimore to 
complete his Bachelors of Science Degree in Nursing. While in school, 
he participated in student government, was accepted into Sigma Theta 
Tau International Honor Society, and awarded the United States Army 
Spirit of Nursing Award.
 Captain Vojak commissioned into the United States Air Force Nurse 
Corps in August, 2011. After successfully completing Commissioned Of-
ficer Training at Maxwell AFB, AL, the Nurse Transition Program at Lack-
land AFB, TX, and the Nurse Residency Program at Joint Base San Antonio-
Fort Sam Houston, TX, he was assigned to the 959th Inpatient Operations 
Group at San Antonio Military Medical Center, Joint Base San Antonio-Fort 
Sam Houston, TX where he spent three years providing care to airmen 

Capt. Timothy J. Vojak 

and their families on an Intermediate Care Medical-Sur-
gical inpatient unit. While there, he earned the coveted 
United States Army Expert Field Medical Badge and was 
accepted and graduated from the Aeromedical Evacua-
tion Flight Nursing School at Wright-Patterson AFB, OH. 
Upon graduation, he was assigned to Scott AFB, IL in Oc-
tober of 2014 where he expertly served in a variety of po-
sitions to include 375th Aeromedical Evacuation Squad-
ron’s Clinical Quality Officer in Charge, Standardization 
and Evaluation Liaison Officer, Executive Officer, and 
375th Operations Group Standardization and Evaluation 
Flight Nurse Examiner.     
   Currently, Captain Vojak serves as the both a Flight 
Nurse Instructor at the United States Air Force’s sole 

Formal Training Unit and as a 375th Air Mobility Wing Executive Of-
ficer. He has deployed twice, once to Ramstein AFB, Germany and once 
to Headquarters Resolute Support, Afghanistan continuing care for our 
troops in the theatre of operations.
 Captain Vojak has been awarded the 2016 Squadron Flight Instruc-
tor of the Year, 2017 Group Company Grade Officer of the Year, and 
the 2018 Group Company Grade Officer of the Year. He is a graduate 
of Squadron Officer School In-Residence where he was awarded Dis-
tinguished Graduate, Flight Top Graduate, and the Outstanding Con-
tributor Award. His major military decorations include the Air Force 
Commendation Medal with one oak leaf cluster, Joint Service Achieve-
ment Medal, Air Force Achievement Medal, and the German Armed 
Forces Badge. 
 Captain Vojak and his wife Samantha have four children; Gabriel, 
Nolan, Ava, and Anne. 

1st Lt. Reba Zitella Whittle was a member of the United States Army Nurse Corps during World War II. She became the only American military female prisoner of war in 
the European Theater after her casualty evacuation aircraft was shot down on 27 September 1944. Whittle and her comrades from the 813th Aeromedical Evacuation 
Transportation	Squadron	in	England	were	flying	to	pick	up	casualties	from	France.	Whittle	was	wounded	in	the	crash,	receiving	a	concussion	and	a	deep	forehead	gash.	
On	January	25,	1945,	she	was	sent	to	Switzerland,	accompanied	by	members	of	the	German	Red	Cross,	and	was	then	allowed	to	fly	home.
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America’s Aerospace Industry plays an integral role in providing our country’s decisive military 
edge; and, the A/TA’s Industry Partners play a vital role in assuring the success of the Association. 

(Industry Partners as of 27 September 2019)

A huge thank you to all the Industry Partner, Industry Supporter, Government Supporter and Pro Bono Exhibitors. 
We have a great Technology Exposition lined up for this year’s A/TA Convention. More than 80 exhibitors are 

registered, and I anticipate we will surpass 90 by the time we arrive in Orlando. There are a wide variety of companies 
and organizations as well as many first-time exhibitors. In addition, AMC will provide briefings, sessions with 

AMC senior leaders, and colonel (O-6) chaired working groups for A/TA’s “Industry Interface” all day Wednesday, 
Oct. 23. These mediums will be used to discuss and share Air Mobility Command’s vision for the future. So, this 

year will be very exciting and we can’t wait to welcome you all to Orlando. Warm regards,
- Cary Walgamott

Aerial Refueling Systems Advisory Group
International (ARSAG)
 The Aerial Refueling Systems Advisory Group International, Inc. 
(ARSAG International, Inc.) was chartered in 2004 as an independent, 
non-profit technical professional organization dealing with aerial refu-
eling issues on an international scale. ARSAG International provides a 
single inter-service and international agency that advises on aerial re-
fueling system matters. It currently serves as a coordinating/advisory 
body for the resolution of existing deficiencies in tanker and receiver 
aerial refueling systems and for the development and implementation 
of improvements to these systems. These efforts include providing as-
sistance in engineering, development, testing, support and operating 
systems that apply to aerial refueling. The by-product of ARSAG Inter-
national’s ongoing efforts is an annual conference/symposium in which 
the US and international aerial refueling community refreshes and up-
dates its activities during the past year.

Abilene Military Affairs Committee
 The Abilene Military Affairs Committee (MAC) has supported 
Dyess AFB and the Air Force for over 50 years by cultivating an out-
standing relationship between the community and the military.  The 
most visible example is the “World’s Largest Barbeque” held every 
spring, at which over 4,000 airmen and their families are served a free 
barbeque meal.  The MAC has also completed several upgrades for the 
base, including DV quarters, the Linear Air Park, Base Ops Lounge, 
Memorial Park, and has supported countless base events.  Abilene won 
the AMC Outstanding Community Support Award so many times that 
AMC disqualified the city from further competition and renamed it 
the “Abilene Trophy”, which is now judged every year by the Abilene 
MAC.  In addition, the 300+ volunteers of the MAC engage with senior 
military leaders and elected officials at local, state, and national levels 
to advocate for Air Force and community issues.

“Gold is good in its place; but living, brave, patriotic men, are better than gold.”
–Abraham Lincoln
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Airbus
 Airbus Americas, Inc. is the U.S.-based operation of Airbus, a global 
leader in aerospace, defense, space and related services. Airbus has 
contributed more than $187 billion in the U.S. since 1990 to the U.S. 
economy annually and supports over 275,000 American jobs through 
its network of suppliers. Airbus Americas, Inc., headquartered in 
Herndon, Va., offers a broad array of advanced solutions to meet U.S. 
military and commercial requirements, including fixed- and rotary-
wing aircraft, homeland security systems, public safety communica-
tions, defense electronics and avionics, and threat detection systems.

Airborne Global Solutions
 Airborne Global Solutions, Inc. (AGS) specializes in providing oper-
ating and leasing solutions utilizing cost-efficient medium wide-body 
freighter aircraft. AGS, a subsidiary of Air Transport Services Group, 
Inc. (ATSG), leverages the entire ATSG portfolio and other solution 
partners to develop bundled, turn-key cargo airline solutions that are 
flexible, customized and built on decades of experience in global cargo 
airline operations. Through strategic alliances with the ATSG family of 
companies, which include two cargo airlines, a maintenance repair or-
ganization and ancillary airline service providers, we offer a bundled 
solution approach to providing the right solution at the right time—
anywhere in the world.
http://www.airborneglobal.com/

Altus Military Affairs Committee
 The Altus Military Affairs Committee (MAC) was established in 
1952 by community leaders to forge a lasting relationship between the 
community and base. The MAC mission is to sustain Altus AFB as a vi-
able military installation by promoting base growth through commu-
nity support and protecting one of our nation’s most valuable assets. 
The Committee’s vision is “to have the best air force base and commu-
nity relationship in the U.S. Air Force.” To accomplish their mission, 
committee members engage in a variety of activities including raising 
financial support, planning and attending community/base functions, 
building social and professional relationships with base personnel, en-
gaging Senior Air Force leadership, interacting with elected officials 
and staff at local, state, and federal levels, and serving as a liaison to 
the community. For the past 55 years, MAC and community members 
have also organized and attended the annual Altus Quail Breakfast 
currently hosted by Senator James Inhofe.

Atlas Air Worldwide
 Atlas Air Worldwide (NASDAQ: AAWW) is a leading global provider 
of outsourced aircraft and aviation operating services. It is the parent 
company of Atlas Air, Inc. (Atlas), Southern Air, Inc. (Southern), and 
Titan Aviation Holdings, Inc. (Titan), and is the majority shareholder 
of Polar Air Cargo Worldwide, Inc. (Polar). Our companies operate the 
world’s largest fleet of 747 freighter aircraft and provide customers a 
broad array of Boeing 747, 777, 767, 757 and 737 aircraft for domestic, 
regional and international applications. We empower our express and 
e-commerce delivery, airline, freight forwarder,  US military (including 
the CRAF program), and charter customers to increase fleet flexibility 
and network efficiency, drive an expanded global presence, and more 
quickly capitalize on market-growth opportunities. In addition, we are 
the provider of training for Air Force One and for E-4B pilots and flight 
engineers. For more information, please go to www.atlasair.com.

Bangor International Airport 
 Bangor International Airport (BGR) comprises one of the most ex-
perienced, full-service ground handling organizations worldwide.  
Dedicated to provide customers with prompt and professional service, 
BGR is renowned for the ability to turn an aircraft quickly and safely.
 Strategically located as the first U.S. airport encountered entering 
U.S. airspace from Europe, Bangor provides 24/7 experienced dis-
patchers to coordinate an aircraft’s arrival, servicing and departure 
with base operations, 24-hour refueling, 24/7 Customs and Immigra-
tion services, and complete ground handling services, and mainte-
nance with a FAA/EASA certified repair station.  BGR offers a strate-
gic advantage for all-inclusive cargo handling that provides economic 
cargo tech-stops and operations.
 BGR’s runway of 11,440 feet can accommodate any aircraft flying 
today including the AN-225 and an A380.  BGR has 12 million square 
feet of open ramp space.  BGR is an all-weather CAT III access airport 
with de-icing services, hydrant and truck fueling, and competitively 
priced services.

“There exist limitless opportunities
in every industry. Where 

there is an open mind,
there will always be a frontier.”

  —Charles F. Kettering
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Big Ass Fans *New Products*
 Big Ass Fans designs, engineers and manufactures industry-leading 
airflow and lighting products focused on efficiency, durability and re-
liability. Though best known for our massive overhead fans, we also 
make directional fans that can mounted or moved anywhere. Our LED 
fixtures produce powerful, long-lasting light for years. Couple our at-
tentive, expert customer service with precisely engineered excellence 
for a safe and comfortable workplace.  Check out bigassfans.com or call 
855-222-5587 for more information.
  Big Ass Fans introduces the Light Bar, the world’s most versatile 
handheld light and the Pivot 2.0, the world’s most versatile fan.

Boeing
 Boeing is the world’s largest aerospace company and leading manu-
facturer of commercial jetliners, defense, space and security systems, 
and service provider of aftermarket support. Boeing’s Defense, Space 
& Security business unit provides solutions for the design, production, 
modification, service and support of commercial derivatives, military 
rotorcraft, satellites, human space exploration and autonomous systems. 
It helps customers address requirements through a broad portfolio that 
includes the KC-46 aerial refueling aircraft. Boeing Global Services de-
livers innovative, comprehensive and cost-competitive service solutions 
for commercial, defense and space customers, regardless of the equip-
ment’s original manufacturer. As the leading manufacturer for commer-
cial and defense platforms, Boeing is positioned to provide unparalleled 
aftermarket support for mixed fleets worldwide. With engineering, digi-
tal analytics, supply chain and training support spanning across both 
the government and commercial service offerings, Boeing Global Ser-
vices’ unsurpassed support keeps the C-17, KC-135, and KC-10 operating 
at high efficiency.
Visit us at www.Boeing.com.

Booz Allen Hamilton
 Booz Allen Hamilton is a global firm of 24,225 diverse, passionate, 
and exceptional people driven to excel, do right, and realize positive 
change in everything we do. We bring bold thinking and a desire to 
be the best in our work in consulting, analytics, digital solutions, engi-
neering, and cyber, and with industries ranging from defense to health 
to energy to international development. We celebrate and value diver-
sity in all its forms; it’s something we truly value as a multicultural 
community of problem solvers. We believe in corporate and individual 
citizenship that make our communities better places for all. We have 
one guiding purpose—to empower people to change the world. Our 
founder, Edwin Booz said it best: “Start with character… and fear not 
the future.” We bring a ferocious integrity to change the status quo, 
today and throughout our more than 100-year history. Each day, we 
imagine, invent, and deliver new ways to better serve our employees, 
our clients, and the world.
http://www.boozallen.com/

Borsight, Inc.
 Borsight, Inc., headquartered in Ogden, Utah, USA, is a Service Dis-
abled Veteran Owned Small Business that was founded on the belief that 
innovation leads to a successful enterprise. Established in 2008, Borsight 
is AS9100D certified for design and development of aircraft systems. 
Since its founding, Borsight has been in continual growth in both per-
sonnel and facilities. On schedule, it will complete its 6-facility campus 
in 2020. Borsight is directly supporting the latest threat protection and 
situational awareness capability for Mobility Air Forces supporting 
AMC as Lead Command, the Air Reserve Components to include the 
Air National Guard and Air Force Reserve Command and our coali-
tion partners. Borsight products currently operating on AMC include 
Real-Time Information in the Cockpit (RTIC) on all C-130H aircraft. 
RTIC delivers next generation capabilities with enhanced situational 
awareness and communications tools. The program provides individual 
flight management systems and situational mission displays as well as 
enhanced airborne gateway options to Theater Commanders. Systems 
utilize a data link radio, ARC-210 and Iridium SATCOM, associated in-
terfaces, and antennas. Borsight Software Engineering teams leverage 
the latest in Agile software, Sprint/Scrum, development practices, to de-
velop high quality, efficient software and mission systems at an acceler-
ated pace. Borsight recognizes the importance and the ever-increasing 
need to protect information systems. Our team of in-house Cybersecu-
rity professionals continually analyze, identify and patch system-wide 
vulnerabilities to protect themselves as well as the systems they develop 
for their customers. Other aircraft with Borsight supported DoD sys-
tems include the C-5, C-130E-J, C-17, KC-135, A-10, HH-60, and RC-26B.
Visit us at www.borsight.com.

Bose Corporation
 Bose is one of the largest and best-known audio technology develop-
ers. In addition to home, professional, and automotive audio products, 
Bose manufactures communications headsets for civilian pilots and 
military aircrews in a variety of applications and aircraft types. Bose 
headsets with proprietary Acoustic Noise Cancelling® technology offer 
an unmatched combination of noise reduction, audio performance, and 
comfortable fit that remains unmatched in the industry.

“Outsourcing and globalization of
manufacturing allows companies to 

reduce costs, benefits consumers 
with lower cost goods and services, 

causes economic expansion that 
reduces unemployment, and increases 

productivity and job creation.”
—Larry Elder
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CAE
 CAE is a global leader in training for the defense, civil aviation, 
and healthcare markets. Backed by a record of more than 70 years of 
industry firsts, the company continues to help define global training 
standards with its innovative live-virtual-constructive (LVC) train-
ing solutions to make flying safer, maintain defense force readiness 
and enhance patient safety. CAE has the broadest global presence in 
the industry with over 9,000 employees, 160 sites and training loca-
tions in over 35 countries. Each year CAE trains more than 220,000 
civil and defense crewmembers, including more than 135,000 pilots.
  CAE is a world leader in the design, development, and delivery of 
training systems for airlift and tanker aircraft, including having de-
livered more C-130 training systems than any other company.  CAE 
USA is the prime contractor responsible for both the KC-135 Aircrew 
Training System (ATS) and C-130H ATS for the U.S. Air Force. In 
addition, CAE supports Lockheed Martin as a subcontractor on the 
design and manufacture of C-130J and AC/HC/MC-130J simulators 
and training devices, and built all the C-5 weapon systems trainers 
for the U.S. Air Force. Visit www.cae.com to learn more.

Capewell Aerial Systems, LLC
 Capewell Aerial Systems is a global leader in life support and 
aerial delivery equipment. We provide engineered products for per-
sonnel and cargo airdrop, search and rescue, and tactical gear for 
military, law enforcement and humanitarian agencies worldwide. 
Capewell’s latest innovation is the Virtual Loadmaster Training Sys-
tem, which gives Loadmaster’s an exciting new capability to simu-
late emergency procedures.
  Our life support products consist of parachute hardware, crew 
restraints, egress devices, flotation vests and emergency breathing 
systems. We offer soft tactical gear for law enforcement as well as air 
rescue and recovery.
  Our aerial delivery products include platforms, tow-plates, 
buffer stops, cargo slings and restraints. Capewell is also a dis-
tributor of the Joint Precision Air Drop System and the Wireless 
Gate Release System.
  The Capewell promise means quality you can bet your life on 
and service that stands the test of time, since 1881. Capewell Aerial 
Systems is ISO9001 and AS9100 Certified.
  For more information visit http://capewellaerialsystems.com/

“There exist limitless opportunities
in every industry. Where 

there is an open mind,
there will always be a frontier.”

  —Charles F. Kettering

CASS
 Consolidated Air Support Systems (CASS) is a premier commercial 
source of air operations and training. We are a veteran-owned, veteran-
operated, small business of subject-matter experts whose experience spans 
across multiple military and commercial platforms. We offer a full range of 
consulting, training, and other services from aircraft engineering/test, op-
erations including use of air power, aerial firefighting, air refueling, airlift, 
flight/ground crew training, logistics and maintenance, and aircraft ferry 
services.  For example, CASS has developed and managed an Advanced 
Tanker Crew Training School for the Royal Australian Air Force, the Royal 
Saudi Air Force, and the United Arab Emirates Air Force. CASS has also 
helped the US Forest Service launch its C-130H aerial firefighting capability. 
CASS provides total cradle-to-grave support from initial problem analysis to 
solution execution. CASS partners are dedicated to helping our nation and 
its allies find solutions to today’s tough mobility and aviation challenges. 
Our website: www.cass.aero.

Cobham
The most capable critical control solutions for extreme environments.
 As the world’s leading supplier of critical control solutions, we help 
our customers to increase the safety and mission capabilities of their 
personnel and equipment in extreme environments. Our proven and 
trusted solutions in air-to-air refuelling, life support, weapons carriage 
and unmanned systems, deliver assured performance and class-leading 
through-life costs that enable our customers to bring complex projects to 
market quickly, and with minimal risk. www.cobham.com

Collins Aerospace
Collins Aerospace, a unit of United Technologies Corp. (NYSE: UTX), is a 
leader in technologically advanced and intelligent solutions for the global 
aerospace and defense industry. Created in 2018 by bringing together UTC 
Aerospace Systems and Rockwell Collins, Collins Aerospace has the capa-
bilities, comprehensive portfolio and expertise to solve customers’ toughest 
challenges and to meet the demands of a rapidly evolving global market.

David Clark Company Incorporated
 David Clark Company Inc. (DCCI) is the world leader in headsets for 
military, marine, and general aviation, specializing in communication 
solutions for any high-noise environment. Our Worcester, MA, facility 
has been manufacturing headsets and communication systems for over 
half a century. Pilots, both civilian and military, fire departments, coast-
al interdiction personnel, NASA, and many other government custom-
ers are very familiar with the high quality, durability, and serviceability 
of our products.
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Elbit Systems of America 
 Elbit Systems of America is a leading provider of high-performance 
products, system solutions, and support services focusing on defense, 
homeland security, commercial aviation and medical instrumentation. 
With facilities throughout the United States, Elbit Systems of America 
is dedicated to supporting those who contribute daily to the safety and 
security of the United States. Elbit Systems of America, LLC is wholly 
owned by Elbit Systems Ltd. (NASDAQ: ESLT,) a global electronics com-
pany engaged in a wide range of programs for innovative defense and 
commercial applications. Visit us at www.elbitsystems-us.com.

Essex Industries
 Essex Industries is a world-class leader in the design, development, 
production and support of aerospace, life support and safety products 
and systems. Our unique product lines include crew oxygen delivery 
systems; ground-based and airborne med-evac liquid oxygen (LOX) life 
support systems; fixed- and rotary-wing flight control stick, throttle, cy-
clic and collective grip assemblies; hydraulic pulsation dampeners; por-
table protective breathing equipment; and hundreds of other mechani-
cal and electromechanical components and assemblies for aircraft fuel, 
hydraulic, ECS and ground support systems. Over the past 70 years, Es-
sex Industries has established a reputation for providing engineered so-
lutions and superior customer service. With exacting quality standards 
and manufacturing expertise, Essex Industries is a company that can 
satisfy the toughest application requirements. For news and more infor-
mation, please see http://www.essexindustries.com/.

Field Aerospace
 A U.S. owned and operated small business, Field Aerospace is located 
in Oklahoma City, Oklahoma and has over 160,000 sq. ft. of facilities that 
include offices, hangars, and manufacturing/industrial space, as well as 
a staff of over 300 technicians, mechanics, engineers and other highly 
skilled personnel.
Our capabilities include aircraft modifications and upgrades, profes-
sional project and program management, aircraft maintenance, end-
to-end special-mission aircraft services, certification and installation 
services, logistics, training support and many other custom services. 
Our integration capabilities include avionics (military and commercial), 
communications (voice, data links, satellite, secure), ISR (Intelligence, 
Surveillance, Reconnaissance), and special purpose mission systems.

FlightSafety International
 FlightSafety International is a simulator-based training company 
whose contribution to aviation began with its founding in 1951.  The 
company’s special emphasis is on developing proficiency in the safe 
and effective operation of complex, potentially hazardous equip-
ment. This normally means training pilots and maintenance techni-
cians for all types of aircraft. FlightSafety’s FAA-certified training 
revolves around the use of advanced simulators that replicate with 
certified accuracy the experience of flying. FlightSafety’s simulators 
are designed and built by its Simulator Systems. Company training 
encompasses all facets of aviation – commercial, corporate, private 
and military. Military programs include operating and maintain-
ing the new KC-46 and the C-17 Aircrew Training Systems (ATS) for 
the United States Air Force. It also operates the Contractor Logis-
tics Support (CLS) program for the T-1 and T-38 programs.  Since 
its founding, the company has always championed that: “The best 
safety device in any aircraft is a well-trained crewmember.”

Fly Boys – Gear for Pilots (PIVOT Case)
 PIVOT is a product division of Fly Boys – Gear for Pilots. Already 
known for our dedication and understanding of the military pilot needs 
and operations, PIVOT is considered the new standard not only in com-
mercial EFB but military aviation as well. PIVOT’s patented technology 
features a variety of tablet cases with built-in connectivity to a truly uni-
versal mounting plate. Every PIVOT case has and will have the same 
connection, making PIVOT uniquely future proof. This feature is saving 
commercial and government users millions of dollars in unnecessary 
equipment and deployment costs.
  Designed by a former military pilot, PIVOT addresses the specific 
needs unique to EFB in the cockpit. A wide variety of options exist for 
protecting and mounting devices – allowing for full interchangeability 
between users and aircraft, anywhere in the world.
  The PIVOT system is currently in use at over 80 airlines around the 
world, helping them to reduce complexities, increase device and data uti-
lization and portability to retain full readiness. These same concepts apply 
to military operations and as a result PIVOT is the fastest growing solution 
in the DoD for EFB. Contact PIVOT and find out more about our concept of 
#efbmadesimple – https://flyboys.com — https://pivotcase.com

“From computers to information technology 
to airplanes, it has been America’s unique 

blend of republican government and
free-market capitalism that has allowed us 

to surpass all other nations in history.”
 —George Nethercutt

“The airplane stays up because it
doesn’t have the time to fall.”

—Orville Wright
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“Never tell people how to do 
things. Tell them what to do and 

they will surprise you with 
their ingenuity.” 

—General George S. Patton

ForeFlight 
 ForeFlight Mobile is an elegantly designed and best-selling aviation 
app for iPad and iPhone. ForeFlight Mobile is used by individual pilots 
and professional flight crews to efficiently gather preflight weather and 
destination information, route plan, access and manage electronic charts 
and terminal procedures, organize flight publications, reference as an 
enroute navigation aid, and manage iPad deployments. ForeFlight Mo-
bile is backed by the company’s Fanatical Pilot SupportTM team.
Website: https://www.foreflight.com

Gander International Airport Authority
 Gander International Airport (CYQX) has served as a strategic 
military staging point and technical stop since 1938. In its role as a 
joint civilian/military airport, CYQX hosts over 2,000 military air-
craft annually ranging from F18s to C5s and everything in between.
 CYQX is an optimal staging point for military operations with 
strategic positioning for transatlantic flights and exceptional service 
on the ground. All services are provided 24/7 with no curfews or 
abatements. Gander has a proven track record in meeting the high 
standards demanded by military users and looks forward to accom-
modating your operation.

GE Aviation 
 GE Aviation is a world-leading provider of jet, turboshaft and tur-
boprop engines, components and integrated systems for commercial, 
military, business and general aviation aircraft. GE Aviation has a global 
service network to support these offerings.

“Excellence is not a skill. It is an attitude.”
—Ralph Marston

Georgia Tech Research Institute 
 Georgia Tech Research Institute (GTRI) develops advanced techno-
logical solutions and large-scale system prototypes to address the most 
difficult problems in national security, economic development and over-
all human betterment. Core research areas include complex and agile 
systems engineering, sensor design and integration, information man-
agement and cyber security, and defense technology development.
 GTRI is uniquely positioned within the Georgia Institute of Technol-
ogy (Georgia Tech), a top research university; we have over 2300 em-
ployees and conducted more than $497 million in sponsored research in 
FY18.  For more information, please visit GTRI.gatech.edu.

Gulfstream Aerospace Corporation 
 Gulfstream Aerospace Corporation, a wholly owned subsidiary of 
General Dynamics (NYSE: GD), designs, develops, manufactures, mar-
kets, services and supports the world’s most technologically advanced 
business-jet aircraft. Gulfstream has produced more than 2,800 aircraft 
for customers around the world since 1958. To meet the diverse trans-
portation needs of the future, Gulfstream offers a comprehensive fleet of 
aircraft, comprising the Gulfstream G280TM, the Gulfstream G550TM, 
the Gulfstream G500TM, the Gulfstream G600TM, the Gulfstream 
G650TM and the Gulfstream G650ERTM. We invite you to visit our web-
site for more information and photos at www.gulfstreamnews.com.

Hilton Software LLC 
 Hilton Software is the developer of the award-winning WingX, a 
multi-platform aviation application for iOS and Android. Innovation is 
at our core. WingX was the first major mobile app to introduce many 
of the new technologies we see in mobile Electronic Flight Bags today 
including Synthetic Vision, Terrain overlays, GPWS, Split Screen, and 
ADS-B Weather and Traffic.
  Hilton Software is a United States Department of Defense Prime Con-
tractor. In 2013, Hilton Software was awarded a 3-year contract worth 
over $9M. In 2017, Hilton Software won a 5-year contract worth over 
$17M to develop multi-platform solutions used throughout the world 
by US DoD pilots and our allies. The systems we develop significantly 
increase efficiency, capability, and safety. Moreover, aircraft fuel burn 
across the fleet has decreased measurably thereby saving our Govern-
ment millions of dollars each year.
 Awards: Golden Bridge Award for Most Innovative Executive of the 
Year (2017); Gold Stevie® Award for Executive of the Year in Aerospace & 
Defense (2017); Silver Stevie® Award for Tech Innovator of the Year (2017); 
Silver Stevie® Award for Executive of the Year – Computer Software – Up 
to 500 Employees (2017); Won Media Post’s Appy Award in the Mapping/
Location-Based category (2016).
 For more information, please visit http://www.hiltonsoftware.com.
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Kansas City Downtown Airport
 Located in the heart of Kansas City, Missouri, the Kansas City Down-
town Airport (MKC) features easy access to all area highways, travelers 
can reach the business district, hotels, entertainment and more within 
minutes. Kansas City Downtown Airport is the only general aviation 
airport in the area with a 24/7/365 FAA control tower, snow removal 
and emergency response. U.S. Customs is on-site to process Foreign 
Nationals. The airport also has two Category 1 ILS, an ASOS and is 
fully certified as a Class IV airport under Part 139 standards. It is one of 
only 84 GA airports in the FAA’s National category. Kansas City Down-
town Airport features state-of-the-art electrical and pavement systems, 
including EMAS for the primary runway. There are also hangars, tie-
down space and self-serve avgas. Additionally, the airport hosts two 
FBOs offering all services including Jet-A 100LL, concierge assistance, 
catering and rental cars.

L3Harris Technologies
 L3Harris Technologies is an agile global aerospace and defense 
technology innovator, delivering end-to-end solutions that meet 
customers’ mission-critical needs. For more than 65 years, L3Harris 
has delivered superior performance to the U.S. government, our al-
lies and leading corporations throughout the world. L3Harris knows 
the critical role our products and services play in the protection 
and defense of freedoms worldwide. L3Harris delivers integrated 
solutions for global Intelligence, Surveillance and Reconnaissance 
(ISR) operations, assured communications systems, and provides 
modernization, upgrade, sustainment, maintenance and logistical 
support for a wide variety of aircraft and ground systems for mili-
tary, government and commercial customers. L3Harris is one of the 
world’s preferred sources for highly customized design, integration 
and certification of mission communication systems and interiors 
for VIP/Head-of-State aircraft. With 400-plus locations worldwide, 
customers in 130 countries and 50,000 employees, L3Harris has the 
capacity to modify and service hundreds of aircraft 24/7, supporting 
customers and the men and women who proudly serve our country. 
L3Harris is accelerating innovation and providing affordable solu-
tions to fast forward to tomorrow.

“When everything seems to be going
against you, remember that the airplane 
takes off against the wind, not with it.”

— Henry Ford

Leonardo DRS
 Leonardo DRS provides customers with the exact solutions they need, 
exactly when they’re needed. Sustainment solutions, such as survivabil-
ity, liquid logistics and life cycle sustainment, demonstrate their value 
every day to keep operations running at peak efficiency.
 DRS Land Systems is a business unit of Leonardo DRS headquartered 
in Saint Louis, Missouri with a 100-acre heavy equipment manufacturing 
facility in West Plains, Missouri, providing state-of-the-art engineering 
for and manufacturing of complex welded structures that meet the de-
manding requirements of today’s Warfighter and commercial customers.
 DRS Land Systems is proud of our unwavering support to Air Mobil-
ity Command Global Air Mobility Mission. Our system level overhaul, 
worldwide part supply, and globally positioned field service representa-
tives ensure that both the Tunner 60K and the Halvorsen 25K Aircraft 
Cargo Loaders are mission ready to aid AMC airman in meeting their 
global commitments.
 See the full range of our capabilities at www.leonardodrs.com.

LifePort
 LifePort pioneers aircraft solutions that have been utilized in some of 
the most challenging environments that the world has to offer. We use 
this experience to ensure that our catalog of products meets the most 
stringent mission requirements of both current and future operations.  
LifePort products currently serve dozens of military organizations 
around the world and have included: Lightweight ballistic protection 
systems, MEDEVAC and CASEVAC systems, customized mission seat-
ing, command and control consoles, and other engineered components 
for military aircraft. LifePort systems have been developed, improved, 
and refined over years of high-tempo field use, and we are ready to ap-
ply that knowledge to any mission – however challenging.

Lockheed Martin Aeronautics Company
 Headquartered in Bethesda, Md., Lockheed Martin is a global securi-
ty and aerospace company principally engaged in the research, design, 
development, manufacture, integration, and sustainment of advanced 
technology systems, products, and services
 Lockheed Martin Aeronautics is known for building and supporting 
the finest military aircraft in the world, which include the C-130 Hercu-
les; C-5 Galaxy; P-3 Orion; U-2 Dragon Lady; F-16 Fighting Falcon; F-22 
Raptor and F-35 Lightning.
 The C-130 Hercules has earned its reputation of a proven workhorse 
supporting multiple missions around the world. From aerial refueling 
to search and rescue, fighting wildfires and special operations, the C-130 
Hercules stands ready for its next mission. And for whatever the future 
holds. www.lockheedmartin.com/C130

“You don’t concentrate on risks You concentrate 
on results. No risk is too great to prevent the

necessary job from getting done.”
— Brig General Charles E. “Chuck” Yeager, USAF (Ret)
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Louis Berger Services
 Louis Berger is a $1 billion global corporation that helps clients solve 
their most complex challenges. Louis Berger performs large-scale gov-
ernment services contracts for multiple branches of DoD and other US 
government agencies. To these US government clients, we bring decades 
of business and operational experience in CONUS and OCONUS loca-
tions, including Stuttgart, Germany; Naval Air Station, Rota, Spain; 
Kuwait; and several other critical locations in Southwest Asia and the 
Far East. We are a trusted partner to national, state and local govern-
ment agencies; multilateral institutions; and commercial industry clients 
worldwide. By focusing on client needs to deliver quality, safe, financial-
ly-successful projects with integrity, we are committed to deliver on our 
promise to provide Solutions for a Better World.

Massif
 Massif is a leading supplier of flame-resistant, high performance pro-
tective apparel to the U.S. military and other professionals who work in 
extreme environments. Over the past 20 years, Massif has revolutionized 
the look and feel of flame-resistant clothing with innovative fabrics and 
forward-thinking designs, offering a new generation of high-end gear 
that sets the industry standard for protection, performance and comfort.
https://www.massif.com/

McClellan Jet Services 
 McClellan Jet Services is a central part of the 3,000 acre corporate com-
munity known as McClellan Park – the most successful base conversion 
project in America. At McClellan Park, large corporations and small 
businesses alike enjoy a wide variety of on-site amenities, including our 
10,600 foot airfield. McClellan Jet Services is a “DESC Into Plane Contrac-
tor” authorized under DESC Contract number SP0600-06-D-0043. We 
regularly serve U.S. Coast Guard, U.S. Air Force, U.S. Army, U.S. Navy, 
U.S. Marines, California Highway Patrol, other federal, state, and local 
law enforcement agencies. Our Line Service Technicians have experi-
ence and expertise in fueling a wide variety of military and homeland 
security aircraft. McClellan Jet Services has the best Jet A fuel prices in 
Northern California. www.mcclellanjetservices.com

MIL2ATP 
 MIL2ATP offers a complete training package to help military pilots 
transition to airline flying. Learn more at www.mil2atp.com

MilKeep 
 MilKEEP digitizes, stores and converts military flight records to airline 
standards, making applications seamless. Optimize data for scheduling, 
training, awards, decs and more! Learn more at www.milkeep.com

Million Air - An Aviation Services Company
 The Million Air chain of fixed-base operations (FBO) stands as the 
nation’s premier provider of upscale aviation services to include our 
famous Jet-A-Way Café. Million Air delivers general aviation services 
through a chain of separate FBO franchises strategically located across 
the U.S., Canada and the Caribbean.
 Freeman Holdings Group, L.L.C. owns and operates Million Air FBO 
franchises in Alexandria, LA; Lake Charles, LA; Bay St Louis, MS; Rome, 
NY; March Air Reserve Base, Riverside, CA, Moses Lake, WA; Sanford-
Orlando International Airport; Topeka, KS, Victorville, CA, and Yuma, 
AZ.  We will be opening or newest FBO soon at Syracuse, NY!  Each one 
of these locations has the DoD fuel contract. Freeman Holdings Group 
Million Air FBOs are well known throughout all branches of the Armed 
Forces as the preferred “Military FBO” where the military flight crew 
always comes first. We offer the best barbeque and Po Boy sandwiches at 
our Jet-A-Way Cafés.

National Air Cargo
 National Air Cargo is a leading global provider of tailored air trans-
port and multi-modal freight forwarding solutions whose commitment 
to the highest standards of safety, professionalism, on-time performance 
and exceptional customer service remains unrivaled in the industry.

Omega Air
  Omega Air remains the only commercial supplier of aerial refueling 
services to the US Military and its allies. With more than 16 years experi-
ence supporting the warfighter, Omega has earned an exceptional reputa-
tion by providing highly reliable and cost effective strategic aerial refuel-
ing around the globe. Utilizing the aerial refueling expertise of highly 
qualified military veterans, Omega delivers seamless military support 
with commercial efficiencies delivering mission completion rates of 99%.
Omega uses highly reliable and thoroughly proven tanker platforms, the 
B-707 and the DC-10. These workhorses have been modified by Omega 
to ensure the highest possible redundancy. Omega is able to maximize 
efficiency by overseeing most of the key components that go into the final 
product.  These specialties include its own FAA 145 engine repair station, 
engineering support for modifications and R&D, maintenance schedul-
ing, flight line maintenance, supply chain for spare parts and operational 
aircrews. www.omegaairrefueling.com
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Omni Air International 
 Mission-focused and ready to serve, Omni Air International is a lead-
ing provider of worldwide passenger ACMI and charter services sup-
porting U.S. and allied troop transportation, sports teams, subservice 
for other airlines, humanitarian and  evacuation/disaster relief flights. 
From our start in 1993, we built our airline on safety and reliability, 
demonstrating our can-do spirit in 150 countries around the world. Our 
infrastructure, mature processes and extensive international experience 
enable us to respond to short-notice requests with seamless execution.
  Omni Air International is an FAA Part 121 air carrier with flag and do-
mestic authority and is an IOSA registered carrier. We’ve been a proud 
Civil Reserve Air Fleet (CRAF) participant since 1995, flying missions 
into 187 airports last year alone. Our fleet of fuel-efficient B767-200ERs, 
B767-300ERs and B777-200ERs features modern cabins and technology, 
including the latest seatback entertainment and contemporary lighting. 
We are honored to provide transportation services to the military com-
munity. Learn more about Omni Air International at www.oai.aero.

Parker Aerospace 
 Parker Aerospace is a global leader in flight control, hydraulic, fuel, 
inerting, fluid conveyance, thermal management, and engine systems 
and components used on the world’s fleet of aircraft and aeroengines. 
Phone: 949-833-3000. Website: www.parker.com.

Phoenix-Mesa Gateway Airport
 Phoenix-Mesa Gateway Airport (formerly Williams Air Force Base) is 
a rapidly growing commercial airport in the Greater Phoenix Arizona 
region. It is a premier business location ideally situated in the Southwest 
United States as an alternative to many other crowded facilities. Gate-
way has three long runways averaging 10,000 feet each and has hosted 
the largest aircraft in the world including the An-225, An-124, C-5s, C-
17s, 747-8F, and 747-400F, as well as other wide bodies. Gateway is also 
actively used by the Arizona Air National Guard for KC-135 training 
and regularly hosts the Omega Tanker. Gateway Aviation Services is 
an airport owned and operated FBO that strives to provide the highest 
quality experience for Gateway customers. Gateway Aviation Services 
holds the Government Fuel Contract and welcomes all military opera-
tions to experience the ease of Gateway.

Port City Air
 Portsmouth International Airport at Pease (KPSM), home to the 157th 
Air Refueling Wing and the Pease Greeters, has a rich and loyal history 
of serving and honoring our military.  Port City Air (PCA), caretakers 
on the civilian side of the field continues this tradition by offering ex-
emplary service for all military branches visiting Portsmouth, NH.  As 
awardees of the DoD military fuel contract currently and in the past, 
PCA welcomes all types of military traffic, from the most basic trainer to 
the largest of transports with an emphasis on exceeding expectations.
  Our mission-friendly, strategically located airport offers an 11,321 
foot runway, 24/7 Customs, no PPR requirements, a fleet of complimen-
tary crew cars, concierge service second to none and a ground staff well 
versed in providing operational support.  We are your “boots on the 
ground” and pride ourselves on doing our part to make each mission an 
operational success. Please ask about our “Lobstah Run”! Say “Pease” 
and we’ll always say “Thank You” with our dedicated service!

Pratt & Whitney Military Engines
 Pratt & Whitney, a unit of United Technologies Corp. (NYSE: UTX) 
company, is a world leader in the design, development, manufacture and 
support of gas turbine engines for military, commercial, industrial and 
space application. Pratt & Whitney is proud of its more than 90 year asso-
ciation and support of the United States Air Force as it powers key airlift 
and fighter aircraft applications worldwide as well as the recently an-
nounced B-21 bomber. Our military engines power the Air Force’s front 
line fighters today – the F-15 and F-16 – and our F119 and F135 engines 
power the only 5th generation fighters in the world – the F-22 Raptor and 
F-35 Lightning II. Four F117 engines power the Boeing C-17 Globemaster 
III, the U.S. Air Force’s premier airlifter. Pratt & Whitney is also proud 
to power Boeing’s KC-46A, the U.S. Air Force’s new aerial tanker with 
our PW4062 engines. Pratt & Whitney’s unmatched record in customer-
focused customized maintenance, material, and fleet management pro-
grams ensures flight readiness to our partners around the world.

QinetiQ North America
 QinetiQ North America’s LAST Armor® (Light-appliqué Armor Sys-
tems Technology) is a protective armor solution that provides high perfor-
mance military ballistic protection.  Our LAST Armor is used on a variety 
of military tactical vehicles including fixed and rotary wing aircraft and 
naval vessels. Both modular and permanent solutions can be easily in-
stalled without any tools.  Our armor solution offers superior strength 
– five times stronger than commercial hook and loop products. LAST Ar-
mor has been used on thousands of combat air and land vehicles since 
its debut in Operation Desert Storm in 1991. For more information visit 
https://qinetiq-na.com/products/militaryprotection/lastarmor/aircraft-
armor/.

“Any sufficiently advanced technology is 
indistinguishable from magic.”

—Arthur C. Clarke
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“Technology is nothing. What’s important is 
that you have faith in people, that they’re basically 

good and smart, and if you give them tools, 
they’ll do wonderful things with them.”

— Steve Jobs

Rolls-Royce Corporation 
 With more than 16,000 military engines in service with 160 customers in 
103 countries, Rolls-Royce is a powerful player in the defense aero engine 
market. From combat to transport, from trainers to helicopters, our engines 
and pioneering service solutions ensure that our customers have world-
leading engine technology available, whatever the mission demands.

Satcom Direct Communications
 Satcom Direct Communications (SDC) is the leading provider of satel-
lite connectivity services to military and government agencies who de-
pend on reliable, global communications to ensure the success of their 
operations. SDC provides aeronautical, land mobile and maritime sat-
ellite communications services to over 7,500 government, military and 
commercial systems. We are a premier Inmarsat distribution partner (in-
cluding Jet ConneX), an Iridium service partner, a ViaSat Ku preferred 
reseller, a value added reseller for Panasonic systems and the exclusive 
service provider for SmartSky Networks.

ShockStrap
 ShockStrap was founded in 1998, and has been an industry leader in 
creating safe and reliable products that allow customers to have peace of 
mind when traveling and hauling cargo.
 The product line now includes 1,500 Ib cam straps, 3000 lb. and 6,000 
Ib. ratchet straps, which were created after years of industry research and 
listening to what customers wanted in a quality strap. Other versions 
have also met customer needs around the world, such as our E-Track and 
US made, military grade ShockStraps. The new US made, 3000 lb. and 
10,000 lb. ratchet straps have even allowed ShockStrap to work with the 
United States Military in exciting ways!
 ShockStrap has grown to be the trusted strap of users around the 
world. Our entire team is thrilled to have the ability to solve users’ tie 
down problems and sell a quality product that customers trust. We ap-
preciate every sale and love that our customers are customers for life!
Learn more at www.shockstrap.com.

“Manufacturing is more than just putting 
parts together. It’s coming up with ideas, testing 

principles and perfecting the engineering, 
as well as final assembly.”

—James Dyson

Stephenville Airport Corporation
 Stephenville Airport (IATA: YJT, ICAO: CYJT) is  located 1.5 nautical 
miles (2.8 km; 1.7 mi) southeast of Stephenville, Newfoundland and 
Labrador, Canada. It was the largest US Air Force base outside of con-
tinental United States of America and operated as Ernest Harmon Air 
Force Base from 1941-1966.
 The base was used as a refueling stop for transatlantic military 
flights. In addition, Harmon supported three Air Defense Command 
units. Following closure of the base the Canadian Department of 
Transportation constructed an airport terminal to accommodate Trans-
Canada Air Lines (now Air Canada). Today the Stephenville Airport 
if a full-service fixed base operation 24 hours a day, providing quick 
turn refueling, ground handling, catering and a host of other services 
to corporate, military and general aviation. The team at Stephenville 
Airport are committed to offering priority in servicing the logistical 
needs of the USAF Air Mobility requirements during national and in-
ternational missions.

The Pilot Network 
 TPN is the world’s premier online aviation networking community.
Learn more at www.thepilotnetwork.org.

USAA 
 USAA Provides insurance, banking, investment and retirement prod-
ucts and services to 10 million members of the U.S. military and their 
families. Known for its legendary commitment to its members, USAA 
is consistently recognized for outstanding service, employee well-being 
and financial strength. USAA membership is open to all who are serv-
ing or have honorably served our nation in the U.S. military and their 
eligible family members. For more information about USAA, or to learn 
more about membership, visit usaa.com.
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            s a member of the MAC/AMC
              IG Team Logistics Division, I 
                  had the opportunity to spend
                 a good deal of time on the 
flight line during various inspec-
tions at a multitude of locations. One 
of the most thoughtful and ingenious 
events I saw happened on the flight 
line during an Operational Readi-
ness Inspection at Dover Air Force 
Base, Delaware.
 When the IG team traveled, one of 
the things that came along was the 
library of signs. In order to run vari-
ous scenarios, numerous things often 
need to be simulated. Signs that might 
announce the presence of unexploded 
ordinance might say, “Simulated 
UXOs.” Buildings that had been “Sim-
ulated Destroyed,” communications 
systems “Simulated Inop,” etc.  
 Between the exercise scenario and 
the real-world ops, Dover had just 
launched six C-5s in a four-hour pe-
riod. Naturally, the flight line was 
a busy place. So as not to get in the 

TALES ON THE RAMP
By a hairy-legged airplane driver, who wishes to remain anonymous

This forum is intended to
provide a venue for those funny

events, anecdotal happenings
and “Old War Stories” from tanker

and airlift operations throughout
the years. We’ve all got some

and now here’s an opportunity to
share them with our members. We’re
not just talking about flying stories,

but virtually anything related to
air refueling and airlift operations –

from 35 thousand feet, to the flight
line to the MPF (CBPO for you more

experienced members) and anywhere
in between. Don’t worry about

ratting anyone out. The A/TQ staff
will edit out any incriminating evidence
 to protect the not-so-innocent, including 

the author’s name. Please take a
minute to recall some of your best

 stories and attach them to an email
addressed to ataeditor@yahoo.com.

We need your participation to make
this a fun feature for all our readers. 

A way more than we already were, the 
team members watched from afar. Af-
ter the surge was completed (and all 
departures were on-time I must add), 
we again increased our presence. As I 
was about to leave the IG work center 
and go back out to the flight line, one 
of our troops came in to tell me that 
there was something going on out on 
the ramp that I really needed to see – 
but he wouldn’t tell me what it was.
 I grabbed my notebook, jumped 
into the vehicle and proceeded in 
the direction of the flight line. As I 
entered through the controlled entry 
point, I saw what he meant. Parked 
(legally) between two C-5 aircraft was 
a pickup truck with some people in 
the back and a sign attached to the 
tailgate. As I approached the spot, 
I recognized that there were four 
young maintenance troops sitting in 
the bed of the pickup, taking a well-
deserved break and drinking sodas.
 The sign?  Oh yes. It said, “Simu-
lated Working.”

INGENIOUS
 SIMULATION
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 Gen. Laurence S. Kuter’s career covered a 
35-year period including service in the Army, 
Army Air Corps and the U.S. Air Force.
 Gen. Kuter’s aviation career started in 
the Army, continuing in the Army Air Corp 
where he commanded the Atlantic Division 
during World War II. He consolidated forces 
in the North and South Atlantic, the Carib-
bean, and South America into a single Air 
Transport Command organization, provid-
ing point-to-point airlift service between 
the United States and Europe, Africa and the 
Middle East.  
 He continued to influence world-wide mo-
bility operations, in 1946, as the United States 
Representative to the International Civil 
Aviation Organization, where he was instru-
mental in developing agreements for civil 
and military operations.  
 In 1948, Gen. Kuter headed an effort to con-
solidate the Air Force and Navy airlift assets into a single operating 
command – a predecessor to today’s combatant commands. In June 
1948, he activated the Headquarters of the Military Air Transport 
Service – MATS, at Andrews Air Force Base, Maryland. Under Gen. 
Kuter’s direction, MATS defined and interpreted its role and mission 

within the Department of Defense, developed 
and refined its operational procedures and 
worked toward the consolidation of all airlift 
assets. During Gen. Kuter’s command, MATS 
supported both the Berlin Airlift and the start 
of the Korean War.   

 Gen Kuter’s leadership, vision and innovation while the MATS 
commander, set the bedrock for the development of the Military 
Airlift Command and finally Air Mobility Command. A mobility 
hero, Gen. Laurence S. Kuter was recognized in the mobility Hall 
of Fame in 1990.

By USAF Col. (retired) Paul McVickar
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MOBILITY
HEROES

OUR HERITAGE

Gen. Laurence Kuter. (Archive photo).

Air Force Emblems. (Archive graphics).
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 Every box is checked and the crew is ready to go. The familiar hum of a 
C-130J engine begins to fill the cockpit as the plane slowly creeps forward, 
inch by inch. They reach the runway, and the plane’s rotors begin to spin 
vigorously as it darts forward. Within a few moments, the Herk is gliding 
gracefully through the air.
 U.S. Air Force Capt. John Rebolledo, 62nd Airlift Squadron C-130J instruc-
tor pilot, feels great pride in achieving his childhood dream of becoming a 
C-130 pilot.
 Rebolledo knew he wanted to be behind the controls of a C-130 from a 
young age. He grew up around the rich history and traditions of Herk Nation.
 “My dad was a C-130A-model crew chief in Vietnam, so I grew up hearing 
all the stories about tactical airlift and about how great the C-130 was – and 
still is today,” Rebolledo said. “Once I decided I wanted to be a pilot, I knew 
I wanted to fly a Herk.”
 After graduating high school, Rebolledo attended the Air Force Academy 
for four years in hopes of achieving his dream of flying. Upon graduation 
from the academy, Rebolledo was given a pilot training allocation where he 
would finally achieve his dream of flying. This came with a few obstacles, 
including getting air sick during the first half of the course.
 “This was the first time I thought I might not end up being a pilot,” Re-
bolledo said. “Eventually, a lot of perseverance and discipline with getting 
back in the pilot’s seat and flying over and over helped me overcome it.”
 The young pilot was now on his way to make his dream a reality. He re-
ceived orders to fly the C-130H at Yokota Air Base, Japan, for three years and 
then transitioned to the C-130J.
 “The mission is very rewarding,” Rebolledo said. “We go into places 
that have been struck by natural disasters. The people there are extremely 

desperate because their lives have just been upended, so we bring in things 
to aid them like food, vaccines and clothing. When you are doing a job like 
that it’s pretty easy to take pride in your job.”
 Rebolledo proved himself to be a skilled pilot and was given the critical 
task of teaching the next generation of Herk pilots.
 “We are teaching those who have never touched the plane before,” said 
U.S. Air Force Maj. Chance Hansen, 62nd AS assistant director of operations 
and Rebolledo’s supervisor. “When you are teaching someone at that skill 
level, it takes a lot of extra work, and you really have to be on your game to 
be able to fly and be safe.”
 Rebolledo takes gratification in being given the opportunity to communi-
cate his knowledge and love of the C-130 to his successors.
 “Now, I take a lot of pride in being an instructor because I get to take my 
humanitarian aid and wartime experiences and translate that into something 
meaningful for these students who are coming through,” Rebolledo said.
 Being able to accept that he won’t always have the right answer drives 
Rebolledo to find the proper solution to the problems at hand.
 “It takes a lot of humility,” Rebolledo said. “To me that means recognizing 
that you don’t know everything and having a humble spirit. It’s important to 
always want to learn lessons from pilots who are older or younger than you.”
 Rebolledo’s reputation as a pilot and an instructor has garnered himself 
attention from his current leaders.
 “He always had a very positive reputation as a pilot,” Hansen said. “He 
cares about what he does and shows up every day trying to be a better pilot 
than he was yesterday and is an excellent addition to the squadron “
    In the end, Rebolledo pursued the C-130 legacy and used his heritage as 
motivation in order to make his dreams become a reality.
   “I’m immensely grateful and very satisfied with what I do,” Rebolledo 
said. “Being a C-130 pilot had been my dream from a young age so being 
able to self-actualize and obtain my dream is so deeply rewarding. I also 
gain a lot of satisfaction in imparting my love for this airplane and this 
mission to the new generation that is going to be flying and performing 
the tactical airlift mission.”

U.S. Air Force Capt. John Rebolledo, 62nd Airlift Squadron C-130J instructor pilot, checks plane electronics at Little Rock Air Force Base, Arkansas, 
Aug. 28, 2019. (USAF photo by Airman 1st Class Jayden Ford).

AIR MOBILITY
Generation to generation: 
Carrying on C-130 legacy
By Airman 1st Class Jayden Ford, 19th Airlift Wing Public Affairs 
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Air Mobility News & Views continues >>>

 More than 60 female aviators from the U.S. Air Force and the U.S. Navy 
gathered at Joint Base Langley-
Eustis to have their measure-
ments taken.
 Across the U.S. military 
branches, flight equipment is in 
the process of being redesigned 
to find a better fit for females.
 “This is the first time that 
I have been fitted in the past 
seven years of being in,” said 
Staff Sgt. Emily Murray, 9th 
Airlift Squadron flight engi-
neer. “When I received my 
flight equipment, all they had 
me do was choose from unisex 
sizes and try them on to see 
which best fit.”
 Proper equipment is pivotal 
to mission execution and the 
safety of the military member, 
but historically, flight equip-
ment designs have been based 
on the anthropometric mea-
surements of male aviators, 
which has led to sizing issues 

Fit to fight: redesigning aircrew 
flight equipment for females
By Senior Airman Christopher Quail 

for female aviators when it comes to flight suits, urinary devices, 
G-suits and survival vests.
 “When I was going on a mission, I ran into issues of my seat belt/
shoulder harness not fitting properly,” Murray said. “It was an extra 
40 minutes just for us to take off, because it had to be replaced for 
safety precautions.”
 Murray said that, while she was at the event being measured, she 

talked to several other fellow 
female aviators who faced dif-
ferent flight equipment issues.
   “One of the female pilots I 
talked to mentioned that she 
had to terminate a training sor-
tie with her student,” Murray 
said. “The pilot said it was due 
to lack of a proper seal and not 
receiving enough oxygen.”
   The measurements collected 
will be used to innovate new 
flight equipment that will en-
hance the readiness of our fly-
ing female warfighters.
  “We have women performing 
in every combat mission, and 
we owe it to them to have gear 
that fits, is suited for a woman’s 
frame and (one) can be in for 
hours on end,”  said Air Force 
Chief of Staff Gen. David L. 
Goldfein at a Defense Writers 
Group breakfast, March 2018 in 
Washington, D.C.

Staff Sgt. Emily Murray, 9th Airlift Squadron flight engineer, stands by the 
U.S. flag July 11, 2019, at Dover Air Force Base, Delaware. (USAF photo 
by Senior Airman Christopher Quail).

 U.S. Air Force Maj. Ed Fattmann, a pilot assigned to the 180th Air-
lift Squadron, Missouri Air National Guard, took his first flight as 
an aircraft commander with one eye here Sept. 4, 2019.
 Fattmann, a resident of Platte City who became a pilot with the 
139th Airlift Wing in 2009, lost vision in his right eye on July 4, 2012 
when a firework misfired and hit his right eye. He was placed in 
‘duty not including flying,’ or DNIF status.
 During the next five years, he had 32 procedures related to his eye, 
but he still had no vision in his right eye.
 Although he could no longer fly as an Airman with the Air Force, 
he could fly as a civilian contractor. According to the Federal Avia-
tion Administration, all he would need is a medical certificate from 
an FAA approved flight doctor and a check ride.
 He soon conducted a check ride with an FAA pilot to confirm he 
could perform the necessary tasks of flying: navigation, communica-
tion, flying the aircraft, pointing out traffic and landmarks, all the 
things a two-eyed pilot can do.
 For the next few years, he flew various aircraft with civilian com-
panies with government contracts. One of those aircraft was the 
MC-12W with the Oklahoma Air National Guard. He was flying Air 
Force owned aircraft, but as a contractor.
 In December 2018, the Air Force granted a waiver for Fattmann to 
fly again as an Airman with the 139th.
 He attended aircraft commander upgrade training at Little Rock 
Air Force Base, Arkansas, and became requalified to fly the C-130H 

Hercules aircraft. He finished the three month long training in August.
 Fattmann took his first flight with his home unit here this week.
 “It took seven years to get back to military flying,” said Fattmann. 
“It’s something I didn’t know I would ever get to do again.”

Missouri Airman returns to flight 
with one eye
By Master Sgt. Michael Crane, 139th Airlift Wing

U.S. Air Force Maj. Ed Fattman, a pilot assigned to the 180th Airlift 
Squadron, Missouri Air National Guard, flies a C-130 Hercules aircraft for 
the first time in military status in St. Joseph, Missouri, Sept. 4, 2019, after 
an accident seven years ago left him with sight in only one eye. (U.S. Air 
National Guard photo by Tech. Sgt. Patrick Evenson).
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 A handful of 92nd Logistics Readiness Squadron Airmen employed 
a Fuels Operational Readiness Capability Equipment system during 
Mobility Guardian 2019, marking the first time the mobile fuel bladders 
have been used stateside in an uncontested environment, Sept. 11, 2019.
 “We use the FORCE to help sustain bare bases and allow for fuel dis-
tribution anywhere around the world at a moment’s notice,” said U.S. 
Air Force Master Sgt. Daniel Rey, 92nd LRS fuels information service 
center section chief. “The bladder can hold up to 50,000 gallons of fuel, 
which can help service a wide range of friendly aircraft.”
 Filling the 50,000-gallon FORCE system gave an opportunity for 
LRS Airmen to provide agile support and employ in future contingen-
cy operations. It can refuel an aircraft or be used as a refueling station 
for mobile fuel trucks.
 In comparison, the F-16 Fighting Falcon can hold anywhere from 900 
to 1,100 gallons of fuel and the KC-135 Stratotanker’s maximum trans-
fer fuel load is just under 30,000 gallons.
 Team Fairchild LRS Airmen employed five 8,000-gallon fuel trucks 
to fill the bladder, taking only 20 minutes to deposit each load.
 “It can be dropped anywhere we need it,” said U.S. Air Force Staff 
Sgt. Michael Garrett, 92nd LRS FORCE technician, who is deployed 
to Fairchild from Holloman AFB, New Mexico. “We can meet up 
wherever it’s dropped, start assembling and have it ready as soon 
as gas arrives.”
 Although the FORCE system at Fairchild Air Force Base, Washing-
ton won’t be used to fuel assets during MG ‘19, Rey said it’s important 

to practice fueling the bladders so they can be used during real-world 
contingency operations or in contested environments. 
 First deployed in 2007 to Southwest Asia, and now during MG19 at 
Fairchild, the FORCE continues to enable Airmen to execute the mis-
sion day-in and day-out, ensuring the readiness of Mobility Airmen 
anywhere, anytime.

U.S. Air Force Master Sgt. Daniel Rey, 92nd Logistics Readiness Squadron Fuels Information Servcice Center section chief, measures the amount of 
fuel inside a Fuels Operation Readiness Capability Equipment bladder during Mobility Guardian 2019 at Fairchild Air Force Base, Washington, Sept. 11, 
2019. (USAF photo by Tech. Sgt. Travis Edwards).

MG ‘19 Airmen fill fuel 
bladder in U.S. for the 
first time
By Tech. Sgt. Travis Edwards, 92nd Air Refueling Wing Public Affairs 

U.S. Air Force Staff Sgt. Michael Garrett, 92nd Logistics Readiness 
Squadron Fuels Operation Readiness Capanility Equipment technician 
closes a valve to the FORCE bladder after it received 8,000 gallons of fuel 
during Mobility Guardian 2019 at Fairchild Air Force Base, Washington, 
Sept. 11, 2019. (USAF photo by Tech. Sgt. Travis Edwards).
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 The sun sits high in the sky, creating 
blistering heat on the flightline where a 
KC-135 Stratotanker waits to carry out 
another air refueling mission at Dyess 
Air Force Base, Texas. An Airman 
makes his way to the tanker, walking 
through heat waves rising from the 
ground, sweat dripping from his brow 
and headset in hand, prepared to in-
spect his aircraft before takeoff.
 To be a maintenance Airman in the 
Air Force requires grit, knowledge 
and preparation. There’s also a pres-
sure to perform and provide services 
to aircraft essential to the U.S. Air 
Force’s air superiority.
 Members from Team Fairchild’s 
92nd Aircraft Maintenance Squadron 
supported Team Fairchild’s KC-135 
during a training mission with B-1B 
Lancers August 13-16 at Dyess Air 
Force Base, Texas.
 “Being a flying crew chief, it is im-
portant for us to be ready at all times 
and keep the jet running,” said Senior 
Airman Zachery Murray, 92nd AMXS 

flying crew chief. “Otherwise, no one 
can get the gas they need to success-
fully complete their mission.
 “Our mission is to make the jet 
100-percent capable to take off and 
[fuel] the B-1s here for their train-
ing missions,” Murray continued. 
“If the [KC-135] breaks, it is up to us 
to get the jet fixed and back in the 
air to support the mission.”
 Maintaining the KC-135 at home 
station poses its own challenges. 
The need for quick-thinking and 

U.S. Air Force Tech. Sgt. Norbert Roland (left) and Senior Airman Zachery Murray (right), 92nd 
Aircraft Maintenance Squadron flying crew chiefs, examine landing gear during pre-flight 
checks on a KC-135 Stratotanker at Dyess Air Force Base, Texas, Aug. 13, 2019. (USAF photo 
by Airman 1st Class Lawrence Sena).

Tanker in the air? 
Maintenance put 
it there
By Airman 1st Class Lawrence Sena, 92nd Air 
Refueling Wing Public

Air Mobility News & Views continues >>>

action becomes even more essential 
off-station.
 “One of the biggest challenges we 
face as flying crew chiefs is not having 
the same resources available to us as 
we would at home station,” said Tech. 
Sgt. Norbert Roland, 92nd AMXS fly-
ing crew chief. “You definitely have to 
understand and know your aircraft, 
while using the resources available to 
you to fix the aircraft.”
 Proper maintenance is vital not only 
to the success of the mission, but to the 
lives of aircrew on board the aircraft. 
The ability of flying crew chiefs to react 
quickly and provide solutions is essen-
tial in assuring both success and safety.
 “Having these mobile crew chiefs 
is vital to the team and mission,” said 
Maj. Britton Adamson, 384th Air Re-
fueling Squadron pilot. “There have 
been many situations in past missions 
where something comes up with the jet 
and the crew chiefs were able to come 
through and get us back in the air.”
   Team Fairchild’s maintenance Airmen 
continuously keep KC-135s operational 
worldwide, making them vital to the 
success of the global reach mission.
   “Having these [crew chiefs] out here 
with us has been vital to the success 
of this training mission,” said Capt. 
Howard Palmer, 384th ARS pilot. “Not 
only did we meet our training require-
ments, the Lancers [at Dyess] were able 
to successfully become requalified, and 
without the crew chiefs being here, 
that wouldn’t have been possible.”

U.S. Air Force Senior Airman Zachery Murray, 92nd Aircraft Maintenance Squadron flying crew 
chief, communicates with aircrew during pre-flight checks on a KC-135 Stratrotanker at Dyess Air 
Force Base, Texas, Aug. 13, 2019. (USAF photo by Airman 1st Class Lawrence Sena).
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 March 11, 2011 was an average Friday for Group Capt. Tony McCor-
mack, Royal Australian Air Force (RAAF), the first non-American to hold 
the position of Commander, United Nations Command-Rear (UNC-R). 
 The office and its function were rel-
ics of the Korean War. Established in 
1957, UNC-R’s mission was to maintain 
the UNC status of forces agreement 
(SOFA) with Japan and, in the event of 
a contingency, to manage “force flow 
from sending state nations based in Ja-
pan.” McCormack had been at Yokota 
Air Base, Japan, since February 2010. 
He had fit in well with his American 
and Japanese hosts, although his small 
office of four nestled in a far corner of 
the Headquarters U.S. Forces Japan 
(USFJ) and Fifth Air Force building 
was frequently forgotten. 
 At 2:46 in the afternoon, McCormack 
was holding an informal staff meet-
ing when the building began shak-
ing. Unlike the frequent earthquakes 
in Japan, this one was more powerful 
and went on for what seemed forever. 
A few minutes into the quake, McCor-
mack and his staff decided to leave the 
building. The quake continued, lasting 
a total of six minutes. After the earth 
stopped shaking, checking on family 
was the first order of priority. 
 It soon became apparent from news 
reports that this was a different earth-
quake. It had occurred 43 miles (70 
kilometers) off the northeast coast of 
Honshu (the Tōhoku region) and was 
later listed as 9.0 in magnitude. An 
hour after the initial quake, a tsunami 
began slamming into the coast. Its height varied, ranging from just over 6 
feet (2 meters) in one place to 128 feet (38.9 meters) in another. The tsunami 
inundated the Tōhoku coast, killing over 15,000 people and destroying or 
damaging hundreds of thousands of buildings. 
 Shortly after returning to his office, McCormack received a call from 
the Australian embassy in Tokyo. It, too, had been rattled by the quake 
and had to temporarily evacuate. When it was safe to return, the embassy 
staff began checking on Australians in the country, McCormack includ-
ed. It also passed on a warning. The embassy had already talked to the 
government in Canberra. Australia was going to send at least one C-17 
with aid, although Japanese Ministry of Foreign Affairs (MOFA) had not 
requested help. The aircraft was from Number 36 Squadron, one of Mc-
Cormack’s old units. 
 The New Zealand embassy was more definite when it called at 4:20. 
The “Kiwis” were sending an urban search and rescue (USAR) team. Its 
advance party would arrive on Saturday from Hong Kong and was com-
ing to Yokota. Like the Australians, the New Zealanders did not have an 
assigned search area but were determined to send a team anyway. 
 McCormack had to consider several things. Officially, he was the 
UNC-R commander and this was clearly not a UNC situation. Legally, 

that restricted what he could do. If the North Koreans had violated the ar-
mistice, UNC nations could send aircraft and personnel under the UNC 
SOFA. In that event, he had only to inform the Government of Japan, not 
ask its permission. The earthquake took him outside that role and com-
plicated matters. He was no longer acting as the UNC-R commander. In-
deed, his capacity to act was unclear. But act he and his staff did. 
 Ordinarily, getting diplomatic clearance to bring in a military aircraft 
was a long, bureaucratic process, taking weeks. As McCormack later re-
called, “It’s significantly problematic, particularly with the bureaucracy 
for Japan.” Details such as the route, who was aboard, and destination 
had to be worked weeks in advance. Going to a U.S. base, as the RAAF 
C-17 planned to do, meant getting U.S. and Japanese government ap-

proval—a time-consuming process. 
   The embassy was working on get-
ting clearance from MOFA. Word 
came quickly from Tokyo that the 
Japanese government was “effectively 
in shock.” Shock or not, the Japanese 
government quickly gave its consent 
for foreign aircraft to use U.S. bases 
in Japan for humanitarian assistance. 
“That was just a good tick in the box 
for us,” McCormack recalled. “That 
meant that we didn’t have to go seek 
individual approvals for that. We had 
blanket approval.” McCormack had 
already worked with USFJ to ensure 
U.S. approval. 
   Over the next two days, McCormack 
and his staff blended into the base’s, 
USFJ’s, and the U.S. Air Force’s efforts 
to stand up operations. McCormack’s 
protocol officer, Tanya Laguatan, 
worked at the Community Center 
helping to process passengers from 
the two airliners diverted to Yokota 
from Narita International Airport be-
cause of the quake and had remained 
overnight at the base. McCormack 
served breakfast to the passengers 
the next morning and checked to see 
if any were Australians. After that, he 
joined the USFJ staff and the first of 
many briefings to come. McCormack 
was a full member of Operation Tomo-
dachi, the United States’ humanitarian 

operation, led by USFJ Commander Lt. Gen. Burton Field. 
 The RAAF C-17 arrived in the early morning hours of March 14. Aus-
tralia’s Operation Pacific Assist had begun. Aboard was a USAR team, 
primarily from New South Wales, and two dogs from Queensland SAR 
team. McCormack had successfully worked issues related to getting the 
team into Japan and on Yokota, such as bedding down the team and 
providing kennels for the dogs. The dogs had been a potential problem. 
Japan, like Hawaii, the United Kingdom, and other places, had strict 
quarantine requirements, even for rescue dogs.
 There were other problems as well. Japan’s power system was in a 
shamble with all of its nuclear plants shut down, resulting in rolling 
blackouts. The transportation system had been disrupted, making fuel 
deliveries difficult. One refinery was on fire, making the gasoline supply 
iffy. Even if transportation could be arranged, fuel might be a problem. 
Much to McCormack’s relief, most of the problems evaporated. As he 
later remembered, “Our customs, immigration and quarantine went 
very, very smoothly. The Government of Japan assisted immensely. In 
fact, it’s probably the smoothest customs and immigration clearance I’ve 
ever seen anywhere. We didn’t even have to get the passports stamped. 
They just gave them a piece of paper for everyone. ‘Look, can you just fit 

Our Man at Yokota: Group 
Capt. Tony McCormack and 
the RAAF in the March 2011 
Japan Disasters
By Robert Sligh, Ph.D. 

Members of the Queenland Urban Search and Rescue Task-
force arrive here March 14 to assist with Japan’s earthquake 
and tsunami recovery effort. (USAF photo by Master Sgt. 
Kimberly Spinner).
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their names on this and give it back to us in the next five days or so?’” 
The 374th Airlift Wing, Yokota’s host wing, had its own processing line. 
That went just as smoothly. 
 With the RAAF C-17’s main mission complete, the Australian govern-
ment decided to keep the C-17 in Japan for a week and make it available 
to the Government of Japan. Thirteenth Air Force, Pacific Air Force’s 
warfighting headquarters, would see that it was employed during its 
stay. However, the C-17’s next mission was unsuccessful. A sortie to 
Hanamaki was canceled due to the lack of de-icing there. The next two 
missions—carrying water from Yokota to Misawa and pallets from Mi-
sawa to Yokota—were more successful. 
 The next series of missions were of high importance to relief opera-
tions, but offered the RAAF a few challenges. The Japanese Ground 
Self-Defense Force (JGSDF) needed to move forces to the stricken area. 
Of vital importance was moving its vehicles from Okinawa to Yokota, 
where they could drive to the Tōhoku region. However, as Col. Timothy 
Fidock Gellel, Australian Army, Defence Attaché to Japan, pointed out, 
the RAAF had never transported JGSDF vehicles before. 
The RAAF was fortunate in two regards. First was Wing Cmdr. Sonja Hal-
loran. She was the only Japanese-speaking officer in the RAAF and had 
served three years in Tokyo as the Assistant Defence Attaché. She was also 
familiar with the four-year-old trilateral Pacific Global Air Management 
Seminar program among Australia, 
Japan, and the United States on airlift 
cooperation during a humanitarian op-
eration. As Gellel pointed out, “While 
that program was far from mature, it 
nevertheless provided a rudimentary 
framework for mutual understanding 
of the similarities and differences in the 
three nations’ respective approaches to 
coordinating strategic airlift.” 
 Second was the interoperability of 
the C-17 itself. While it was true the 
RAAF had not moved JGSDF vehicles 
on a C-17, the U.S. Air Force had many 
times. The information was readily 
available and, as Gellel later put it, “The 
high-level of interoperability and both 
platform and procedural commonality 
between the USAF and RAAF airlift 
crews meant that the RAAF loadmas-
ter was able to use data derived from 
U.S. and [Self-Defense Forces] bilateral 
cooperation and training to safely load 
the GSDF equipment onto the RAAF 
C-17 without any significant problems 
or delays.”  
 On March 17, the RAAF C-17 began 
moving 42 of the JGSDF’s 15th Brigade 
vehicles from Kadena Air Base, Okina-
wa, to Yokota.  In five days and five sor-
ties, the lone RAAF C-17 moved 426,460 
pounds of vehicles and equipment. 
 After the vehicles were delivered, the RAAF C-17 continued to fly 
missions. On March 20, it moved 110,245 pounds of pallets from Kadena 
to Yokota, followed by a sortie the next day carrying 91,800 pounds of 
water, baby formula, and “nappies” (diapers). Over the remainder of its 
time in Japan, the aircraft would carry almost 200,000 pounds of food, 
forklifts, and computer equipment. 
 The RAAF C-17 would not remain an orphan for long. Just days af-
ter completing the 15th Brigade move, it would be joined by two of its 
siblings. They, however, were coming on a different mission. Instead of 
bringing humanitarian aid, they were coming with potential help for 
the third part of Japan’s March 11 third disaster, the crippled Fukushima 
Daiichi Nuclear Powerplant.

 The same tsunami that swept across northeastern Japan slammed into 
the seawall protecting the Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Powerplant. The 
49-foot (15 meter) wave topped the 32-foot (10 meter) tall seawall, killing 
outside power, swamping emergency generators, and ruining battery 
backup. The “station blackout” situation meant cooling water was not 
reaching Units 1 through 3 and 1,500 spent fuel rods in a pool in the in-
active Unit 4 facility. For the next several days, the Tokyo Electric Power 
Company (TEPCO), the Tokyo Municipal Fire Department, and eventu-
ally the Self-Defense forces worked to restore cooling water. They suc-
ceeded in getting seawater into the reactors, but that created more prob-
lems. Firefighters had burned through firetrucks as pumps designed for 
fresh water quickly wore out. Another idea was to pump water directly 
onto the containment vessels and the spent fuel pools.
 Sometime before March 18, Joe Young, U.S. Embassy Tokyo Political-
Military Unit Chief, received a call from the Bechtel Corporation. It had an 
“‘unmanned water cannon’” located at Perth, Australia, which might be 
useful at Fukushima Daiichi. U.S. Embassy Tokyo informed the Ministry 
of Defense, which was now running operations at Fukushima Daiichi. 
There was one question, how to get Bechtel’s water cannon to Japan? The 
embassy turned to U.S. Forces Japan. 
 Young’s call to USFJ came to U.S. Army Lt Col. Miki Huntington of the 
Plans Directorate (USFJ/J5).  To get the water cannon to Japan in time, it 

would have to move by air, Young told Huntington. She turned to Mc-
Cormack about airlifting the machine. “[M]y two cents is that if AUS has 
an aircraft (C-17?) that is coming or can come this way, that would be an 
ideal option,” she wrote to McCormack. “We could also consider sending 
a USG aircraft from Japan or Guam to Australia, but that will obviously 
take more time.” 
 McCormack linked the Australian Embassy Tokyo to the U.S. Embassy 
Tokyo. However, it was already looking like either of Huntington’s solu-
tions would take too long. By early evening on March 18, the U.S. Nuclear 
Regulatory Commission (NRC) representatives in Tokyo were looking lo-
cally for usable equipment. So, too, were the Japanese.

Group Capt. Anthony McCormack, incoming United Nations Command (Rear) is the first time in 
the history of UNC (Rear) that a UN member nation officer assumes command. (USAF photo by 
Osakabe Yasuo).
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 Efforts in Tokyo and Perth continued with Embassy Tokyo work-
ing the necessary diplomatic clearances with the Japanese govern-
ment as well as coordinating the embassy staff, the Australian em-
bassy, NRC, Bechtel, and USFJ activities. At Yokota, the USFJ staff 
prepared the necessary request for assistance paperwork for U.S. 
Agency for International Development approval, coordinated with 
McCormack, and worked through the night to provide a fund cite 
and flight tracking. 
 As McCormack later put it, “Back in Australia, heaven and earth 
was moved to get air load teams across to Western Australia and to 
make the C-17s available to move the pumps. Nobody had ever seen 
these pumps and we had no idea how big they were, or what they 
weighed, and there were no load plans for them.” It was determined 
two C-17s would be needed. One C-17 was at RAAF Base Pearce, the 
nearest base, and one was coming back from the Middle East. The 
latter was diverted to Pearce. Other Bechtel pumps were added to 
the cargo. They would be used on U.S.-donated barges that would 
bring cooling water to the reactors. 
 As Gellel noted, “For the Australian Government, the diversion 
of these aircraft entailed significant risks at the tactical, operational 
and strategic levels.” The Australians only had four C-17s. One was 
already committed, two were in the process of being committed, and 
the fourth was in maintenance. Having the three operational air-
craft involved in one operation—one that entailed the risk of radio-
active contamination—meant there was no strategic airlift available 
for other operations or to support Australian forces deployed to the 
Middle East. Australia was willing to take the risk.
 In Australia, the first flight was running into problems. The first 
C-17 was scheduled to depart Perth at 9:00 a.m. on March 21. The 
second aircraft would depart five hours later. That soon changed 
to 8:00 a.m. for the first aircraft and no definite time for the sec-
ond. As the scheduled departure time came and then went, USFJ 
learned the RAAF C-17 had run into mechanical problems and 
would be delayed. The RAAF rescheduled the flight for early on 
March 22, but that was contingent on spare parts arriving in time. 

A water pump transported to Yokota by a Royal Australian Air Force C-17 Globemaster III is downloaded from the aircraft here March 22. The 
equipment will be transported from Yokota to Fukushima, Japan. (USAF photo by Staff Sgt. Robin Stanchak).
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In the meantime, the second RAAF C-17 became the first aircraft to 
depart around 6:00 p.m. on March 21. The repaired “first” C-17 took 
off early the next morning. 
 Although TEPCO and its contractors sent people to be trained on 
the Bechtel system, there was no indication the Japanese would ac-
tually use the system. Indeed, late in the afternoon on March 22, 
the Japanese began spraying the reactors and spent fuel pools with 
“Giraffe” pumping systems, mounting spray nozzles on long booms. 
Some of these systems had come from the Chinese, who used them 
to pump concrete at skyscraper construction sites. An American 
company donated another. 
 The “Giraffe” had a reach of 190 feet (58 meters) while the smaller 
“Zebra” could go as high as 170 feet (52 meters). The “Big” or “Super 
Giraffes” from China reached 223 feet (68 meters) and began spray-
ing Unit 1 on March 29. As they demonstrated later, the long cranes 
could also be used to provide video of the inside of the reactor 
buildings and take thermal readings. While “bits and pieces” of the 
Bechtel pump train would be used at Fukushima, the entire system 
would not be used as planned. 
 Their mission complete, the two RAAF C-17s that had delivered 
the pumps returned to Australia. The original C-17 remained a few 
more days, delivering humanitarian aid. It, too, returned to Austra-
lia on March 24. The RAAF’s Pacific Assist mission was done. 
 McCormack, of course, remained in Japan. He continued to aid 
the humanitarian mission through support to the USAR teams, such 
as rations. He also aided the evacuation of Thai nationals aboard 
Royal Thai Air Force C-130s at Yokota. Of the Thai operation, Masaru 
Harada, from MOFA’s First Southeast Asia Division, wrote to Mc-
Cormack and USFJ’s Nat Frost, “As an official in charge of bilateral 
relationship between Japan and Thailand, I sincerely would like to 
express my gratitude to both of you and your colleagues of the base.”
 McCormack continued as UNC-Rear commander for another year. 
If anything, the bond among the Australians, Japanese, and Ameri-
cans had been strengthened by his actions. To date, all subsequent 
UNC-Rear Commanders have been Australian. 
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AIR MOBILITY
Air Mobility Classics is a recurring feature contributed by USAF Lt. Col. (retired) Douglas H. Lloyd.

 We are all familiar with the “C” for cargo designation that has been 
applied to every airlifter acquired by the U.S. Army and Air Force 
since 1924. However, for the first 12 years that the U.S. military oper-
ated aircraft, there was no official designation system.  
 Aircraft were procured and operated under the manufacturer’s 
name and model number. This ad-hoc system sometimes resulted in 
duplications, so in late 1919, the Army Air Service instituted it’s own 
system of aircraft identification. Under this little known and short-
lived designation system, the military’s first airlifters were assigned 
a “T” type symbol to indicate their transport role. Ultimately, only 
three transport aircraft were designated under this system before it 
was superseded by the more familiar 1924 system. The first of these 
was the Martin T-1. 
 The United States lagged far behind other developed nations in 
terms of airpower at the onset of the First World War. Consequently, 
our airman went to war in aircraft provided by our allies, while the 
fledgling U.S. aviation industry raced to catch up.
 Military officials were desperate to field state-of-the-art, American-
designed combat aircraft for the war effort. In late 1917, the Glenn Mar-
tin Company of Cleveland, Ohio was asked to design a new bomber 
that would outperform the British Handley-Page O-400, the current 
workhorse of the Allied bomber force.
 Although Glenn Martin Aircraft had been in existence less than six 
months, the young company’s design and engineering department 
was a gifted one. Besides Martin himself, it included chief engineer 
Donald Douglas Sr. and Laurence Bell, both would go on to create their 
own highly successful aviation companies.
 The twin-tailed biplane they designed was known as the MB-1 (also 
known as the GMB for Glenn Martin Bomber). It was powered by 
two 400hp Liberty 12A engines and was purposely smaller than the 
Handley-Page. It had a 71-foot, 5-inch wingspan, a length of 44 feet, 

10 inches, and a 390-mile range with a 1040-pound bomb load. The 
design team believed its high power and small size would make the 
MB-1 a multi-purpose design; suitable for observation, photographic, 
and even escort fighter duties in addition to bombing.
 It was an advanced design for the day, and the prototype MB-1 made 
numerous long-distance flights touring various military airfields, 
where it was enthusiastically received. The Army Air Service ordered 
50 of the impressive new bomber.
 Before production could begin, however, WWI ended. The order was 
cut from 50 to just ten. The first four were built as observation aircraft, 
and the next three were bombers. The final three aircraft were unique.  
The eighth aircraft (serial no. 62949) was a special long-distance ver-
sion with a 1,500-mile range and was referred to as the GMT (Glenn 
Martin Transcontinental). The next (serial no. 62950) was a bomber 
with a modified nose housing a 37mm cannon, and was called the 
GMC (Glenn Martin Cannon). The last airplane in the contract came 
out of the factory in 1919 and accompanies this article.
 Serial no. 62951 was modified on the production line as a transport, 
designated the GMP (Glenn Martin Passenger). All military equipment 
was removed, and seats for ten passengers were installed. A new ply-
wood upper fuselage extension with windows was fitted to provide 
extra headroom. The former open pilot’s cockpit and nose gunners sta-
tion was covered by a streamlined canopy.
 In 1920 the GMP was officially re-designated the T-1 in the new desig-
nation series of 1920-1923. Following the testing of the cannon-equipped 
GMC, that airframe was also modified to GMP transport standard, al-
though it is unknown if it was ever officially re-designated a T-1.  
 Other than the fact that aircraft 62950 remained assigned to Mc-
Cook Field, Ohio after it’s modification, where it carried the station tail 
number “P-106,” little is known of the operational life of these pioneer 
airlifters. Sadly, none of the MB-1 series aircraft survive today.
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Martin T-1

Photo courtesy of the Wiggins-Fitz Collection
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“The Best Safety Device In Any Aircraft is a Well-Trained Crew.”“The Best Safety Device In Any Aircraft is a Well-Trained Crew.”

www.flightsafety.com/government-military/
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